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Zusammenfassung


Ein Experiment, welches nur für ein Jahr mit dem NAO- Antrieb gerechnet wird und anschließend wieder mit NAO+ Antrieb, verschiebt das Konvektionsgebiet in der Labrador See nach Nordwesten, was sich als neuer Gleichgewichtszustand des Ozeans herausstellt.
Abstract

The natural variability of the North Atlantic and Arctic Ocean is still not completely understood. Especially on interannual to multidecadal time scales, where the amount of observations is limited, many open questions remain. The objective of this study is therefore to investigate the reaction of a numerical model of the North Atlantic and Arctic Ocean to changes in the atmospheric surface forcing and to improve the understanding of the internal variability of the model and furthermore the real ocean–sea ice system. The ocean model is based on the MOM–2 code, which is coupled to a dynamic–thermodynamic sea ice model with a viscous–plastic rheology.

A major mode of atmospheric variability over the North Atlantic Ocean is the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). Two 200 year integrations of the coupled ocean–sea ice model with surface boundary conditions which are related to periods of positive and negative NAO are compared to an integration with climatological atmospheric forcing over the same number of years. All three experiments are characterised by a different long term trend in the time series of the maximum of the meridional overturning which approximately lasts for the first hundred years of integration. Also, the degree of internal variability differs between the experiments. The experiment with climatological forcing reveals a self-sustaining oscillation. The period of the oscillation is about 40 years. The mechanism is the advection of saline and warm subtropical surface anomalies in the region of the subpolar gyre, where the deep water formation is enhanced due to enhanced convection. The interplay between the Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC) and Gulf Stream is important to sustain the oscillation.

A switch from a long time NAO+ state to an enduring NAO− situation is also investigated in this study. The sea ice extent increases quickly after this switch, whereas the changes in sea ice volume adapt slower to the changed forcing, because of the integral effect of the ocean mixed layer and ice thickness itself. The ocean adjusts with a fast barotropic circulation anomaly, accompanied by an enhancement of meridional overturning and northward heat transport at 48°N. The slow response is a substantial decrease of the northward heat transport, which is caused by a reduction of the strength of subpolar and subtropical gyres and a decrease of the meridional overturning.

One year of NAO− forcing shifts the area of convection in the Labrador Sea to a different position, which turns out to be a new state of equilibrium for the ocean.
What in water did Bloom, waterlover, drawer of water, watercarrier, returning to the range, admire?

Its universality; its democratic equality and constancy to its nature in seeking its own level; its vastness in the ocean of Mercator’s projection;

[...] the restlessness of its waves and surface particles visiting in turn all points of its seaboard; the independence of its units; the variability of states of sea; its hydrostatic quiescence in calm; its hydrokinetic turgidity in neap and spring tides; its subsidence after devastation; its sterility in the circumpolar icecaps, arctic and antarctic; its climatic and commercial significance; its preponderance of 3 to 1 over the dry land of the globe;

[...] its vehicular ramifications in continental lakecontained streams and confluent oceanflowing rivers with their tributaries and transoceanic currents, gulfstream, north and south equatorial courses; its violence in seaquakes, waterspouts, Artesian wells, eruptions, torrents, eddies, freshets, spates, groundswells, watersheds, waterpartings, geysers, cataracts, whirlpools, maelstroms, inundations, deluges, cloudbursts; its vast circumterrestrial ahorizontal curve; its secrecy in springs, and latent humidity, revealed by rhabdomantic or hygrometric instruments and exemplified by the well by the hole in the wall at Ashtown gate, saturation of air, distillation of dew; the simplicity of its composition, two constituent parts of hydrogen with one constituent part of oxygen;

[...] its infallibility as paradigm and paragon; its metamorphoses as vapour, mist, cloud, rain, sleet, snow, hail; its strength in rigid hydrants; its variety of forms in loughs and bays and gulfs and bights and guts and lagoons and atolls and archipelagos and sounds and fjords and minches and tidal estuaries and arms of sea; its solidity in glaciers, icebergs, icefloe; its docility in working hydraulic millwheels, turbines, dynamos, electric power stations, bleachworks, tanneries, scutchmills; its utility in canals, rivers, if navigable, floating and graving docks; its potentiality derivable from harnessed tides or watercourses falling from level to level;

[...] its ubiquity as constituting 90% of the human body;

from James Joyce, Ulysses
1 Introduction

“You don’t buy a fish, you buy the life of a human being”

SIR WALTER SCOTT, The Antiquary, 1816

This is a central phrase from the book by KURLANSKY (1997) about a fish that changed the world. The book tells a story about the importance of cod in the old and new worlds culminating in the recent near extinction of cod. At all times, fishermen were forced to search for fish populations which tend to appear and disappear unpredictably. This led to a wide range of socio-economic consequences such as prosperity and expansion as well as famine and war. The prospect of understanding and perhaps predicting fish stock developments is the key towards mitigation and a sensible use of this natural resource for food.

It is a well known fact that climatic changes have effects on the fish population, although these changes are different for different species. The effect of climate on fish populations is summarised by WESTERHAGEN AND SCHNACK (2001). One example in the article is the Icelandic cod fishery, where the fish landings (or catches) are documented from the year 1600 to 1900 (JONSSON, 1994). It is compared to a time series of the sea surface temperature (SST), which was derived from the amount of drift ice around Iceland. The increase of cod landings closely follows the increasing SST and vice versa as shown in Fig. 1.1. Over these 300 years, fish landings decline and recover in a cycle of 50–60 years, which is attributed to natural climate variability, since there was no industrial fishery at this time. The onset of commercial fishery at the beginning of the 20th century changed this quasi–equilibrium. In the first half of the century, cod landings reached an astronomical height of 6.6 million tons in one year, compared to between 20000 and 30000 tons in earlier years. At the end of the 20th century, the total landings are at a historical low. In this example, natural variability and anthropogenic influences are clearly separable because of the favourable circumstances of long time series. Unfortunately, this is an exception. Long time series of observations of fish populations and climate variability are very sparse and exist only for distinct parameters and locations. Thus, it is important to understand the mechanisms of natural climate variability to be able to distinguish and quantify anthropogenic effects.

Around Iceland, the variability of cod recruitment and SST agree well, but in the view of climate variability, it is important to find a more robust connection which accounts for a larger area. PLANQUE AND FRÉDOU (1999) compared the variation in recruitment of nine cod stocks in the eastern and western North Atlantic Ocean to the North Atlantic SST and found robust correlations: positive in cold waters, none in temperate waters
and negative correlation in warm waters. According to the authors, the relationship for individual cod stocks and the SST is weak, so that the uncertainty associated with any prediction would be high.

The next question is what is the origin of the SST variations. An early detailed analysis of Atlantic air–sea interaction was published by Bjerknes (1964). He could explain the variability in SST on interannual time scales by direct forcing from the variability of the North Atlantic winter sea level pressure (SLP) field. On inter decadal time scales, the SST variations could only be explained by additional contributions from internal variability in the ocean. This time scale dependence was supported by observational studies, e.g. Deser and Blackmon (1993) and Kushnir (1994). The authors argued that SST reacts passively to changes in the atmosphere on time scales shorter than ten years, but is driven by the ocean on longer time scales.

The North Atlantic winter SLP field has been indexed by the pressure difference between the Icelandic Low and the Azores High. This index is called the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index and it accounts for more than one third of the total variance of the winter SLP field (Hurrell, 1995). The SLP pattern that is associated with a “high” NAO index (positive values of the NAO index) is characterised by a deep Icelandic Low, a pronounced Azores High, and strong westerlies. The “low” NAO index SLP pattern is associated with a substantially reduced difference between the Icelandic low and the Azores high, and weak westerlies. The NAO index is based on instrumental records of SLP (since the mid-1800s at the earliest) at distinct locations, such as Iceland and the Iberian Peninsula or the Azores, depending on the exact definition of the NAO index. The variability of the NAO is linked to changes in the atmospheric temperature, precipitation

![Figure 1.1: Icelandic winter fishery 1600–1882 (according to Jonsson (1994)); dotted line: sea surface temperature in °C; solid line: landings, calibrated on a scale from 1–6 (6=best catches), and filtered with a nine year running mean; graphic is taken from Westernhagen and Schnack (2001)](image-url)
patterns, and storm track activity Hurrell (1995). While most evident in the large-scale wind field, the NAO is also associated with interannual variability in ocean–atmosphere heat fluxes and SST forcing over the North Atlantic (Cayan, 1992).

Although Bjerknes (1964) postulated the importance of the ocean for the explanation of the variability, it is still a subject of controversy. An atmospheric general circulation model of James and James (1989) with only climatological oceanic forcing could produce NAO–like fluctuations with similar spectral characteristics to those observed. The feedback from the ocean to the atmosphere seems to be unimportant in this study. The spectral density of the observed NAO index is weakly red (Wunsch, 1999), with slight broadband features at periods around 2.5 and 8 years. This weakly “red behaviour” does produce a predictability of the NAO index with a small degree of skill. Wunsch (1999) advises caution in the interpretation of short records but, on the other hand, seeks explanations of this “red behaviour”. These are only some examples of the discussion about the dynamics linked to the NAO.

One approach to understand the variability of the NAO and thus of SST is to employ fully coupled climate models, which can capture all subcomponents and their variability: the atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere and land/biosphere. At present, the reproduction of the climate system in models is imperfect, because there are still many unsolved problems of a technical or scientific nature in understanding the single components individually and, furthermore, their coupling. Another way is to investigate the response of subsystems like the ocean or, as in this study, the coupled ocean–sea ice system to the atmospheric NAO. This improves the understanding of the capability of the subsystems to modulate, produce and maintain variability.

In this study, the variability of the North Atlantic and Arctic Ocean is under investigation in the light of influences from the atmosphere and also its internal variability. The present work concentrates on the time scale dependence of the response of the ocean–sea ice system to the NAO. Two questions are, what kind of events a sharp transition from one extreme event to another could trigger in the ocean-sea ice model on short time scales, and which features are persistent or long lasting effects. The role of the Arctic Ocean and the sea ice will be discussed in the view of the time dependence of the reaction and the influence on the North Atlantic Ocean. Another interesting aspect is the question of which mechanisms are involved in a self-sustaining internal variability in the ocean–sea ice system.

Chapter 2 gives a broad introduction to the area which is covered by the model and the background knowledge about atmospheric, oceanic and sea ice variability. One subsection contains an overview about the NAO in observations and models. A general introduction to the internal variability of the ocean follows in section 2.2.4. The ocean and sea ice models, their coupling and the basic setup are described in chapter 3. The atmospheric forcing data are introduced and discussed in chapter 4. Chapter 5 illustrates the main features of the model in a quasi-equilibrium as the results of three different spin-up integrations. In chapter 6, the response of the ocean-sea ice model to a sharp transition
of the atmospheric conditions is studied. The description of a long term oscillation of the ocean–sea ice system with climatological atmospheric forcing follows in chapter 7. The summary and outlook are given in the last chapter. Hope you enjoy reading this thesis.
2 Background

2.1 Main Characteristics of the Arctic and North Atlantic Ocean

2.1.1 Bathymetry

The Arctic Mediterranean Sea belongs to the class of mediterranean seas. As indicated by its name, these are defined as parts of the world ocean, which have only limited connections to the major ocean basins, such as Pacific, Atlantic or Indian Oceans. Their circulation is dominated by thermohaline forcing. The Arctic Mediterranean Sea comprises the area north of the Greenland–Scotland Ridge\(^1\) and the Bering Strait described by SVERDRUP ET AL. (1942) (Fig. 2.1). The Arctic Ocean denotes the ocean around the North Pole, the Beaufort Sea and the shallow shelf seas (starting at the Bering Strait in clockwise direction): the Chukchi Sea, the East Siberian Sea, the Laptev Sea, the Kara Sea and the Barents Sea. The shelf areas are all less than 200 m deep. The deep basins of the Arctic Ocean are separated by the Lomonosov Ridge (at approximately 40°W), into the Canadian and Makarov Basins on the western side and the Amundsen and Nansen Basins on the eastern side. The Amundsen and Nansen Basins together are called the Eurasian Basin. These basins reach depths of over 4000 m, the Lomonosov Ridge has a sill depth of 1600 to 2000 m. The Bering Strait connects the Pacific Ocean and the Arctic Ocean. It is 45 m deep and 85 km wide. The Canadian Archipelago controls the exchange between the Arctic Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean west of Greenland. The main passages are the Nares Strait and Smith Sound with sill depth less than 250 m. They both link the Arctic Ocean to the Baffin Bay. The latter is connected via the Davis Strait to the Labrador Sea (350 km width and less than 600 m depth). Due to the coarse resolution of the model this link between the Arctic and Atlantic Oceans is realised as one passage, which will be addressed as Davis Strait in the following. The Fram Strait, which is situated between Greenland and Svalbard\(^2\), connects the Arctic Ocean with the Nordic Seas. It is 600 km wide and has a threshold depth of 2600 m. It is therefore the deepest connection of the Arctic Ocean to the south. The eastern part of the Fram Strait has a relatively narrow shelf, but the shelf on the Greenland coast is several hundred kilometres wide. There is also a broad and shallow (maximum depth is 500 m) passage between Svalbard and

---

\(^1\)The Greenland–Scotland Ridge comprises Denmark Strait (between Greenland and Iceland), Faroe–Iceland sill (between Iceland and the Faroe Islands), Faroe Bank Channel (between the Faroe Islands and Scotland)

\(^2\)Svalbard is a group of several islands, with Spitsbergen being the largest
Scandinavia, which will be called Barents Sea Opening (BSO) in the following. South of Fram Strait and BSO lie the Nordic Seas, which comprise the Greenland, Iceland and Norwegian Seas, often dubbed GIN Sea. The southern boundary of the Nordic Seas is the Greenland–Scotland Ridge with a width of 1700 km. The sill depth in the Denmark Strait is approximately 600 m, 400 m between Iceland and the Faroe Islands, and 800 m in the Faroe Bank Channel. The Denmark Strait connects the Nordic Seas and the Irminger Sea, which is a marginal sea of the North Atlantic Ocean. Other marginal seas in the North Atlantic are the Labrador Sea and the North Sea, and the Baffin Bay. The Atlantic Ocean is divided by the Mid–Atlantic Ridge into an eastern and a western basin of almost equal sizes. In most parts the Mid–Atlantic Ridge rises to about 2000 m depth, with some elevations up to 1000 m depth. The existence and geographical extension of the Mid–Atlantic Ridge poses an important constraint for the circulation in the deep layers of the Atlantic.
2.1.2 Major currents

In the tropical Atlantic Ocean, surface water is heated by the atmosphere, precipitation and evaporation modulate its salinity. A series of currents such as the North Brazil Current, the Antilles Current, the Florida Current and the Gulf Stream, which are part of the subtropical gyre, transport the warm and saline surface water to mid and high latitudes (Fig 2.2). The subtropical gyre has several recirculation loops. The Azores Current forms one of its major branches. The Gulf Stream separates from the North American continent and is then called the North Atlantic Current (NAC). This is already part of the subpolar gyre, which involves also the Irminger Current, the East and West Greenland Current and the Labrador Current. Besides the Irminger Current the North Atlantic Current also feeds the Norwegian Atlantic Current. It carries surface water which is called Atlantic

![Sketch of the major currents of the North Atlantic and Arctic Ocean.](image)
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Water. The Subpolar Front, spanning from 35°N, 30°W to 55°N, 30°W, separates warm, subtropical water masses and cold, polar water masses. In the Nordic Seas the Norwegian Atlantic Current splits into three branches: the first flows to the east into the Barents Sea, the second enters the Arctic Ocean via Fram Strait as West Spitsbergen Current and the third is a recirculation branch, which flows with the East Greenland Current to the south in the western part of the Nordic Seas. The Barents Sea branch cools on its path through the Barents Sea and sinks underneath the cold and less saline surface water. It leaves the Kara Sea between Franz–Josef–Land and Severnaja Zemlja to flow in a northeasterly direction into the Arctic Ocean. The water mass, which entered the Arctic Ocean with the West Spitsbergen Current, flows eastward along the continental slope. North of the Kara Sea it unites with part of the Atlantic Water that crossed the Barents Sea. The inner Arctic Ocean has two main currents, which are the Transpolar Drift moving water from the Eurasian Basin across the North Pole towards the Fram Strait, and the Beaufort Gyre, an anticyclonic circulation in the Canadian basin. There is an inflow of water from the Pacific Ocean through Bering Strait, but it is of minor importance for the circulation in the North Atlantic except for the freshwater budget. The Arctic Front, which separates the Atlantic and the Pacific water masses coincides with the TPD.

2.1.3 Hydrography

Arctic Mediterranean

Since in the Arctic Mediterranean Sea precipitation exceeds evaporation, this region supplies freshwater for the Atlantic Ocean. Additionally, many rivers discharge into the Arctic Ocean adding more freshwater. In other Mediterranean seas with positive freshwater balance (i.e. the Baltic Sea), there is an outflow of freshwater at the surface and inflow of dense water underneath. The exchange processes of the Arctic Mediterranean Sea are different, because the inflowing dense Atlantic Water is not as dense as the bottom water in the Arctic Ocean and Nordic Seas. Therefore, the Atlantic Water does not sink to the bottom but spreads as intermediate water in the Arctic Mediterranean Sea. Furthermore, the outflow from the Arctic Mediterranean Sea is not restricted to the surface layers (Tomczak and Godfrey, 1994). The major currents and water mass modifications of the Arctic Mediterranean Sea are summarised in a sketch by Aagaard et al. (1985) (Fig. 2.3). The layered structure with three water masses is clearly visible in the vertical section. The upper 200 m of the Arctic Ocean are occupied by Polar Water or Arctic Surface Water. It has temperatures close to the freezing point and salinities of less than 30. This is the water mass, which is exported at the surface to the south through Fram Strait via the East Greenland Current. While temperature changes little with depth, salinity varies strongly. In summer, a seasonal halocline establishes at approximately 30–40 m depth (Rudels, 1998), which is eroded in the next winter season by formation of sea ice. Underneath this seasonal layer, a second halocline separates the Polar Water

IIIsharp change of salinity with depth
from the underlying Atlantic Water. This halocline\textsuperscript{IV} is permanently present above the deep basins of the Arctic Ocean and prevents open ocean convection. Since the thermal expansion coefficient for sea water at low temperature is very small and thus its effect on the density structure is negligible, the halocline and the pycnocline are essentially the same. The halocline is based on an advective process described in detail by RUDELS (1998). On its way north, the characteristics of the Atlantic Water are modified by heat loss to the atmosphere and net freshwater input in the Arctic Mediterranean Sea. In the Nordic Seas, it is present in the east as surface water, which is advected by the Norwegian Atlantic Current and in the west as intermediate water underneath the East Greenland Current, where it is called returning Atlantic Water (RUDELS ET AL., 1999). It enters the Arctic Ocean through the BSO and with the West Spitsbergen Current. In the Barents Sea, the Atlantic Water is diluted by melt water and cooled by heat loss to the atmosphere. It moves north between Franz–Josef–Land and Severnaja Zemlja, where it sinks as intermediate water. The Fram Strait branch is isolated from the atmosphere and from the sea ice cover by Polar Water. Thus the characteristics of the Fram Strait branch and the Barents Sea branch of the Atlantic Water differ when they meet again north of the Kara Sea. Atlantic Water continues to spread as a boundary current along the continental slope. The characteristic temperature maximum of Atlantic Water erodes on its way through the Arctic Mediterranean Sea, but it is still detectable in the Canadian Basin. The salinity is higher than in the surface water and slightly less than in the deep water. The sketch of AAGAARD ET AL. (1985), Fig 2.3, illustrates, in which depth horizons Atlantic Water or

\textsuperscript{IV}often referred to as “cold halocline” (STEELE AND BOYD, 1998), because it separates the cold, fresh surface water from the warmer, saltier Atlantic Water beneath
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its mixing products occur (approximately 200-1000 m). RIGOR ET AL. (2002) pointed out, that the deep currents of the Arctic Ocean flow counterclockwise and thus are decoupled from the anticyclonic surface currents (i.e. Beaufort Gyre, Fig. 2.2). The deep basins of the Arctic Ocean are filled with Arctic Bottom Water, where the densest fraction is found in the Canadian basin, with salinities higher than 34.95 (TOMCZAK AND GODFREY, 1994). In the Nordic Sea, Greenland Sea Deep Water and Norwegian Sea Deep Water is formed by open ocean convection, which will be explained in the section 2.1.5. The freshwater budget of the Arctic Mediterranean Sea was estimated by AAGAARD AND CARMACK (1989).

Atlantic Ocean

The hydrography of the Atlantic Ocean is very complex and only the most important aspects are discussed here. A more detailed overview can be found in TOMCZAK AND GODFREY (1994) or SCHMITZ (1996).

At the Greenland–Scotland Ridge an outflow of approximately 5.6 Sverdrup (1 Sv = 10⁶ m³/s) leaves the Arctic Mediterranean Sea in three branches (DICKSON AND BROWN, 1994) (Fig. 2.2). In the west, the export through the Denmark Strait contributes 2.9 Sv to the total transport. The overflow over the Iceland–Faroe sill and the Faroe Bank Channel together transport approximately another 2.9 Sv (DICKSON AND BROWN, 1994). The composition of this overflow water is highly variable and many studies have been undertaken to estimate its sources, its exact pathways and variability (to name just a few: SWIFT (1984); STRASS ET AL. (1993); DICKSON AND BROWN (1994); RUDELS ET AL. (1999); HANSEN ET AL. (2001); KÄSE ET AL. (2003)). On its way south, the overflow water is compelled by the Coriolis force to follow the western boundaries, which are the Greenland and Iceland shelves and the Mid–Atlantic Ridge. It sinks down according to its high density. During this process the water mass properties are changed by mixing and entrainment of ambient water masses (especially the intermediate water from the Mediterranean Sea and Antarctic Bottom Water). The three modified overflow branches are united at the southern tip of Greenland (Cape Farewell), where the transport of the deep western boundary current (DWBC) has increased to 13 Sv. The water mass at this point is called Lower North Atlantic Deep Water (LNADW). In the Labrador Sea, Labrador Sea Water (LSW) is produced by deep convection during winter months. LNADW and LSW mix and form Upper NADW (UNADW). LNADW and UNADW can be separated by their distinct temperature and salinity characteristics. Additional information to distinguish more precisely the age and sources of the individual components can be achieved by measuring tracers such as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) or helium/tritium (e.g. PICKART (1992), RHEIN (1994)). Fractions of NADW spread to the east and north, but the majority is transported southward (Fig. 2.2), between 500 and 2000 m with the DWBC (RHEIN, 2000). The DWBC is part of the lower branch of the global ocean circulation, sometimes called the global conveyor belt (BROECKER, 1991). In

Vsurrounding water is mixed into the flow, therefore the properties and the transport of the flow are changed.
Fig. 2.2 the main concept of the conveyor belt is indicated. Warm and salty water masses are transported at the surface from the tropics to the north. On its pathway the water is cooled and sinks down in distinct areas (Greenland Sea, Norwegian Sea and Labrador Sea). The dense water spreads as NADW southward in the South Atlantic, where it is advected to the east with the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. The Circumpolar Deep Water shows characteristics of the NADW and its pathway can be followed into the Indian and Pacific Oceans. There, the deep water is converted to surface water. The surface currents transport the warm water via the Indonesian throughflow and past South Africa back to the tropical Atlantic Ocean, thus closing the conveyor belt. GORDON (1986) proposed an alternative pathway (“cold water path”). Due to upwelling in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, NADW is advected as intermediate water to the east through Drake Passage and enters the South Atlantic Ocean from the west. There are still uncertainties about the exact pathway and transport rates of the conveyor belt, because of sparse data availability and the long time scales involved. To travel one cycle of the thermohaline circulation, a water parcels needs about 1000 years. The circulation of the conveyor belt is driven by density gradients (horizontal and vertical) and governed by surface heat and freshwater fluxes and sea ice formation. Thus it is mostly called the thermohaline circulation (THC). A detailed review of the THC can be found in SCHMITZ (1995), a quantification of water mass transports in MACDONALD AND WUNSCH (1996) and in GANACHAUD AND WUNSCH (2000). The THC plays an important role in the climate system, because of the large meridional heat transport it causes. ROEMMICH AND WUNSCH (1985) estimated a transport of 1.2 PW (1 Peta Watt=10^{15} W) across 24°N towards the North Atlantic. Variability of this northward heat transport has large impacts of the climate on the northern hemisphere.

2.1.4 Sea ice

Sea ice is part of the cryosphere, which comprises all kinds of frozen water in the climate system. Since it acts as a barrier for the transfer of moisture, heat and momentum between the ocean and the atmosphere, sea ice is of great importance for the climate system. The main effects of sea ice in the climate system are outlined in the following.

The solar irradiation is the main source of heat for the ocean. The ocean can absorb 90% of the insolation, whereas the white surface of sea ice cover absorbs only about 20%, the remaining 80% are reflected to the atmosphere. An additional snow cover absorbs even less of the insolation. The discrepancy between the reflection characteristics of open ocean and sea ice cover causes the ice–albedo temperature feedback (EICKEN AND LEMKE, 2001). When the sea ice starts to melt in early summer, the areas of uncovered ocean increase. As a consequence, the insolation penetrates the exposed ocean and heats the surface water mass. This increases the melting of the sea ice and the positive feedback loop is closed. As the ice–albedo temperature effect modulates the energy balance, it is an important contribution for the variability in the climate system.

\footnotetext{\textsuperscript{VI}proportion of incident radiation reflected by a surface}
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The temperature gradient between the relatively warm ocean and the cold atmosphere in high latitudes is very large resulting in a positive heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere. The presence of sea ice reduces this heat flux substantially according to the thickness of the cover. Furthermore, the momentum balance between atmosphere and ocean is modified by the sea ice cover. The individual floes can collide or they are stacked onto each other or they are simply compressed. Finally, the sea ice drift vanishes, when the internal forces in the pack ice are too high. This reduces the momentum flux from the atmosphere to the ocean significantly. When the water temperature is at the freezing point of sea water, sea ice is formed. About two thirds of the salt is rejected initially (Aagaard and Carmack, 1989), because pure water freezes first enclosing small cavities of sea water with high salinity. Most of the salt which remains in the sea ice is subsequently released to the ocean. At the end of a melting season, the salinity of the sea ice is very small, approximately 2 (Eicken et al., 1995). The salt, which is expelled by the sea ice formation, enhances the density of the upper ocean layer. This process is called brine rejection or brine formation. Since the process of sea ice formation separates “pure water” and salt, Aagaard and Carmack (1989) denoted it as a high–latitude analog to evaporation. Both components, the dense water and the sea ice can be transported away from the ice formation region, being on the one hand a source of dense intermediate or bottom water and on the other hand a source of freshwater, when the sea ice is melting. Thus, sea ice formation redistribute the salinity in the polar oceans. Deep water formation is important for the global THC and ice export and associated freshwater fluxes influences the density driven surface circulation and open ocean convection (described in the next section).

2.1.5 Convection

Water mass formation and modification in the Arctic Mediterranean is governed by freezing and melting of ice as well as atmospheric heat fluxes. In the Arctic Ocean, the majority of sea ice is formed in the shelf regions, where the brine rejection increases the salinity in the upper ocean layers and the densified water sinks to the bottom. The salinity characteristics of this water mass vary over time and space, whereas the temperature is mostly close to the freezing point. Parts of the shelf water sinks to intermediate depth, where it mixes with Atlantic Water. Another fraction can sink to the bottom of the Arctic Ocean as Arctic Bottom Water, if the density is high enough and where the bottom topography permits it (Nansen, 1906, Fig. 2.3). Numerical model experiments by Backhaus et al. (1997) stress the importance of sea ice formation in polynyas and the subsequent dynamic removal of ice for the high density of the shelf water. The occurrence of polynyas and the export of ice from the formation region is mostly effected by wind stress. Besides this shelf convection, another source of deep water formation is open ocean or mid–gyre convection. In the Arctic Mediterranean Sea, this is taking place in the Greenland and
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Norwegian Seas (Malmberg and Jónsson, 1997). Certain factors are necessary that qualify a region to deep convection. The atmosphere must favour a strong cooling of the surface layers, which is mostly associated with the passage of a low pressure system and cold and dry air masses. The stratification of the sub–surface layers must be weak and the doming of the isopycnals, which accompanies a cyclonic circulation, is necessary to expose the sub–surface layers to the atmosphere. In the Greenland Sea, the brine rejection due to the ice formation increases the surface layer density additionally. Mixing starts where the sinking of dense water is compensated by the upwelling of warm water. The last phase of the convection is sinking and spreading, where the mixed water spreads under the influence of gravity and geostrophy to depth according to its density. A detailed description can be found in the review of Marshall and Schott (1999). Agaard and Carmack (1989) stress the importance of the salinity stratification at the convection sites, which is highly sensitive to changes in the freshwater flux. Another important site for open ocean convection is the Labrador Sea. The convection process there is similar to that described for the Nordic Seas (see Lab Sea Group (1998), Lavender et al. (2000), Lazier et al. (2002), Pickart et al. (2002), Rhein et al. (2002), Böning et al. (2003); the whole issue of the J. of Physical Oceanography, Vol.32(2) is about the Labrador Sea). Recently, Bacon et al. (2003) presented evidence for the occurrence of open ocean convection in the Irminger Sea. Convection is important for the ventilation of the oceans and it is an important link in the chain of the THC.

2.2 Variability

The hydrography and processes which were described in the last sections are not constant in time. Variability in the North Atlantic and Arctic Ocean is observed in positions and transports of currents, water mass composition, heat and freshwater transports and distribution and thickness of sea ice. An important mode of variability in the northern hemispheric atmosphere (Deser, 2000) is the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) having large impacts on the ocean. In the following sections, a short overview is given on variability in the Arctic and North Atlantic Ocean in general and on the NAO in particular.

2.2.1 NAO

In the year 1924, Walker published an article, where he classified the monthly sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies of worldwide weather recordings in “Southern Oscillation” and “Northern Oscillation” for the first time. The Northern Oscillation was further separated in two distinct patterns, the “North Atlantic Oscillation” (NAO) and the “North Pacific Oscillation” (Stephenson et al., 2003). Walker recognised that an enhanced pressure difference between the Azores and Iceland in the winter season influenced the Gulf Stream, the air temperatures over Scandinavia and Greenland and the sea ice dynamics in the North Atlantic. The seesaw of the mean winter temperature between
Greenland and northern Europe has been known since the 18th Century (Van Loon and Rogers, 1978). Basically, the NAO is a teleconnection pattern of the Northern Hemisphere with two centres of action: the Iceland Low and the Azores High. The NAO is often viewed as a zonally asymmetric SLP distribution over the North Atlantic Ocean. The corresponding SLP pattern of the NAO was defined by Wallace and Gutzler (1981) with the help of one point correlation maps, where the NAO is identified by regions of maximum negative correlation. Another possibility is to use rotated empirical orthogonal functions (rotated EOFs) as shown by Barnston and Livezey (1987). The authors found that the NAO is the only teleconnection pattern in the Northern Hemisphere, which is present throughout the year, and it accounts for more than one-third of the total variance of the SLP field during the winter season. Recently, Thompson and Wallace (1998) presented an EOF analysis of the SLP anomaly field north of 20°N, comprising the whole Northern Hemisphere and not only the North Atlantic sector. The resulting pattern and its first principal component were called the Arctic Oscillation (AO), or lately the Northern Hemisphere Annular Mode (NAM) (Thompson et al., 2003). The NAM includes not only the centres of action (Iceland and Azores), but it is a meridional dipole in SLP which comprises the fluctuations of the Arctic basin and the surrounding zonal ring (Thompson et al., 2003). Additionally, the NAM index is more strongly coupled to the Eurasian winter surface air temperature than the NAO index (Thompson and Wallace, 1998). On the other hand Deser et al. (2000) stated, that there was only a weak correlation between the North Atlantic and North Pacific sector and thus the NAM could not be a teleconnection pattern. This conclusion was supported by Ambaum et al. (2001) and Monahan et al. (2000). However, the differences between the NAO and the NAM are still the subject of ongoing discussions.

The temporal evolution of the NAO index is not unique and several definitions circulate in the literature. Rogers (1984) defined the NAO index as the difference between the normalised SLP anomalies at the Azores and Iceland on the basis of December to February mean values. Later on, Hurrell (1995) used the mean winter (December to March) SLP anomalies between Portugal and Iceland to define the NAO index. The SLP anomalies at each station were divided by the long term standard deviation for the normalisation. A third NAO index was introduced by Jones et al. (1997), who took the SLP difference from Gibraltar to Iceland to calculate the index according to the method of Hurrell (1995). The temporal evolution of the NAO was investigated by several authors, which were summarised by Greatbatch (2000). As discussed in the introduction, Wunsch (1999) found indications for a weak red behaviour of the NAO time series spectrum. Apart from the red behaviour, the spectrum reveals some very weak structures near periods of 2 and 8–10 years. Therefore, the term oscillation is misleading, as the spectrum looks more like a random process (Greatbatch, 2000; Stephenson et al., 2003). It is still an open question what are the reasons for the multidecadal vari-
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Teleconnection patterns are simultaneous variations in climate, often of opposite sign, distributed over large distances (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981; Barnston and Livezey, 1987)
ability of the NAO. The coupling between the atmosphere and the ocean with its large heat capacity could be an important factor in modulating the NAO variability (Czaja et al., 2003; Visbeck et al., 2003).

As Greatbatch (2000) stated, the geostrophic balance is the reason for stronger than usual westerly winds across the North Atlantic in years of high NAO index, and in low index years, the westerly winds are weaker than usual. This has large impacts on the climate over Europe and North America as already pointed out by Walker (1924) and Walker and Bliss (1932). There are numerous known impacts of the NAO on the North Atlantic Ocean, which will be sketched in the following.

The convection is very sensitive to changes of the atmospheric conditions and Dickson et al. (1996) investigated the influence of the NAO on the convection. The authors found that during the NAO minimum in the 60s, the convection in the Greenland and Sargasso Seas was at a maximum, while convection in the Labrador Sea was weak. With increasing NAO in the 80s and 90s, all convection sites evolved to their opposite extreme. Therefore Dickson et al. (1996) concluded that the production of deep water in the Labrador and Greenland Seas was influenced by the NAO. The weak convection in the Labrador Sea was also found by Lazier (1988), who assumed that it was caused by the GSA (see Section 2.2.3 below). Curry et al. (1998) found a 2–4 year time lag between the NAO and the thickness of the LSW layer. Declining NAO led the thinning and warming of the LSW and vice versa. The time lag between the NAO and temperatures of the deep ocean at Bermuda was approximately 6 years. Further large scale effects were the weakening of the Gulf Stream and the NAC in times of low NAO (in the 60s) and a subsequent acceleration with high NAO index, with highest transport values in the 90s (Curry and McCartney, 2001). The production of LSW and Subtropical Mode Water (STMW) was investigated by Joyce et al. (2000) and Marsh (2000). In periods of positive NAO index, the Gulf Stream shifted to a northerly position and the production of STMW and LSW was enhanced. Bersch et al. (1999) found in annually repeated hydrographic section between Ireland and Greenland, that the Subarctic Front retreats to the west over the Iceland Basin between 1995 and 1996, accompanied by an increase in the salinity of the Subpolar Mode Water east of the Reykjanes Ridge and a decrease in salinity to the west in the Irminger Basin. In the western part of the North Atlantic Ocean, the upper ocean was anomalously warm in the winter 95/96 (Reverdin and Verbrugge, 1999). The authors analysed monthly repeated hydrographic sections between Iceland and New Foundland and concluded that the heat fluxes at the surface alone could not explain the warming, thus changes in lateral advection of heat must also have been important. Additionally, the deep convection in the Labrador Sea was reduced in the second half of the nineties Lazier et al. (2002). A basin wide response was found by Esselborn and Eden (2001) in sea level height. Sea level raised by about 6 cm in the subpolar gyre and dropped by the same amount in the subtropical gyre due to changes of the meridional heat transport.

Cayan (1992) showed that the NAO is responsible for large scale patterns of air–sea
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fluxes and SST in the North Atlantic. Other observational studies also found a connection between the SST anomalies and the atmospheric fields (Deser and Blackmon, 1993; Kushnir, 1994). On time scales less than ten years, the SST reacted only passively to the atmospheric forcing, whereas on longer time scales, the internal variability of the ocean drove the anomalies. SST anomalies were tracked from the North American coast to the Nordic Seas by Sutton and Allen (1997), who proposed a regular period of 12–14 years for this propagation. The time scale is comparable to the results of Deser and Blackmon (1993). The winter–to–winter persistence of the SST anomalies could be explained with the Namias–Born mechanism (Namias and Born, 1970; Alexander and Deser, 1995): the anomalies are capped by the shallow summer mixed layer and reemerge in the following winter, when the summer mixed layer is eroded.

Several model studies investigated the influence of the NAO on the North Atlantic Ocean. A 40 year hindcast integration was accomplished by Halliwell (1998). In the region of the Gulf Stream, SST anomalies were simulated with basin scale atmospheric forcing, whereas the cooling of the subpolar gyre in the 70s was not accounted for. A comparable integration with a different model was performed by Häkkinen (1999b). In this study, the THC and the meridional heat transport were very strong in the 80s and 90s. The response to the atmospheric forcing fields were basin wide and found on decadal and interdecadal time scales, following closely the evolution of the NAO index. Eden and Willebrand (2001) found that a large part of the variability of the ocean could be explained by the NAO. The reactions to onsetting positive NAO conditions are a fast barotropic response with substantially decrease northward heat transport near the subpolar front and a delayed baroclinic response with enhanced northward heat transport to the subpolar North Atlantic. On the basis of an NAO index, which started in the year 1865, Eden and Jung (2001) reconstructed the atmospheric forcing for an ocean only model. In their integration, the SST anomalies were not caused by advection with the mean circulation but imposed by the overlying atmosphere. The interdecadal changes of the North Atlantic Ocean were mainly driven by the THC and the NAO, which is in agreement with Kushnir (1994). Comparable model analyses of Visbeck et al. (1998) and Delworth and Greatbatch (2000) agreed with the hypothesis that the SST anomalies in the North Atlantic Ocean do not force the NAO directly. A coupled air–sea mode on interdecadal time scales between the NAO and the Atlantic THC was proposed by Timmermann et al. (1998).

A review on the NAO was written by Greatbatch (2000). Recently, a monograph was published solely about the NAO (Hurrell et al., 2003). It comprises the state of the art knowledge of the nature of the NAO and its implications on the environment.

2.2.2 Variability in the Arctic Mediterranean

The inhospitable environment in the Arctic Mediterranean is the reason why sea ice conditions are so difficult to observe. Thus, only sparse observation were available until the late 70s. Since 1978, the data situation improved substantially with the passive mi-
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crowave data from satellites. Sea ice extent and concentration can now be deduced over large areas. The interannual variability of sea ice extent and thickness in the Arctic Ocean has been a controversial issue in the last years, because it has been attributed to global warming, but this is still under investigation. Numerous publications have been dealing with this variability. Here, only a short overview will be given.

The average seasonal cycle of sea ice extent in the Northern Hemisphere has its minimum of $7.0 \times 10^6 \text{ km}^2$ in September (Parkinson et al., 1999). In September, only the “inner” Arctic Ocean (not the shelf seas) is covered with sea ice. During winter the sea ice extent increases to a maximum of $15.4 \times 10^6 \text{ km}^2$ in March of which 14% is open water. In that month, the sea ice covers the entire Arctic Ocean, and large parts of the Barents Sea, the Greenland Sea and the Labrador Sea.

The largest variability of Arctic sea ice occurs within the annual cycle, but interannual variation can amount to about one third of the seasonal cycle (Lemke et al., 1980). Generally, the variability is larger in summer, when the sea ice extent in not blocked by the land masses. Walsh and Johnson (1979) investigated the interannual variability of sea ice extent over a period of 25 years and found fluctuations of 5º latitude in summer and also in winter. In the study of Lemke et al. (1980), a retreat of the ice extent by 0.4% per year was pointed out. A decrease of summer sea ice extent in the years 1961 - 1990 became apparent in the study of Chapman and Walsh (1993), with minima in the years 1977, 1981 and 1990. Analysis of the total ice extent confirmed the reduction of Arctic sea ice extent by 3% since 1978 (Cavalieri et al., 1997; Johannessen et al., 1999; Vinnikov et al., 1999; Serreze et al., 2000). A comparison of observations and data from a climate model led Vinnikov et al. (1999) to the conclusion, that the decrease is stronger than model results suggested, which were driven by natural variability only. Climate model experiments which included anthropogenic forcing were able to produce a decrease of sea ice extent in the observed magnitude.

The inflow of warm Atlantic Water to the Arctic Ocean varies also over time, which could be a reason for the reduction of the sea ice extent (Rigor et al., 2000). The first observed warming event in the early 90s was associated with an increase of the NAO to a positive period (Grothfendt et al., 1998). Dickson et al. (2000) combined numerous atmospheric and oceanic observations and concluded that the warming event is a combination of warmer and stronger inflow of Atlantic Water and directly the effect of the NAO. A detailed study of the warming event with a numerical model revealed, that there is a connection between the high NAO state and the warmer Atlantic Water, but the inflow in the Arctic Ocean itself is not steady and modified by the local current systems (Karcher et al., 2003). Another major change in the Arctic Ocean, which was attributed to the NAO index is the retreat of the cold halocline (Steele and Boyd, 1998). The authors found an increase of salinity in the halocline layer in the eastern Eurasian Basin in the early 90s.

Sea ice thickness is even more difficult to measure than sea ice concentration. Shy and Walsh (1996) combined drifting buoy data and submarine–based sonar data and
found significant interannual variability at the North Pole, but no systematic decrease of ice thickness. Later on, ROTHROCK ET AL. (1999) and WADHAMS AND DAVIS (2000) reported an decrease of the average sea ice thickness in the Arctic Ocean by more than 40% in the last decades. For these studies, several submarine cruise were used. Contrarily, soundings from six different submarine cruises, which were analysed by WINDSOR (2001), showed almost no trend. HILMER AND LEMKE (2000) investigated the decrease of Arctic sea ice volume with a sea ice model and concluded that the long–term change of ROTHROCK ET AL. (1999) is overestimated, as these observations could not capture the strong decadal variability. HOLLOWAY AND SOU (2002) compared the observed sea ice thickness with model results and concluded that the reported decrease is not an Arctic–wide phenomenon and not as large as proposed. An undersampling of the areas of the major variability, especially the Canadian sector of the Arctic Ocean, and infrequent cruises led to these interpretations. The model results showed an increasing volume from the 50s to the 60s, followed by 20 years with decadal variability and no apparent trend. Thinning of the sea ice occurred from the early 80s to the early 90s, with a steep decline after the mid 90s. The total sea ice volume had the same value in the year 1950 and 2000. The reason for the thinning was attributed to shifts in ice motion patterns and warmer atmospheric temperatures. This agrees with the results of KÖBERLE AND GERDES (2003). In this study, a long term warming trend for the period 1948–1998 could not be recognised, but the authors found a large decline of ice volume in the years 1965–1995. Long–term trends were masked by decadal and interdecadal variability. The question why the sea ice cover is thinning in general, was posed by BITZ AND ROE (2003). They found that thin ice reacts less sensitive to climate perturbation, because of a negative feedback loop: sea ice growth depends inversely on its thickness. The retreat of the sea ice margin is slowed down due to the negative feedback, but the ice gets thinner.

An early estimate of sea ice motion in the Arctic Ocean was done by COLONY AND THORNDIKE (1984), who analysed trajectories of buoys. The data revealed two main features: the ice drift due to the TPD and the anticyclonic ice drift with the Beaufort Gyre. A study with an idealised model by PROSHUTINSKY AND JOHNSON (1997) discerns between a cyclonic and an anticyclonic wind–driven motion in the Arctic Ocean, each with a persistence of five to seven years. In the cyclonic years, the Beaufort Gyre is substantially weakened and confined to the North American coast, or the Beaufort Gyre is completely absent, being dispelled by a cyclonic circulation in the central Arctic Ocean. In anticyclonic years, the typical circulation evolves (Fig. 2.2). Observations confirm the weakening of the Beaufort Gyre in the years 1988 - 1995, which is a cyclonic period after PROSHUTINSKY AND JOHNSON (1997) (KWOK, 2000). At the same time, the eastward sea ice transport from the Laptev Sea is enhanced, but the TPD is weakened. The ice export through Fram Strait is increased as well as the import through BSO and Kara Seas; the sea ice extent in the Nordic Seas is reduced. These changes are attributed to the NAO, which is in a positive phase in the relevant years. The results for the Arctic Ocean were confirmed by a model analysis of ZHANG ET AL. (2000). Observations of the ice ex-
port through Fram Strait revealed also significant year–to–year variations (Vinje et al., 1998). Strong correspondence between this export and the NAO was stated by Dickson et al. (2000). A numerical hindcast study by Hilmer and Jung (2000) dealt directly with the Fram Strait ice export. The authors found a high correlation between the ice export and the NAO index after 1977, but not in the years before. An analysis of the SLP revealed an eastward shift of the NAOs centres in this last 20 years, resulting in anomalous southward wind stresses over the Fram Strait. The influence of the enhanced cyclonic wind stress over the eastern Arctic Ocean on the Fram Strait ice export was confirmed by Köberle and Gerdes (2003), but according to these authors, the presence of thick ice from a previous accumulation phase is equally important for an ice export event. Dickson et al. (2000) summarised the variability in the Arctic Ocean, which can be attributed to the NAO. A more general overview of the changes in the northern high–latitude environment is written by Serreze et al. (2000).

### 2.2.3 GSA

A minimum in sea surface salinity was observed in the years 1965 to 1982 at various locations of the subpolar North Atlantic. An “advective” explanation was suggested for this phenomenon and elaborated in detail by (Dickson et al., 1988), who named it the “Great Salinity Anomaly” (GSA). The salinity anomaly was first observed northeast of Iceland, then crossing the Denmark Strait to the Labrador Sea, returning to the Norwegian Sea with the North Atlantic Current and vanishing in the Greenland Sea. Alternative hypothesis of the causes of the GSA were the shift of the Subpolar Front or the variability in water mass transports. Belkin et al. (1998) summarised observations and theories and described another GSA passing the subpolar North Atlantic in the 80s and a further one in the 90s. According to Belkin et al. (1998), the spreading of the 80s and 90s anomalies happened in a similar fashion as the GSA of the 70s and could also be explained by an advection mechanism. The origin of the anomalies are different from each other. The early anomaly of the 70s was triggered by a freshwater and sea ice pulse from the Arctic Ocean via Fram Strait (Aagaard and Carmack, 1989). Several studies ascribed the large ice export event and the negative salinity anomaly in the Nordic Seas to atmospheric forcing (Dickson et al., 1988; Walsh and Chapman, 1990; Serreze et al., 1992). Pollard and Pu (1985) suggested that the GSA resulted from changes of the evaporation–precipitation balance over the Greenland Sea. This was disproved by Dickson et al. (1988), who concluded that the salt deficit was far too large to be initialised by the net precipitation. The analysis of sea ice concentrations and SLP fields by Slonosky et al. (1997) supports the theory, that large scale atmospheric patterns caused the GSA, but on interannual time scale, the sea ice anomalies led the atmospheric anomalies. The 80s and 90s anomalies were the local response of the Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay to severe winters. Several model studies were investigating the sources and pathways of the salinity anomalies and their impact on the THC (see Häkkinen (1993, 1999a, 2002); Håk et al. (2003) for details).
2.2.4 Oscillations in ocean models

Many model studies of the ocean circulation are performed with simplified models, e.g. box models, models with very simplified topography or coarse resolution models. The main constraint is the computer capacity and thus surface boundary conditions are prescribed or simplified, instead of using a fully coupled ocean–atmosphere model.

Numerous model experiments investigated the stability of the thermohaline circulation to abrupt or long term changes of the surface thermohaline forcing. This is important to understand e.g. the oceanic circulation during the Last Glacial Maximum and natural climate variability in general. On the other hand, those experiments were used to integrate climate model and generate future climate scenarios. In this section, the main focus is on oscillations in ocean models and their causes.

A first study on the significance of mixed boundary conditions was conducted by STOMMEL (1961) with a box model of the ocean (see also WELANDER, 1986). Two well mixed boxes represented the low and high latitude ocean, which were connected by an upper and lower hydraulic link (exchange of fluid according to the density difference). When the thermal response time was shorter than the haline one (mixed boundary conditions), two stable steady states existed: either a fast loop, which is thermally driven (strong poleward heat transport), or a slow haline driven loop (weak equatorward heat transport without sinking at the cold and fresh high latitudes). BRYAN (1986) investigated the impact of mixed boundary conditions on the ocean circulation. He used a coarse resolution model, which was symmetric at the equator. Sinking occurred at high latitudes and upwelling in the rest of the ocean. After a spin up calculation, the mixed boundary conditions were perturbed with an additional freshwater input at high southern latitudes. The consequence was a capping of the sinking region by a halocline and a single cell pole–to–pole circulation evolved over a time scale of 50 years. This result was called “halocline catastrophe”. Surprising was the time scale of the event, which was much less than the expected adjustment time scale of the THC (about 1000 years). The lateral friction acting on the THC was hold responsible for this. Analogue model experiments with a simplified model were conducted by WEAVER AND SARACHIK (1991a,b). Changing the surface forcing from restoring to mixed boundary conditions caused an adjustment process with variability on decadal to centennial time scales. The reason for the decadal oscillation (9 years) was the advection of warm and saline anomalies with the western boundary current, which ended in the subpolar gyre, where the deep water formation was increased. The magnitude of the surface freshwater flux was important for this oscillation (WEAVER ET AL., 1993); increasing the surface freshwater flux generated an oscillation with a time scale of 15–20 years. YIN AND SARACHIK (1995) proposed an advective and convective mechanism for a similar decadal oscillation. A more refined but still simplified model of the North Atlantic Ocean revealed an oscillation of about 20 years (WEAVER ET AL., 1994). The mechanism involved an interplay between the zonal pressure gradient and the meridional overturning in the Labrador Sea; neither the surface freshwater forcing
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nor the wind–driven gyre circulation was held responsible for that oscillation. A comparable decadal oscillation was found by Weisse et al. (1994) in a global model with stochastic freshwater flux perturbation, but the mechanism differed. The Labrador Sea accumulated the surface freshwater flux and was flushed on time scales of 10 to 40 years. The resulting freshwater pulse was advected to the subpolar North Atlantic, where the deep water formation was reduced. Variability on longer time scale (approximately 350 years) was found by Mikolajewicz and Maiер-Réimer (1990) with a global ocean model which was forced with stochastic freshwater flux forcing. The oscillation was sustained by the long residence time of salinities anomalies, which could be followed at the surface to the convection sites in the North Atlantic, where they influenced the deep water formation and further along the entire loop of the meridional overturning, surfacing again the Southern Ocean. The variability was therefore salinity driven and involved changes in the transport of the ACC (Antarctic Circumpolar Current) and the thermohaline circulation of the Atlantic. The authors concluded later on, that the time scale was shortened artificially by the type of surface boundary condition they used (Mikolajewicz and Maiер-Réimer, 1994); with the corrected surface boundary conditions, the time scale was about 500 years. Similar response time scales (200–300 year) were found by Mysak et al. (1993) with an zonally averaged, one basin ocean model. The forcing consisted of random freshwater fluxes, which produced an oscillation in the overturning. Delworth et al. (1993) integrated the GFDL coupled ocean–atmosphere model for 600 years and showed the presence of distinct variability of the THC in the North Atlantic with a time scale of about 40–60 years. The spectrum of the model variability was on shorter time scales very similar to observation at the Ocean Weather Ship India. The mechanism is driven by SST anomalies in the sinking region and fluctuations in the heat and salt transport associated with the horizontal circulation. A major constraint of the model is the flux correction between the atmosphere and the ocean model, which could act as an additional forcing and produce nonlinear interactions. The authors concluded that the variability is mainly driven by internal oceanic processes. This is one of the main questions regarding the variability of oceanic processes: whether the ocean is capable of sustaining an internal variability with a purely stochastic forcing from the atmosphere or whether the variability of the THC is the results of a coupled air-sea interaction. A similar oscillation was found by Greatbatch and Zhang (1995) in an ocean model of an idealised North Atlantic with a period of 50 years. The ocean model was driven by constant, zonally uniform surface heat flux. According to the authors adding surface salt forcing weakened the oscillation and thus the phenomenon was primarily thermally driven. A work of Weaver and Valcke (1998) reanalysed the variability of the THC in the GFDL coupled model and the authors concluded that the “interdecadal variability in the GFDL model is not an ocean–only mode and that it must exist as a coupled

\footnote{Thermohaline circulation denotes the global ocean circulation which is driven by temperature and salinity differences; often used in the same sense as meridional overturning in the North Atlantic as in Delworth et al. (1993)}
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phenomenon”. A recent analysis of DELWORTH AND GREATBATCH (2000) contradicts this statement. According to their results, the variability of the THC is the response of the ocean to the surface flux forcing. A coupled air-sea mode is not necessary, but the coupling of ocean and atmosphere can change the amplitude and time scale of the variability. TIMMERMANN ET AL. (1998) found variability of the THC with a time scale of about 35 years in the coupled model of the Max Planck Institute (MPI). They related it to the presence of an extratropical air–sea coupled mode. While the mechanisms of the variability of the THC differ between the GFDL and MPI model, there are similarities in the modelled SST and SSS anomaly patterns in the North Atlantic, which are resembling the observed SST anomalies by KUSHNIR (1994).


3 Model description

The notation “model” in a physical context can be a somewhat misleading, because it is usually used for other, more substantial, concepts. For instance, a model of a train in toy train set or the model of a planned building. Nevertheless, all models have some features in common: they are simplifications and idealisations of reality. This, too, applies to physical models, which are used to simplify complex processes and aim at providing conceptual statements. On the one hand, there are conceptual models, which combine known facts in a wider, logical frame. On the other hand, there are highly developed computer models of physical context. They try to grasp as many relevant processes as possible to predict what is going to happen in the future. The spectrum between these extrema covers a wide range of models. The choice of model to be used depends on the problem which is to be addressed.

In this study, the main interest is the response of the ocean and sea ice to changes in the atmosphere. Thus, a model of intermediate complexity is chosen as the tool to conduct the experiments. It is a non eddy–resolving ocean model with a coarse resolution, which is coupled to a sea ice model with the same resolution. Practical reasons led to this choice as the computational expenses for decadal scale experiments lie in the range of a few weeks. The higher the resolution and/or the complexity of the model, the more expensive are these computing costs. Another equally important argument for coarse resolution is the reduced internal oceanic variability. In high resolution, eddy–permitting models, this internal variability is present at all time scales. The scope of this study is the response of the ocean–sea ice component to the time dependent signal forced by the atmosphere, which is hard to separate from any internal variability. As shown in previous studies carried out using the same model, it is capable of capturing the main circulation of the northern North Atlantic and Arctic Ocean reasonably well (Gerdes and Köberle, 1995; Gerdes and Schauer, 1997). The atmosphere is represented by heat and freshwater fluxes and therefore no feedback of the ocean–sea ice system to the atmosphere is possible. In this chapter, the basic equations of the two model components, ocean and sea ice, are introduced along with their numerical realisation. The setup of the models is explained in detail, as are the initial data, which are necessary for the experiments.

3.1 Ocean model

The experiments presented in this study are performed with the low resolution model (LRM) of the NAOSIM (North Atlantic Ocean Sea Ice Models) hierarchy of ocean–sea
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ice models maintained at the Alfred Wegener Institute (Köberle and Gerdes, 2003; Kauker et al., 2003). Its oceanic component is based on the second version of the “Modular Ocean Model” (MOM-2) developed at the “Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory” (GFDL) in Princeton (Pacanowski, 1995), a general circulation model of the ocean. Primitive equation models of the GFDL type are widely used for large scale applications in simulating the North Atlantic Ocean and have been described Bryan (1969), Cox (1984) and Pacanowski (1995). The main equations will be outlined in section 3.1.1 and the actual model configuration employed in 3.1.2.

3.1.1 Equations

The model integrates the primitive equations derived from the Navier-Stokes equations (momentum conservation) and the conservation equations of energy, mass and salt (see Müller and Willebrand, 1989).

To apply these equations to the earth system, they have been formulated in a rotated coordinate system with spherical coordinates. The spherical approximation is a first approximation, which treats geopotential surfaces as spherical. Further approximations are the thin shell approximation (the ocean depth is much less than the earth’s radius) and the aspect ratio approximation (the scale of vertical motion is smaller than the horizontal scale). Minor density variations are neglected when they affect inertia but retained when they affect buoyancy (Boussinesq approximation). The hydrostatic approximation assumes that the vertical pressure gradient is solely caused by density. Surface gravity and sound waves are excluded due to the rigid-lid and hydrostatic and approximation. Reynolds averaging neglects the molecular fluxes and parametrises the eddy fluxes. Strictly, this is valid only for motions and regions where a distinct spectral separation between the mean flow and the turbulent motion exists. The primitive equations comprise four prognostic equations (the two horizontal components of the momentum equation, the thermodynamic equation of energy and the salinity equation) and three diagnostic equations (the continuity equation, the hydrostatic equation and the equation of state). A more detailed description of the approximations can be found in the work of Müller and Willebrand (1989).

The whole set of primitive equations in spherical coordinates reads as follows:

\[\begin{align*}
  u_t + L(u) - \frac{uv \tan \phi}{a} - f v &= -\frac{p_\lambda}{\rho_0 a \cdot \cos \phi} + \left(\kappa_m u_z\right)_z + F^u \\
  v_t + L(v) + \frac{u^2 \tan \phi}{a} + f u &= -\frac{p_\phi}{\rho_0 a} + \left(\kappa_m v_z\right)_z + F^v \\
  T_t + L(T) &= \left(\kappa_h \cdot T_z\right)_z + \nabla \cdot (A_h \nabla T) \\
  S_t + L(S) &= \left(\kappa_h \cdot S_z\right)_z + \nabla \cdot (A_h \nabla S) \\
  w_z &= -\frac{1}{a \cos \phi} \cdot \left(\dot{u}_\lambda + (\cos \phi \cdot v)_\phi\right) \equiv L(1) = 0 \\
  p_z &= -\rho \cdot g
\end{align*}\]


\[ \rho = \rho(T, S, p) \quad , \]

(3.7)

with the latitude \( \lambda \) set to zero at the equator and \( \pm 90 \) at the North/South Pole. \( \phi \) denotes the longitudinal direction starting with zero at Greenwich eastward positive, depth \( z \) is positive upwards defined with zero at ocean surface and \( a \) is the mean radius of earth.

The horizontal friction terms \( (F) \) and the advection operator\( (L(\alpha)) \) are given by

\[ F_u = \nabla \cdot (A_m \nabla u) + A_m \left[ \frac{(1 - \tan^2 \phi) \cdot u}{a^2} - \frac{2 \sin \phi \cdot v}{a^2 \cos^2 \phi} \right] \]

(3.8)

\[ F_v = \nabla \cdot (A_m \nabla v) + A_m \left[ \frac{(1 - \tan^2 \phi) \cdot v}{a^2} + \frac{2 \sin \phi \cdot u}{a^2 \cos^2 \phi} \right] \]

(3.9)

\[ L(\alpha) = \frac{(u\alpha)_{\lambda}}{a \cdot \cos \phi} + \frac{(\cos \phi \cdot v \cdot a)_{\phi}}{a \cdot \cos \phi} + (w \cdot \alpha)_{z} \quad . \]

(3.10)

Here \( u, v, w \) are the zonal, meridional and vertical velocity components, \( T \) and \( S \) are potential temperature and salinity, \( t \) is time, \( p \) is pressure, \( \rho \) is the in situ density with \( \rho_0 \) as reference density, \( g \) is the mean acceleration due to gravity (980.6 cm/s\(^2\)), \( \kappa_m \) and \( \kappa_h \) are the vertical eddy viscosity and diffusivity coefficients, \( A_m \) and \( A_h \) are horizontal eddy viscosity and diffusivity coefficients and \( f = 2 \Omega \sin \phi \) is the Coriolis parameter, where \( \Omega \) is the angular velocity of the earth. The independent variables in the subscripts denote partial derivatives with respect to those variables.

The horizontal velocities \( (u, v) \) can be divided into a depth independent or external mode representing the barotropic flow \( (\bar{u}, \bar{v}) \) and the internal, baroclinic mode \( (u', v') \). Due to the rigid lid approximation \( (w = 0 \text{ at } z = 0) \), the external mode is horizontally non-divergent and can be expressed by a streamfunction.

To solve the equations numerically, they are discretized by finite difference techniques into a three dimensional lattice of rectangular shaped cells of arbitrary size, which represent the ocean volume (BRYAN, 1969). In case of MOM 2, the Arakawa B grid formulation is used (MESINGER AND ARAKAWA, 1976). Its layout is shown in Fig. 3.1. The scalar components are solved at the crossing of grid lines, marked by (h) in Fig. 3.1, whereas both vector velocities are calculated on a grid which is shifted in the zonal and meridional directions by half a grid cell each. In the vertical, the scalar components and the horizontal velocities are defined on the same layer, while the vertical velocity points \( (w) \) are shifted vertically by half a grid cell.

The physics outlined above is the backbone of the model. Apart from that, the model structure allows one to choose between differing representations of physical processes (e.g. for boundary conditions) as well as for numerical methods. The name MOM is the abbreviation for Modular Ocean Modelling, which should emphasise this flexibility. To address specific problems, it is necessary to provide initial conditions for the parameters and to specify boundary conditions. This will be done in section 3.3. In the following section, the setup used in this work is described.
3.1.2 Setup

The model domain includes the entire the Arctic Ocean and extends into the Atlantic Ocean to approximately 20°S and has a horizontal resolution of $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$. The depth is discretized with 19 non-uniformly spaced vertical levels. The thickness of these layers increases from 20m at the surface smoothly to 800m near the bottom (Fig. 3.2). The resolution of the upper layers is high to allow a good representation of the vertical structure of the major currents.

Figure 3.1: Sketch of the Arakawa B grid in spherical coordinates; the shaded areas mark tracer ($h$) and vector points ($u, v, w$) at ($i,j$)

Figure 3.2: Depth levels of the scalar points, denoted as “k” in Fig. 3.1
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The topography was box-averaged from the NOAA (1988) data set of the National Geophysical Data Center by Köberle and Gerdes (2003). In addition to the averaging, the Denmark Strait and the Faeroe Bank Channel were virtually dug out to achieve a realistic throughflow. Furthermore, the Davis Strait, which could not be resolved by the standard averaging procedure, was opened artificially to allow an exchange between the Arctic Ocean and the Labrador Sea. The resulting topography is shown in Fig. 3.3.

The model grid is rotated to avoid the pole singularity such that the grid equator coincides with the geographical 30°W meridian and the pole lies at 60°E on the geographical equator. All boxes are approximately 100 km × 100 km, and irregular resolution due to convergence of the meridians is prevented. At the southern boundary at 20°S open boundary conditions are implemented, following the approach of Stevens (1991), with prescribed inflow of temperature and salinity with a time constant of 30 days towards climatological values (Levitus et al., 1994). The outflow of tracers is ensured, combined with a radiation condition for the waves. The baroclinic part of the horizontal velocity at the open boundary is calculated from a simplified momentum balance while the barotropic velocities normal to the boundary are specified by annual mean values of the streamfunction of the vertically integrated flow taken from the FLAME 4/3° Atlantic ocean model (Dieterich, 2003). The Strait of Gibraltar and the Bering Strait are closed. The horizontal velocities parallel and perpendicular to these boundaries and along all other lateral boundaries are set to zero, which is called a “no-slip” condition.

At the bottom, the “free-slip” condition for the horizontal velocity is used (i.e. $\kappa_m \overline{u}_z = 0$). The bottom drag coefficient, $c_d$, is set to zero.

A distorted physics scheme was used as introduced by Bryan (1984). This deals with the fact, that there is a wide range of time scales in the ocean reaching from high frequency waves like internal gravity or Rossby waves down to ultra low frequencies associated with slow diffusion of water mass properties below the main thermocline. Hence, calculations would take a long time to reach an equilibrium solution. Distorted physics compresses the frequency band of the ocean model by slowing down gravity and Rossby waves. This is accomplished by choosing a different time step for the external mode, the internal mode and the tracers. Baroclinic instabilities have a reduced growth rate, but they are present over a wider range. Since only the local time derivative is changed, the results should correspond to the non-distorted equilibrium solution, at least for coarse resolution models and for problems which only have one solution (Bryan, 1984). In this setup, the external and internal time scales are set to one hour, whereas the time step for the tracer equations (3.3 and 3.4 respectively) is six hours. No abyssal acceleration is employed. All chosen parameters are listed in Tab. 3.1. The tracer time is the model time.

The discretisation of the time derivative in the momentum and tracer equations follows the leapfrog scheme, which applies a central step in time (for a detailed explanation see Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976). An Euler backward step is added every 17th time

---

3This is a quite subjective term, because equilibrium depends on the processes which are important for the experiment. Advective adjustment, for example is faster than diffusive.
In the momentum and tracer equations, the task of the parameters $A$ and $\kappa$ is to quantify the turbulent fluxes associated with the sub-scale mixing processes, e.g. mesoscale eddies. In the momentum equation, the divergence of these fluxes is implemented as Laplacian or harmonic diffusion. The horizontal viscosities in equations (3.8) and (3.9) and the vertical viscosities (in equations (3.1) and (3.2)) are set to constant values (independent of space and time) of $A_m = 2.5 \times 10^4 \text{m}^2/\text{s}$ and $\kappa_m = 10^{-3} \text{m}^2/\text{s}$, respectively.

The advection of tracers is handled by the flux corrected transport “FCT” scheme (ZALESAK (1979), GERDES ET AL. (1991)). FCT calculates the flux difference between a central difference and an upstream scheme. This anti-diffusive flux is added to the equation locally such that no under- (e.g. negative tracer concentrations) and overshoots are introduced. The main disadvantage of the FCT scheme is its time consumption. However, no additional explicit diffusion is necessary in the tracer equation.

A parametrisation to mix statically unstable stratifications is essential in this model, because the hydrostatic approximation disregards vertical accelerations due to vertical density variations. In this approach, an explicit convection scheme is used as proposed by (RAHMSTORF, 1993) and explained in PACANOWSKI (1995, chap 11.11) as the “fast
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time step for internal/external mode velocities</td>
<td>( \tau_{u,v} )</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time step for tracers</td>
<td>( \tau_h )</td>
<td>21600</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical eddy viscosity coefficient</td>
<td>( \kappa_m )</td>
<td>( 10^{-3} )</td>
<td>m(^2)/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal eddy viscosity coefficient</td>
<td>( A_m )</td>
<td>( 2.5 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>m(^2)/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical eddy diffusivity coefficient</td>
<td>( \kappa_h )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>m(^2)/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal eddy diffusivity coefficient</td>
<td>( A_h )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>m(^2)/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom drag coefficient</td>
<td>( c_d )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restoring time constant for SSS</td>
<td>( \Delta t_{rS} )</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Parameterisations used in the ocean model

The whole water column is processed by mixing consecutively unstable boxes in one pass.

### 3.2  Sea Ice model

Beside the ocean model, a sea ice model is necessary. The ocean model alone is not able to represent the heat, freshwater and momentum fluxes between atmosphere and ocean in the Arctic region realistically, because the ice cover plays a central role in between. HIBLER (1979) introduces a dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model, with a formulation for the ice interaction applying a viscous-plastic rheology. The thermodynamic growth and melting of sea ice is derived from an energy balance outlined by PARKINSON AND WASHINGTON (1979). A prognostic snow layer was added (OWENS AND LEMKE, 1990) and the rheology was improved by HARDER (1996). The following sections summarise the underlying model equations and the configuration used in the present study.

#### 3.2.1  Equations

Sea ice reduces the atmosphere-ocean heat exchange substantially, so it is important to know the extension of the sea ice cover and the distribution of leads in it. Furthermore, the ice thickness controls the heat transport through the ice. Coarse resolution models idealise the various sea ice classes as a continuum \(^{11}\), where only the mean values over a larger area (e.g. a grid box) are taking into account. Thus, a set of prognostic, two-dimensional variables can be defined as horizontal mean values over a grid box:

- *Ice volume per area* \((h_i)\):
  
  \( h_i \) has the dimension of length and denotes the vertically averaged ice thickness.

\(^{11}\)The continuum hypothesis is based on the assumption, that the mean values enclose a large number of ice floes, whose spatial extension is much smaller than the resolution of a grid cell.
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- **Snow cover** ($h_{sn}$):
  This is defined in analogy to the ice volume.

- **Ice concentration or spatial coverage** ($A_i$):
  $A_i$ takes values between 0 and 1 (resp. 0% and 100% coverage), indicating the fraction of the grid cell, which is ice covered.

- **Ice age** ($a_i$):
  The age of ice has the dimension time and it is positive definite ($a \geq 0$).

- **Ice drift velocity** ($\vec{u}_i$):
  The vector $\vec{u}_i$ describes the horizontal drift velocity in metres per second.

The extent and properties of sea ice are mainly dominated by two processes: thermodynamic growth (including sources and sinks of sea ice volume and connected heat exchange) and advection. The latter denotes the lateral exchange of ice with the adjacent regions. The spatial and temporal evolution of $h_i$, $A_i$, $h_ia_i$ and $h_{sn}$ can be expressed as continuity equations:

\[
\frac{\partial h_i}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\vec{u}_i h_i) = S_i \tag{3.11}
\]
\[
\frac{\partial h_{sn}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\vec{u}_i h_{sn}) = S_{sn} \tag{3.12}
\]
\[
\frac{\partial A_i}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\vec{u}_i A_i) = S_A \tag{3.13}
\]
\[
\frac{\partial (h_ia_i)}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\vec{u}_i h_ia_i) = S_a \tag{3.14}
\]

The S-terms on the right hand sides are the thermodynamic sources and sinks for the prognostic variables, except for the sea ice concentration source ($S_A$), where the ridging must be taken into account. If the right hand sides were zero, the equations would consist only of the local time derivative ($\frac{\partial}{\partial t}$) and the advection and the prognostic variables would be conservative. These balance equations have a modified upstream scheme for the advection term (after SMOLARKIEWICZ, 1983), which includes implicit diffusion and avoids unphysical solutions for e.g. negative ice concentration. No explicit diffusion is used. The calculation of the ice drift velocity is described below and the thermodynamic growth in equations (3.11)–(3.13) is illustrated.

**Momentum balance**

The overall forces acting on the ice determining the ice drift velocity $u_i$ can be expressed as a momentum balance (HIBLER, 1979):

\[
m \frac{D\vec{u}_i}{Dt} = \tau_a + \tau_w + \vec{K}_c + \vec{F} + \vec{K}_H \quad ,
\]

where $m$ is the ice mass per unit area, $mu_i$ the momentum of ice per unit area, $\tau_a$ the atmospheric shear stress, $\tau_w$ the shear stress between sea ice and ocean, $\vec{K}_c$ the Coriolis
force, $\vec{F}$ the internal forces due to the interaction between the floes and $\vec{K}_H$ the force generated by the tilt of the ocean surface.

Harder (1996) showed that the inertia term on the left hand side of equation (3.15) is one order of magnitude smaller than the terms on the right hand side, when the time scale of the surface forcing is at least one day. The ice drift velocity can now be solved diagnostically.

The shear stresses $\tau$ can be described by an empirical relation (McPhee, 1979) as a squared dependency on the relative velocity difference (atmosphere-ice and ice-ocean, resp.). The wind velocity is two orders of magnitude larger than the ice drift velocity, therefore the atmospheric shear stress is expressed solely by the wind stress $\tau_w$. The ocean velocity and ice drift are of the same order of magnitude and therefore the ocean drag is parametrised as follows:

$$\tau_w = \rho_w c_w [\vec{u}_w - \vec{u}_i] \left[ (\vec{u}_w - \vec{u}_i) \cos \Theta + \vec{k}_z \times (\vec{u}_w - \vec{u}_i) \sin \Theta \right],$$

where $\rho_w$ is the density of water, $c_w$ is the ocean drag coefficient and $\vec{u}_w$ is the ocean drift velocity. $\vec{k}_z$ is the unit vector in the $z$-direction and $\Theta$ describes the deflection angle between the ocean shear stress $\tau_w$ and the velocity difference $\vec{u}_w - \vec{u}_i$ (set to $\Theta = 25^\circ$, matching the geostrophic velocity of the second layer of the ocean model).

The Coriolis force and the force due to ocean tilt are

$$\vec{K}_c = mf \vec{k}_z \times \vec{u}_i,$$

$$\vec{K}_H = mg \nabla H,$$

with $H$ denoting the height of the ocean surface relative to the geoid. $\nabla H$ is approximated from the geostrophic velocity $\vec{u}_w$ of the ocean model:

$$\nabla H = -\frac{f}{g} \vec{k}_z \times \vec{u}_w.$$

The terms $K_c$ and $K_H$ are one order of magnitude smaller than the main forcing terms (i.e. the shear stresses and the internal forces) as shown by Harder (1996). Thus, the tilt of the ocean surface can be neglected. The Coriolis term on the other hand, deflects the direction of the ice drift and must be taken into account. The equation (3.15) is then reduced to:

$$\tau_a + \tau_w + \vec{K}_c + \vec{F} = 0,$$

The heart of the momentum balance is horizontal friction term $\vec{F}$, which is described as a viscous-plastic rheology. For a continuum mechanic medium, the internal forces can be written as the divergence of the stress tensor $\vec{\sigma}$:

$$\vec{F} = \nabla \cdot \vec{\sigma}.$$
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The stress tensor $\tilde{\sigma}$ is a function of the deformation rate tensor which is the symmetrical part of the vector gradient $(\nabla \vec{u}_i)$, describing the deformation without rotation:

$$\dot{\epsilon}_{ij} = \dot{\epsilon}_{ji} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right). \quad (3.22)$$

The rotational part is neglected, because in ice dynamics it is assumed that internal forces cause a modification only in the shape. The deformation rate is a kinematic term, whereas the stress tensor is a dynamic term. The relation between kinematics and dynamics is determined by a law of rheology $\tilde{\sigma} = \tilde{\sigma}(\epsilon)$. For instance, the stress tensor is proportional to the deformation (and the deformation rate) for elastic or viscous behaviour. In contrast, plastic behaviour means no deformation occurs until a certain limit is reached, after which a plastic flow sets in. According to measurements during the Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment (AIDJEX), sea ice has

- a larger resistance against convergence and shear compared to divergence,
- no obvious elastic behaviour except for very small deformations,
- almost no link between the internal forces and the rate of deformation.

Hence, the viscous-plastic approach is suitable for sea ice, because it is deformable to a certain extent and starts to flow afterwards with a constant deformation rate.

In this model, the connection between the stress tensor and the deformation is formulated in a way which is generally valid for viscous, isotropic media (see Hibler, 1979):

$$\tilde{\sigma} = \begin{bmatrix} \eta(\dot{\epsilon}_{11} - \dot{\epsilon}_{22}) + \zeta(\dot{\epsilon}_{11} + \dot{\epsilon}_{22}) - P/2 \\ 2\eta\dot{\epsilon}_{12} \\ \eta(\dot{\epsilon}_{22} - \dot{\epsilon}_{11}) + \zeta(\dot{\epsilon}_{11} + \dot{\epsilon}_{22}) - P/2 \end{bmatrix}. \quad (3.23)$$

This is a general formulation that has to be specialised by defining the pressure $P$. The shear viscosity $\eta$ and the bulk viscosity $\zeta$ are defined as non-linear functions of the deformation rate. This is carried out as recommended by Hibler (1979) in the form of an elliptical yielding curve, with the transition from viscous to plastic behaviour modified according to Harder (1996).

$$\zeta = \frac{P_p}{2(\Delta + \Delta_{min})} \quad (3.24)$$

$$\eta = \frac{\zeta}{\varepsilon^2} \quad (3.25)$$

$$P = \frac{P_p\Delta}{2(\Delta + \Delta_{min})} \quad (3.26)$$

The parameter $\varepsilon$ regulates the eccentricity of the elliptical yielding curve and $\Delta_{min}$ is the regime parameter. Values for this parameters are chosen following the studies by

AIDJEX results have been described by, amongst others, Coon et al. (1974).
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KREYSCHER (1998) and listed in Table 3.2. $P_p$ is the ice strength, expressed through the ice thickness and open water fraction $(1 - A_i)$:

$$P_p(h_i, A_i) = P^* h_i \exp \left[ - C (1 - A_i) \right] . \quad (3.27)$$

$C$ and $P^*$ are also empirical constants (see Table 3.2). Further dependencies on temperature, salt and porosity are neglected. $\Delta$ is the kinematic measure for the entire deformation of the ice cover:

$$\Delta(\dot{\varepsilon}) = \sqrt{(\dot{\varepsilon}_1^2 + \dot{\varepsilon}_2^2)(1 + e^{-2}) + 4e^{-2}\dot{\varepsilon}_{12}^2 + 2\dot{\varepsilon}_{11}\dot{\varepsilon}_{22}(1 - e^{-2})} \quad (3.28)$$

The delimiter $\Delta$ determines whether the ideal-plastic range ($\Delta \rightarrow \infty$) or the linear-viscous range ($\Delta = 0$) is occupied. $\Delta_{min} \ll \Delta$ simulates a plastic behaviour and for increasing $\Delta_{min}$ the sea ice reacts in a viscous manner. A more detailed description of this rheology can be found in the theses of HARDER (1996) and KREYSCHER (1998).

**Thermodynamic**

Ice is built, when the water at the ocean surface freezes. This is a transformation from the liquid to the solid phase, due to a cooling of the water beyond the freezing point. The melting is the reversed process, initiated by a heat supply.

The representation of the thermodynamics of sea ice is based on an energy balance between ocean and atmosphere. The net heat flow into the upper layer of the ocean can be written as follows:

$$Q_a + Q_o + L_i(S_i + \rho_{sn}S_{sn}) = 0 \quad . \quad (3.29)$$

$Q_a$ and $Q_o$ are the net heat fluxes from the atmosphere and from the ocean ($Q_a$ and $Q_o$ are assumed to be positive downward). $S_i$ is the thermodynamic change of ice volume per area and $S_{sn}$ for snow, resp. $\rho_i$ and $\rho_{sn}$ are the densities of sea ice and snow and $L_i$ is the specific melt energy for sea ice. The difference between the heat fluxes from ocean and atmosphere in equation (3.29) is directly balanced by the melting or freezing of sea ice via a release or gain of latent heat. SEMTNER (1976) split this balance into two separate equations for each interface. This yields

$$Q_a + Q_c + \rho_i L_i \frac{\partial h_i}{\partial t} \bigg|_a = 0 \quad (3.30)$$

for the upper, atmosphere–ice boundary and

$$Q_o - Q_c + \rho_i L_i \frac{\partial h_i}{\partial t} \bigg|_w = 0 \quad (3.31)$$

for the lower, ice–ocean boundary.

The term $Q_c$ is the conductive heat transport through the ice, which will be explained later on. The net atmospheric heat flux $Q_a$ is composed of sensible and latent heat fluxes as well as short and long-wave radiation. The heat fluxes are parametrised through bulk
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formula as described by Parkinson and Washington (1979). The short-wave radiation is composed of the cloudiness factor and an empirical equation for a cloudless sky, which depends on the solar zenith angle and the evaporation pressure (see Parkinson and Washington, 1979, for details). It also includes reflection with a set of albedos adjusted to the underlying surfaces (see Table 3.2), since snow-covered ice has a different albedo to melted ice, for instance. The net long-wave radiation depends on the surface temperature ($T_s$) of the ice according to the Stefan–Boltzman law, the atmospheric temperature ($T_a$) and the vapour pressure. The complete formulation can be found in the publication of Rosati and Miyakoda (1988) and it is based on an empirical relationship of M.E. and T.G. Berliand (Budyko, 1974).

The boundary layer theory of the upper ocean is based on the formulation of the heat flux between ice and ocean by Morison et al. (1987):

$$Q_o = \rho_w c_p c_h u_s (T_o - T_b) \quad (3.32)$$

The heat flux is a function of the temperature differences between the bottom of the ice $T_b$ and the upper ocean layer $T_o$ and the friction velocity $u_s$. The bottom temperature is fixed to the freezing point of sea water ($T_b = -1.83^\circ C$). The other parameters are $c_p$, the specific heat of sea water at sea level pressure and $c_h$, the transfer coefficient for sensible heat. $u_s$ is a parametrisation of the turbulent mixing in the upper ocean:

$$u_s = \sqrt{c_w |\hat{u}_w - \hat{u}_i|}, \quad (3.33)$$

where $c_w$ is the ocean drag coefficient as introduced in equation (3.16). The term $Q_c$ in equations (3.30) and (3.31) is the conductive heat transport through the ice. In this approach, the ice has no heat capacity, thus the conductive heat transport appears in both equations but with inverse signs. It is proportional to the temperature difference between the surface ($T_s$) and bottom ($T_b$) of ice and snow. As snow has a much smaller heat conductivity ($k_{sn}$) than ice ($k_i$), it is an even better insulator. So $Q_c$ can be described as follows:

$$Q_c = \frac{A_i}{h_i/k_i + h_{sn}/k_{sn}} (T_b - T_s) \quad (3.34)$$

The surface temperature $T_s$ is determined iteratively, so that the energy budget is balanced at the surface:

$$Q_a(T_s) + Q_c(T_s) = 0. \quad (3.35)$$

When $T_s$ reaches a temperature above the freezing point of snow ($0^\circ C$), then it is set back to zero and the surplus of energy is used for melting snow or ice, according to equation (3.30). It is assumed that, at first, all snow (if present) is melted before diminishing the ice cover. The conductive heat transport is now fixed subsequently and used in equation (3.31) to determine whether there is freezing or melting at the bottom of the ice.

Sources and sinks of the ice concentration ($S_A$), which describe a lateral change of the
ice cover, are determined by an empirical relation:

\[
S_A = \frac{1 - A_i}{h_0} G_i + \frac{A_i}{2h_i} M_i + C_i
\]  

(3.36)

Freezing is proportional to the open water area \((1 - A_i)\) and the freezing rate \((G_i = \max(S_i, 0))\). The empirical parameter \(h_0\) controls the velocity of lead closing. Melting reduces the ice area depending on the melting rate \((M_i = \min(S_i, 0))\) and it is inversely proportional to the actual ice thickness \(h_i/A_i\). It is thereby taken into account that thin ice melts faster than thicker ice. The last term, \(C_i\), describes the ridging due to shear deformation. For details see HARDER (1996).

The source of snow in equation (3.12) is precipitation, which is defined as snow when the air temperature falls below the freezing point \((T_a = 0^\circ C)\). Snow can only fall over the ice covered region. Melting processes have already been discussed in the context of an energy surplus between the oceanic and atmospheric heat fluxes. As snow reflects more of the incoming radiation than ice, it reduces the amount of energy available for melting. Thus a special albedo was set for the snow and melting snow.

The ice age is a scalar variable describing, besides the ice thickness and the ice concentration the properties of the sea ice cover. Recurring freezing and melting cycles add vertical layers of ice with different ages, which can not be resolved by coarse resolution models. Thus, the ice age is vertically averaged over all layers. The mean ice age of a grid box comprises the mean ice age of the actual ice at one time step, the new vertically built ice and the inflowing ice from neighbouring boxes. The prognostic equation (3.14) for the ice age is therefore based on the product of ice age \(a\) and ice volume per area \(h\). The source term of ice age (equation 3.14) is composed of the ice thickness and the melting rate \((M_i)\):

\[
S_a = h_i + a_i M_i
\]  

(3.37)

When new ice is built, it has an ice age of zero. Assuming no changes in ice thickness, i.e. no melting or freezing, the ice ages every day by one day. The melting process leaves the age of the ice unchanged, whereas freezing reduces the ice age to the same degree as new ice being built. The ice age can be used as a tracer in the investigations. The thesis of HARDER (1996) focuses on the ice aging.

“Flooding” is also taken into account in the model. The accumulation of snow can push the boundary between snow and ice layer under water and the floe is flooded. The drowned part of the snow layer is converted to ice, so that the boundary between ice and snow reverts to the water-line. Flooding is rare in the Arctic Ocean because the ice layer is usually too thick and, moreover, the snow layer is not heavy enough.

### 3.2.2 Setup

The ice model runs on the same rotated grid as the ocean model. The grid cells also have the size of approximately \(1^\circ \times 1^\circ\). The only difference lies in the ice model’s south-
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ern boundary, which is further to the north, located at roughly 50°N. Outflow is allowed only across this boundary, where the ice melts immediately. All other boundaries are closed. The numerics are formulated on the Arakawa B grid, described by Hibler (1979). Table 3.2 summarises all important parameters for the ice model. They are based on the results of the Sea Ice Model Intercomparison Project (SIMIP), which are detailed in Kreyscher et al. (2000). This project includes the testing of different rheology schemes. Many observations, such as ice thickness calculated from upward looking sonars (ULS), buoy drift data, ice concentrations and ice-drift estimates from satellite measurements, were used to validate the results. Furthermore, the above-mentioned parameters were varied to achieve results which are as realistic as possible. It was found that the viscous-plastic scheme predicts the spatial patterns of ice thickness, large-scale ice drift and ice export through the Fram Strait better than other tested approaches. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic parameter:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drag coefficient for the ocean</td>
<td>$c_w$</td>
<td>5.5 $\cdot 10^{-3}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheological parameters:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice strength</td>
<td>$p^*$</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>$Nm^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice concentration parameter</td>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eccentricity of the yield curve</td>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regime parameter</td>
<td>$\Delta_{min}$</td>
<td>$2 \cdot 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$s^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermodynamic parameters:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific heat of sea water</td>
<td>$c_p$</td>
<td>4098</td>
<td>$J kg^{-1} K^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer coefficient for sensible heat</td>
<td>$c_h$</td>
<td>1.75 $\cdot 10^{-3}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of sea ice</td>
<td>$\rho_i$</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>$kg m^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of snow</td>
<td>$\rho_{sn}$</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>$kg m^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of water</td>
<td>$\rho_w$</td>
<td>1025</td>
<td>$kg m^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific melt energy for sea ice</td>
<td>$L_i$</td>
<td>3.32 $\cdot 10^5$</td>
<td>$J kg^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead closing parameter</td>
<td>$h_0$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity of ice</td>
<td>$k_i$</td>
<td>2.1656</td>
<td>$W m^{-1} K^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity of snow</td>
<td>$k_{sn}$</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>$W m^{-1} K^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation parameters:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albedo for open water</td>
<td>$\alpha_w$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albedo for ice (without snow)</td>
<td>$\alpha_i$</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albedo for melting ice (without snow)</td>
<td>$\alpha_m$</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albedo for snow</td>
<td>$\alpha_{sn}$</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albedo for melting snow</td>
<td>$\alpha_{sm}$</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Parameters used in the ice model.
ice model settings used here are based upon the works of Harder (1996), Kreyscher (1998) and Kreyscher et al. (2000).

### 3.3 Data exchange

#### Atmospheric forcing

The atmospheric forcing is provided by a data set including wind stress forcing (λ- and φ-components and the mean scalar wind), air temperature and dew point temperature at two metres above sea level, precipitation and total cloud cover. Observations were assimilated into models to give consistent data on a uniform grid. On the one hand, the model results from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996), covering the years 1948 - 1998, are used. The data are stored every six hours and are computed on a global grid with approximately 2° spatial resolution. For the present study, the data is interpolated onto the model grid, as daily mean values for wind stress and monthly mean data for the scalar fields. On the other hand, data of the ECMWF reanalysis project from 1979 - 1993 (Gibson et al., 1997) are applied. The ECMWF data have been interpolated to the model grid in a similar way as the NCEP/NCAR data. A detailed description of which data set is actually chosen and how the data have been prepared, will be given in the chapter 4.

The wind stress field is used in the model directly as a source of momentum acting on the surface. The other parameters are necessary to calculate the heat and freshwater fluxes for the sea ice and the ocean model. The heat flux from the atmosphere to the ice has been described briefly in the discussion of the energy balance of the ice model; it is determined similarly in the ocean model. The air temperature, dew point temperature and the cloud cover are used to derive the sensible and latent heat fluxes and the net short–wave and net long–wave radiation. The freshwater flux into the ocean is calculated from precipitation, evaporation and river runoff. Evaporation is a function of latent heat including the dew point temperature. Precipitation is prescribed.

The ocean model needs special treatment for the sea surface salinity. This is done using a weak linear restoring to a climatological field (see Table 3.1). This treatment is necessary to parametrise the lateral freshwater input through the Bering Strait and the river run off into the Arctic ocean. The climatology used is obtained from the data of Levitus et al. (1994) and the EWG-atlas (EWG - Environmental Working Group, 1997) for the area north of 72°N.

#### Models communicate

The models are computed with the same time step (tracer time step) of 21600s. Upon completion, the ice model provides heat, freshwater and momentum fluxes for the ocean. The ocean model, in turn, supplies current and heat exchange information for the ice model.
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The sea ice and the ocean model calculate the atmospheric heat fluxes separately, because they depend on the surface properties of the underlying medium (such as temperature and albedo). In addition, the ice model needs the ocean surface temperature $T_o$ to compute the heat fluxes at the bottom of the ice. The energy balance of the ice model has been discussed in detail in the thermodynamic part of section 3.2.1. For grid boxes which are partly covered by sea ice the fluxes into the ocean are weighted according to the percentage of ice coverage:

$$Q_{ocean} = (1 - A_i) \cdot Q_{open\_water} - A_i \cdot Q_o$$

The open-water fraction is calculated by the ocean model, the ocean-ice part $Q_o$ by the ice model (compare equation 3.32).

Besides the heat flux, the freshwater flux is also altered by the ice due to snow and ice formation or melting. Net precipitation (precipitation minus evaporation) which falls over ice-covered regions will be snow when the air temperature is below the freezing point. It is also weighted with the snow covered area according to equation 3.38. When the temperature is above the freezing point, the net precipitation of the grid box flows into the open water. The fraction belonging to the ice model is multiplied by the average salinity of sea water and transferred to the ocean as an additional term to the salinity restoring. This formulation is chosen because it conserves the salt budget. The fact that the sea ice retains a small amount of salt when ice forms and releases a brine while aging is neglected. The ice model also needs the geostrophic velocity to calculate the heat flux, $Q_o$, and the shear stress, $\tau_w$.

The technique of coupling of the two models has been described by Hibler and Bryan (1987). The numerical representation of the temporal dependencies of the momentum exchange has been illustrated by simplified one-dimensional equations:

$$\frac{\partial u_i}{\partial t} = F(u_i) + \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} - D(u_i - u_w) + \tau_a$$
$$\frac{\partial u_w}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} + F(u_i) + \tau_a$$

The nonlinear ice interaction terms are embodied in $F$, and $D$ denotes the drag term. The most important feature of this approach is that the sea ice is handled as a part of the uppermost layer of the ocean. The wind stress transmitted into the ocean is equal to the wind stress plus the internal ice stress. Additionally, the convergence of ice must be considered in the Ekman convergence. When ice is present, the whole mixed layer is at the freezing temperature. The ocean transfers heat to the ice by warming up this layer. This implicit procedure therefore forces the ice cover and the SST to stay in balance and at the same time ensures conservation of heat.
The leapfrog scheme is used as the time-stepping discretisation:

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_i^{i+1} - u_i^{i-1} &= 2\Delta t \left[ F(u_i^{i+1}) + \frac{\partial p_i^i}{\partial x} - D(u_i^{i-1} - u_{wi}^{i-1}) + \tau_a^i \right] \\
    u_{wi}^{i+1} - u_{wi}^{i-1} &= 2\Delta t \left[ \frac{\partial p_{wi}^{i+1}}{\partial x} + F(u_{wi}^{i}) + \tau_a^i \right].
\end{align*}
\]  

(3.41)  

(3.42)

The past is labelled \( i - 1 \) and the future time steps \( i + 1 \). The exchange terms are centred differences wherever this is possible. A detailed discussion of the discretisation can be found in the publication of Hibler and Bryan (1987).

**Starting point**

The surface forcing fields consist of monthly mean data sets for the scalar properties such as air and dew point temperature, cloud cover and mean scalar wind. The wind stress data is given to the model as daily data.

Ice and ocean models start from a state of rest, but they need hydrographic starting values. Thus, the ocean below the surface is assigned salinity and potential temperature data as initial conditions, which are spatially interpolated from the Levitus data set (Levitus et al., 1994). The continental run-off is not taken into account, and the lateral boundaries are closed except in the south, where the barotropic streamfunction of the FLAME 4/3° Atlantic ocean model is prescribed as described in section 3.1.2. The sea surface salinity (SSS) gets an initial climatological data field, which is also used for restoring. The data are based on the climatology of Levitus et al. (1994) and the EWG-atlas (EWG - Environmental Working Group, 1997) for the area north of 72°N, because of the regional unreliability of the Levitus data. The same procedure is adopted for the initialisation of the sea surface temperature (SST). However, there is no restoring of the sea surface temperature in the model calculation.

The initial sea ice concentration is a climatology calculated from the SSM/I data for the period 1986-1992. The initial sea ice thickness is a linearly interpolated field between 0m for ice free grid cells and a maximum of 4m thickness for completely ice covered areas.
4 Atmospheric forcing

Circulation models are sensitive to their forcing. Before this sensitivity is described in the following chapters, the three different sets of forcing fields that will be used to drive the model are presented and discussed in this chapter: OMIP, NAO+ and NAO−.

4.1 OMIP data

The ocean model intercomparison project (OMIP) compared two different coupled ocean–sea ice models: the Hamburg Primitive Equation model (HOPE) (Wolff et al., 1997) and the Modular Ocean Model (MOM). Details about the project and its results can be found in Fritzsch et al. (2000). In order to separate the effects of model characteristics from external effects, a forcing data set common to both models was constructed. The data set comprises a mean year calculated for the period 1979 to 1993 using data from the ECMWF reanalysis project. This mean year consists of monthly mean values for the fifteen year period, but it is also necessary to account for the daily wind stress variability, which is important for the high frequency variability of sea ice. The year 1982, having the maximum variance, was chosen to provide the daily variability. This is based on the consideration that the variance is reduced due to filtering and the aim is to preserve as much variability as possible. This daily variability was added to the individual monthly mean values. The OMIP year is very convenient for the spin-up calculation of the model, because it has no unphysical jump between the end of December and the beginning of January. The set of atmospheric fields for the mean or typical year will be referred to as OMIP year in the following.

In Fig. 4.1 the wind stress fields of the mean over the months November to April (NDJFMA) are shown. In the Nordic Seas, the wind stress is cyclonic, with northward winds at the Norwegian coast and southward winds along the coast of Greenland. In the Labrador Sea, north–west wind stresses are dominant, representing the eastern branch of the cyclonic circulation which is centred between Greenland and Iceland. Trade winds and the mid–latitude westerlies dominate the large scale structure of the wind stress field. Strong offshore winds blow along the North American continent. An atmospheric pressure dipole with a high at the Azores in the eastern North Atlantic and a low between Iceland and Greenland governs the pathway of air masses crossing the North Atlantic. In the case of the OMIP year, the main path of the westerlies starts north of 45°N at the coast of North America and extends north-eastward into the Norwegian Sea. In the Nordic Seas, the wind stress is also cyclonic, with northward winds at the Norwegian
NAO+ and NAO– composites

The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis project provides the data from which the NAO composites are generated. These data have the advantage over the ECMWF data that they cover a longer time period from 1948 until now, and thus contain long periods of positive and negative NAO years. Here, the NAO index of Jones et al. (1997) was chosen, which

Figure 4.1: NDJFMA mean of the windstress fields (in dyn/cm²); a) OMIP year, b) NAO+ composite, c) NAO– composite

cost and southward winds at the coast of Greenland. In the Labrador Sea, north–west wind stresses represent the eastern branch of the cyclonic circulation which is centred between Greenland and Iceland.

The winter air temperature reveals a zonally asymmetric pattern, with warm air masses over the eastern North Atlantic and cold air over the western North Atlantic (Fig. 4.2). In the OMIP year, the warm air extends into the Barents Sea, and the east coast of Greenland is influenced by cold polar air. In the Labrador Sea, the front, which separates warm subtropical air masses from cold polar air masses, is located in the south. In the Arctic Ocean, the air temperature is characterised by nearly uniform air temperature of –25°C.

4.2 NAO+ and NAO– composites

The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis project provides the data from which the NAO composites are generated. These data have the advantage over the ECMWF data that they cover a longer time period from 1948 until now, and thus contain long periods of positive and negative NAO years. Here, the NAO index of Jones et al. (1997) was chosen, which
is defined as the difference between the normalised sea level pressure (SLP) between Gibraltar and Iceland. According to Osborn et al. (1999), this index has a higher correlation between high and low pressure centres for the winter month (DJFM) than the SLP difference between the Azores and Iceland (Hurrell, 1995). The time series from 1948 until 2000 is normalised to zero mean and unit variance. The years with standard deviation larger than one are selected for the NAO+ composite (1957, 1961, 1967, 1983, 1989, 1990, 1994, 1995); values of less than minus one standard deviation constitute the years for the NAO− composite (1955, 1956, 1963, 1965, 1969, 1977, 1979, 1996). A year in this study begins in July and ends the following June; January defines the corresponding year. The monthly mean fields are averaged over the above NAO+ years. An EOF anal-
ysis shows that the year 1983 is the year with the strongest variability in the daily wind stress. The daily wind stress anomaly of this year is added to the monthly mean wind stress values to ensure consistent day-to-day variability. For the NAO− composite, the year 1979 is chosen for daily wind stress values following the same criteria.

The largest difference of the winter half year (NDJFMA) between the NAO+ and NAO− composites is found over the North Atlantic with the prominently strengthened wind stresses in the west wind drift zones for NAO+ conditions. This is visible in Fig. 4.3(a), where the difference in the wind stress pattern between the NAO+ and NAO− composites is shown. The cyclonic low pressure system over Iceland is stronger than normal, bringing warm, humid air to northern Europe. This is apparent in the position of the 0° isotherm in Fig. 4.2(b), which reaches far north into the Barents Sea. In the Barents Sea and all along the coast of Siberia an intensification of the cyclonic circulation is visible in northward, offshore wind stresses for the NAO+ composite (Fig. 4.3(a)). The air temperature is homogeneously −25°C over the Arctic Ocean, with patches of colder air masses over the Canadian Archipelago, whereas in the NAO− composite, a larger area has air temperatures below −30°C (Fig. 4.2(c)). Over the Greenland Sea, the enhanced low pressure of the NAO+ composite with stronger southward wind stresses shifts the front between cold and warm air towards the coast of Greenland. As a consequence, the air temperature in this area is warmer than in the NAO− composite. Strong offshore wind stresses occur at the coast of Newfoundland entailing cold outbreaks of continental air masses over the Labrador Sea. The 0° isotherm is therefore relocated to the southern rim of the Labrador Sea (Fig. 4.2(b)). In the NAO− composite on the other hand, the 0° isotherm reaches north into the Labrador Sea. The winter air temperature

Figure 4.3: Difference between the NAO+ and NAO− composite of the wind stress (in N/m²; significant regions are the shades; quadratic scale of arrow length)
difference shows a dipole structure with a minimum of −8°C centred in the Labrador Sea and maxima of 4.5°C in the Barents Sea and 6.5°C in the Greenland Sea (Fig. 4.4(a)). In the central Arctic Ocean the temperature is raised by 2°C, with differences up to 3°C over the Eurasian shelf. The temperature differences south of 50°N are very small and thus not shown here. However, in the NAO+ composite, the wind stress in the west wind zone and the trade winds are strongly enhanced. Fig. 4.3(b) shows the difference
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**Figure 4.4:** Difference between the NAO+ and NAO− composite of the two metre temperature in °C (significant regions are shaded)

between the NAO+ and NAO− wind stress in the summer (MJJASO). The absolute values of wind stress are much lower than in winter and the mean fields between NAO+ and NAO− composites are very similar. Over almost the whole North Atlantic, no differences are distinguishable. Driven by an anticyclonic circulation in the NAO− composite in summer, the anticyclonic circulation becomes stronger in the western Arctic Ocean. In contrast, the NAO+ composite displays very weak winds in the margins of the Beaufort and Bering Seas.

To decide whether the differences between the two composites are significant, a Student’s t test was performed (von Storch and Zwiers, 1999). The means of the two composites are determined to be separable when the significance is greater than 90%, which corresponds to the shaded areas of Fig. 4.3. In winter, the differences in the wind stress over almost the whole North Atlantic ocean are significant. In the Arctic Ocean only the differences north of the Canadian Archipelago and along the coast of the East Siberian and Kara Seas are significant.

In summer, the differences between the composites are insignificant over large areas of the North Atlantic. An exception is the Arctic Ocean in the region of the Bering Strait and Beaufort Sea as well as north of Greenland and the Fram Strait, where the differences are
significant. The differences in air temperature for the summer composites are very small (Fig. 4.4(b)). The Labrador Sea is the only region where temperature differences greater than 0.5°C are present.

4.3 Discussion

The forcing fields which will be used in the following chapters are introduced here for a general overview, but it is also important to know their differences and similarities. The 15 years of the ECMWF reanalysis data lie in a period of positive NAO. The first year, 1979, is the only year with a significant negative NAO index. The first half of the eighties also has some years with negative index, but the NAO index is less than one standard deviation from the mean. Thus, the OMIP year appears to be biased towards a positive NAO index.

In the NAO+ composite, the westerlies cross the North Atlantic bringing the associated air masses to northern Europe and into the Nordic Seas (Fig. 4.1(b)). Here, the southward wind stresses at the coast of Greenland are very strong and in the Labrador Sea, the north-west wind stresses along the coast of Newfoundland are intensified. In the NAO− composite, the westerlies pathway is shifted to 35°N at the North American coast, transporting the associated air masses to southern Europe with a weak extension into the Nordic Seas. The pathway of the westerlies in the OMIP year is comparable to the pathway in the NAO+ composite, which is not surprising keeping in mind that the OMIP year is a mean field from primarily NAO+ index years. However, the wind stresses are not as strong as in the NAO+ composite. This is pronounced in the tropics south of 30°N, where the OMIP wind stresses are weak compared to the NAO composites. The NAO has its strongest impacts in the northern North Atlantic and the region south of 30°N is far from the centre of action. The significant differences between the NAO composites and the OMIP year are nevertheless important, because they will have consequences for the large scale circulation.

The illustration of the magnitude of the wind stresses of the three forcing fields can further illuminate these differences. The wind stresses in the OMIP year have the greatest magnitude between 45°W and 10°W and 45°N and 55°N (Fig. 4.5(a)). This position corresponds with the greatest magnitudes in the NAO+ composite. In the NAO− composite, the greatest wind stresses are found over the Sargasso Sea, which is south–west compared to the NAO+ composite. The wind stresses in the Labrador Sea differ between the NAO+ composite and the OMIP year, where the latter shows only a small increase in magnitude. The same is true for the wind stress distribution at the east coast of Greenland, where the NAO+ composite reveals significantly stronger wind stresses than the NAO− composite, whereas the OMIP year corresponds with the NAO− distribution. Thus, in mid–latitudes, the OMIP year is biased towards the NAO+ situation, but south of 30°N and north of 60°N the wind stresses are much weaker than in the NAO+ composite and partly also weaker than in the NAO− composite. This is due to the general
Figure 4.5: NDJFMA mean of the magnitude of the wind stress vector (in N/m²); a) OMIP year, b) NAO+ composite, c) NAO− composite

differences between the ECMWF and the NCAR/NCEP reanalysis data. In the sensitivity experiments, which are presented in the following chapters, the two products are not used side by side because of these differences and their impact on the circulation which have to be taken into account.

The air temperature of the OMIP year and the NAO+ composite agree fairly well in the Labrador Sea. Over the Barents Sea and the Greenland Sea, on the other hand, the gradient between the cold and warm air masses corresponds better with the NAO− composite than with the NAO+ composite.

The analysis of the differences between the NAO+ and NAO− composite revealed that the main observed effects of the NAO are included in the forcing fields, such as the shift of the westerlies and the dipole pattern in air temperature. The differences in wind stress and air temperature are greatest during winter months. This is also found in the observations, where the correlation between high and low pressure is highest for the
Discussion

winter months DJFM. The differences in the summer distribution are very small except for the wind stresses in the Arctic Ocean.

The OMIP year has the advantage of a smooth seasonal cycle, which allows long experiments to be run, but it is important to keep in mind that it is a typical year of a special period over the years 1979 to 1993 from a distinct reanalysis (ECMWF). Systematic differences between the forcing fields can have a wide range of consequences such as strength of the subtropical gyre and meridional overturning, which will be the topic of the following chapter.
5 Spin up

The influence of the various model parameters on the hydrography and circulation in the models in general and the reason for certain model shortcomings have already been discussed comprehensively in the context of coarse resolution models and this is not within the scope of this study (see Gerdes (1989) and Gerdes and Köberle (1995)). However, the response of the model to changes in surface fluxes depends on its mean state. Therefore, the mean states of three basic experiments are compared in this chapter. The experiments are calculated with different sets of atmospheric forcing fields, namely the OMIP year, the NAO+ and the NAO− composites. These forcing fields have been discussed in chapter 4. The presentation of the mean states and their differences is also important for sensitivity experiments, which will be presented in the following chapters.

5.1 Hydrography

Three experiments with different atmospheric forcing fields are discussed here. The first experiment is called OMIP and is calculated with the OMIP year of the ECMWF reanalysis period as described in section 4.1. This forcing data set consists of monthly mean thermohaline atmospheric forcing (i.e. air temperature, dew point temperature at two metres above sea level, precipitation, total cloud cover and mean scalar wind) and daily wind stress forcing for one year. In two other experiments the model is driven by the NAO+ and NAO− composites, which were introduced in section 4.2. All model parameters are listed in Tab. 3.1 and Tab. 3.2 and kept fixed for all experiments. All experiments are initialised from a state of rest and integrated for 250 years. Two different time average periods have been chosen for illustrating the mean state: years 10 to 60 and years 150 to 200.

The temperature fields at 300 m depth are chosen for the discussion (Fig. 5.1). The results are compared with the 1° resolution climatology of Gouretski and Jancke (1998). These data are a product of the hydrographic programme of the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) and combine measured hydrographic parameters from the field phase of WOCE and historic data.

At first sight, the model results and the observations are in good agreement. The simulations reflect the temperature maximum in the centre of the subtropical gyre and the shallowing of the thermocline towards the equator. The north–eastward transport of

---

1 All temperatures referred to in this study are potential temperatures
Figure 5.1: Potential temperature in 300 m depth of the North Atlantic, averaged over 50 years (in °C). a) The climatology of Gouretski and Jancke (1998), b) OMIP experiment, mean of years 150-200, c) NAO+ experiment mean of years 10-60, d) NAO− experiment, mean of years 10-60, e) NAO+ experiment mean of years 150-200, d) NAO− experiment, mean of years 150-200.
warm water by the Gulf Stream across the North Atlantic and into the Nordic Seas is present in all experiments and at all displayed times, as well as the southward transport of cold water by the East Greenland Current (EGC) and the Labrador Current. This results in a zonal temperature gradient in the subpolar North Atlantic and Nordic Seas. The model is capable of maintaining the sharp gradients in fronts such as the Gulf Stream. This is due to the numerical formulation of the advection of tracers in the model. The flux corrected transport scheme (FCT) is used, which features little implicit diffusion and is free of numerical dispersion, thus no explicit diffusion is needed and the erosion of the gradients is prevented (as described in section 3.1.2).

One difference between model simulations and observations is the location of the isotherms east of New Foundland, which represent the path of the NAC. In observations, it leaves the coast near Cape Hatteras at 35°N, whereas in model simulations this separation is shifted to the north offshore of the Grand Banks. This is a known problem common in coarse resolution models and visible in all three experiments. Another problem is the position of the Subpolar Front. This is the separation between the warm, subtropical water masses and the cold, polar water masses spanning from 35°N, 30°W to 55°N, 30°W. In the mean of the NAO− experiment, years 10 to 60 (Fig. 5.1(d)), the position of the front agrees very well with the observations. The NAC is visible as a sharp temperature gradient, taking a stepwise north–easterly direction. In the NAO+ experiment, the NAC stays on a zonal path downstream of New Foundland and the Subpolar Front is shifted to the east (Fig. 5.1(c)). The cold water in the subpolar gyre spreads therefore over a large area. The inflow of warm water into the Nordic Seas is close to the observations between 8° and 10°C. Further downstream the temperature gradient at the Norwegian coast is an indication for the position of the Norwegian Atlantic Current, which agrees with measurements. The EGC, which carries cold water of Arctic origin to the south, is very pronounced in all model results. The Irminger Sea is warmer in the NAO+ experiment, where the 8°C isotherm passes right through the area along with a branch of the NAC. This branch is more zonally oriented in the NAO− experiment and shifted to the south, thus the Irminger Sea is colder. The Nordic Seas show in the centre a circular patch of temperatures below 2°C, which is not resolved in the WOCE data (Fig. 5.1(a)) but closely linked with the doming of the Greenland gyre. Ekman suction brings cold water from deeper layers to the surface. In the eastern North Atlantic ocean, the Azores Current should be present at 34°N, 25°W, but the mode water production of the model is quite strong, which modulates the isotherms in this area. Thus, an Azores Current is not distinguishable. The model can produce a prominent layer of mode water by convection, which is mixed only moderately with the surrounding water masses, but transported to the south–west. Level models with a Gent–McWilliams parametrisation of tracer advection (GENT AND McWILLIAMS, 1990) are too diffusive in the eastern North Atlantic to represent the mode water accordingly (e.g. NEW ET AL., 2001).

After 200 years of integration, the mean states have changed. In all experiments, the Subpolar Front is relocated to the north–west. The individual experiments have diverged
further from each other. The temperature distribution of the OMIP experiment at 40°W (Fig 5.1(b)) shows a broad northward NAC that turns east at 55°N. In the NAO+ experiment, this front is sharper and focused in the west, almost touching the central Labrador Sea on the way to the north (Fig 5.1(e)). As a result, the Labrador Sea is warmer than in the observations. East of 30°W, the NAC flows zonally towards the Norwegian Sea, depriving the Irminger Sea of warm water inflow. The NAO− experiment also shows a front south of Greenland, but it is not as sharp as in the NAO+ experiment. The temperature distribution in the Irminger Sea is similar to that in the NAO+ distribution. The temperature in the Greenland gyre is warmer in the mean of year 150 to 200 in all experiments. The NAO+ and NAO− experiments have temperatures above 20°C in the subtropical gyre, whereas the observations and the OMIP experiment reach only 18°C. In the Sargasso Sea, 18°C mode water forms and is clearly visible in the observations. This mode water is also present in the model results, but is warmer than observed. The structure of the subtropical gyre is close to reality and does not change dramatically during the long integration. The eastern North Atlantic is unusually warm at 20°C in all experiments. In the area of the Canary Current, strong equatorwards winds parallel to the coast lead to an enhanced offshore Ekman transport. The water which is missing at the surface has to be supplied by water from below in an upwelling motion. This upwelling of cold water is missing in all three experiments. A hint of this anomalous warm water at the North African coast is already visible in the early means (year 10 to 60), but it is more obvious in the mean distributions of years 150 to 200 (Fig. 5.1(b), Fig. 5.1(e) and Fig. 5.1(f)). A cell of cold water west of South America is in the observations. This is not present in the early years of the three experiments, but all the mean fields of years 150–200 show this relatively cold water in the south. Associated with this cold water cell is a better representation of the gradient between the cold water in the south and the warm water in the Sargasso Sea.

Fig 5.2 illustrates the salinity distribution at 300 m. The Subpolar Front separates not only warm and cold water masses, but also freshwater from the north and saline water from the subtropics, which is visible in the observation and model results 5.2. The general deficiencies of the salinity distribution are similar to the temperature distribution, but in addition the model shows much higher salinities than the observations almost everywhere. However, the most prominent model–data difference is the mode water in the eastern North Atlantic, which is not only noticeable in the temperature but also in the salinity distribution. Shortly after the beginning of the integration, the Subpolar Front has a more realistic position, where the NAO+ experiment displays the best agreement with measurements. This experiment also results in a large area of freshwater in the Labrador Sea. In the NAO− experiment, the front is located at 40°W, which reduces the amount of freshwater in the Labrador Sea.

After 200 years of integration, the subtropical gyre has become more saline in the NAO experiments than in the observations. The OMIP experiment has more reasonable values in the Sargasso Sea, but due to the missing upwelling of cold, fresh water at the coast of
Figure 5.2: Salinity in 300 m depth of the North Atlantic, averaged over 50 years. a) The climatology of Gouretski and Jancke (1998), b) OMIP experiment, mean of years 150-200, c) NAO+ experiment mean of years 10-60, d) NAO− experiment, mean of years 10-60, e) NAO+ experiment mean of years 150-200, d) NAO− experiment, mean of years 150-200.
North Africa, there is a lens of very saline water in this area as well. The Nordic Seas and the Labrador Sea have in all experiments a much higher salinity than observations suggest, but the lens of fresher water north of the equator is more realistic after 200 years of integration than in the early years.

5.2 Circulation

The circulation of the three experiments reflects the tracer distribution. As a diagnostic for the circulation, consider the barotropic streamfunction, Fig. 5.3. It is defined as

$$\frac{1}{a} \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial \phi} = -\int_{-H}^{0} u \, dz \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{1}{a \cos \phi} \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial \lambda} = \int_{-H}^{0} v \, dz \tag{5.1}$$

The strongest gyre in all experiments is the anticyclonic subtropical gyre with the maximum of the streamfunction close to the North American coast, near Florida. In the north, the cyclonic circulation cell is the subpolar gyre. The positions of the gyre boundaries remain unchanged during the integrations of the individual experiments, but the strength and the position of the maximum of the circulation within the gyres change. The subtropical gyre is strongest in the NAO+ experiment. The mean field of years 150 to 200 has a maximum of 70 Sverdrup (1 Sv = $10^6$ m$^3$/s). The maximum streamfunction values for all experiments are listed in Tab. 5.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OMIP</th>
<th>NAO+</th>
<th>NAO-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strength of subtropical gyre</td>
<td>51 Sv</td>
<td>70 Sv</td>
<td>65 Sv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength of subpolar gyre</td>
<td>-33 Sv</td>
<td>-37 Sv</td>
<td>-31 Sv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLD in Labrador Sea, years 10 to 60</td>
<td>507 m</td>
<td>305 m</td>
<td>404 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLD in Greenland Sea, years 10 to 60</td>
<td>2722 m</td>
<td>2988 m</td>
<td>2426 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLD in Labrador Sea</td>
<td>1001 m</td>
<td>1972 m</td>
<td>628 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLD in Greenland Sea</td>
<td>1987 m</td>
<td>2453 m</td>
<td>2494 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. meridional overturning</td>
<td>23 Sv</td>
<td>27 Sv</td>
<td>19 Sv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. northward heat transport</td>
<td>1.18 PW</td>
<td>1.46 PW</td>
<td>1.22 PW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev. of the northward heat transport</td>
<td>0.13 PW</td>
<td>0.28 PW</td>
<td>0.17 PW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Maxima of important quantities for the three spin up experiments for years 150 to 200, if not mentioned otherwise; MLD stands for the maximum of the mixed layer depth; the standard deviation of the northward heat transport at 20°N is calculated with the monthly mean values for years 150 to 200

As measured directly by Schott et al. (1988), the Florida Current between Florida and Grand Bahama Island transports 20–40 Sv north. At 73°W, Schmitz and McCartney (1993) estimated the transport of the Gulf Stream above 7°C with 67 Sv and below 7°C with 28 Sv. The values of Tab 5.1 represent the maximum of the vertically averaged
transport of the subtropical gyre, which is hard to compare to individual observations. NAO+ has a strong transport due to the strong windstress forcing of the westerlies at the northern boundary of the subtropical gyre (compare Fig. 4.1). The subpolar gyre is also strong in this experiment (more than 30 Sv) and its extent is large. In the NAO− and OMIP experiments, the maxima are reduced and the subtropical gyre is confined to a smaller region. The mean of years 10 to 60 of the NAO+ and OMIP experiments show the position of the maximum of the streamfunction of the subpolar gyre to be east of 35°W (not shown). In Fig. 5.3 this maximum has shifted to the west for years 150–200.

Convection depths can be represented via the depth of the mixed layer. The mixed layer depth is identified as the depth where the density difference to the surface is larger than \( \Delta \sigma \). Here \( \Delta \sigma \) is chosen to be \( \Delta \sigma = 0.02 \text{ kg/m}^3 \) in analogy with McCartney and Talley (1982) and Böning et al. (1996). The mean mixed layer depths in

![Figure 5.3: Mean vertically integrated streamfunction of the North Atlantic in Sverdrup (1 Sv = 10^6 m^3/s), averaged over the years 150 to 200. Areas of negative values are shaded; a) 50 year mean of OMIP experiment, b) 50 year mean of NAO+ experiment and c) 50 year mean of NAO− experiment.](image)
March are shown in Fig. 5.4. The mixed layer depth criterion for the observations is $\Delta \sigma = 0.125 \text{kg/m}^3$ and the depths are restricted to the upper 1000 m. MONTEREY AND LEVITUS (1997) state that this criterion is more robust for climatological density data. All three experiments show an increase of mixed layer depths towards the north–east subpolar North Atlantic that corresponds to the observations (Fig. 5.4(a)). According to McCARTNEY AND TALLEY (1982), this is the effect of continuously cooling along the NAC and the cyclonic circulation in the subpolar gyre that results in the formation of subpolar mode water. The maximum of this mixed layer strip is situated south of Iceland in the model results, whereas in the observations it is smaller and lies further south. This patch of deep mixed layers remains fairly unchanged throughout the integration.

In the Labrador Sea, the mixed layer depths are highly variable. In the mean of years 10 to 60 the mixed layer depth hardly exceeds a value of 500 m in any of the experi-
ments (compare Tab. 5.1). In the mean from years 150–200, the NAO+ experiment has the deepest mixed layer depths of almost 2000 m (Fig. 5.4(c)). In a wide area around this maximum, the mixed layers are deeper than 500 m. The situation of the mixed layer in the Labrador Sea is comparable to the OMIP experiment, but the maximum is shallower and deep mixed layers are restricted to only two grid boxes (Fig. 5.4(b)). In the NAO− experiment, the mixed layer reaches a maximum of only 630 m. In the surrounding areas, the mixed layer is shallower than 500 m, which is by and large a similar distribution as for years 10−60. The observations show mixed layer depths of 1000 m in the Labrador Sea. The deep mixed layer extends over larger areas. This could be the consequence of smoothing of the data. The observed deep mixed layers in the Irminger Sea are not present in any of the model experiments, because the freshwater transport with the East Greenland Current strongly stratifies over a large area.

The Nordic Seas show large differences in the location of deep mixed layers for the three experiments. The NAO+ composite reveals a deep mixed layer in the central Greenland Sea in the early and later mean fields, whereas the NAO− experiment has this deep mixed layer situated in the north of the Greenland Sea just south of Svalbard. The OMIP experiment has great mixed layer depths in the mean of years 10 to 60 (Tab. 5.1), but later only intermediate convection in the whole area, which is also the case in the observed mixed layer depths. The mixed layer depth at the coast of Norway is similar in all experiments.

The overall meridional transport can be described by the streamfunction of the zonally integrated volume transport, which is

$$\Phi(\phi, z) = \int_z^{\lambda_E} \int_{\lambda_W}^{\lambda_E} a \cos \phi v(\lambda, \phi, z') d\lambda dz'$$.  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

The meridional velocity, $v$, is integrated over depth and from the western ($\lambda_W$) to the eastern boundary ($\lambda_E$) of the model domain. $a$ denotes the earth’s radius.

North of the equator the trade winds generate Ekman transports that diverge and lead to a shallow upwelling cell in the NAO experiments. In Fig. 5.5, these equatorial upwelling cells are visible between 10$^\circ$N and 20$^\circ$N, reaching down to 200 m. The Ekman transports also produce two counter-rotating cells that meet at the Subpolar Front. They do not show up clearly in Fig. 5.5 because of the strength of the thermohaline circulation.

In the OMIP experiment, water in the upper 1000 m is transported to the north with the western boundary currents (North Brazil Current, Florida/Antilles Current, Gulf Stream and NAC). About 15 Sv of water sink down between the Greenland-Scotland Ridge and 60$^\circ$N. This area is larger than observed, because of the coarse resolution of the model and parameterisation of the convection. The dense water is transported south as North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) at depths between 2000 m and 3000 m. An additional enhancement of the meridional overturning cell is caused by downwelling at 45$^\circ$N. The maximum in the cell is 23 Sv. It is located between 30$^\circ$N and 40$^\circ$N and at 1500 m depth (Tab. 5.1).
In the NAO+ experiment, the overturning cell is much stronger, with a maximum of 27 Sv, and the cell reaches further down. The lower branch of the deep water is located at 4000 m. The position of the maximum is the same as in the OMIP experiment.

The weakest meridional overturning is found in the NAO− experiment. Its maximum is 19 Sv, located at 35°N and 1000–1500 m depth. The lower branch does not reach as far down as in the other experiments. The Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC)\textsuperscript{II} flows south between 2000 m and 3000 m, and there is still about 15 Sv of southward transport at 10°N. This is the only experiment where a cell of bottom water from the south enters the North Atlantic between 3500 m and 4500 m depth. It can be traced up to 20°N.

Roemmich and Wunsch (1985) determined, by applying inverse methods to data, a southward transport of NADW of 17 Sv at 24°N. The net deep water production rate was

\textsuperscript{II}NADW is a water mass with distinct temperature and salinity characteristic and DWBC is the name of the current which transports NADW.

Roemmich and Wunsch (1985) determined, by applying inverse methods to data, a southward transport of NADW of 17 Sv at 24°N. The net deep water production rate was

\textsuperscript{II}NADW is a water mass with distinct temperature and salinity characteristic and DWBC is the name of the current which transports NADW.
estimated with a different data set by Ganachaud and Wunsch (2000) to be $15 \pm 2$ Sv. According to Schmitz and McCartney (1993), 13 Sv of DWBC water cross the equator. The rate of deep water formation is then in the same range as the cross-equatorial transport. In OMIP and NAO+ the circulation is stronger than these estimations suggest, and only the NAO− experiment has comparable transportation rates. However, the magnitude and strength of the meridional streamfunction is hard to compare with observations, since there are no direct estimates of this integrated circulation.

5.3 Heat transport

The total advective meridional oceanic heat transport can be written as follows:

$$Q = \rho_0 c_p \int_0^L \int_{-H}^0 a \cos \phi vT \, dz \, d\lambda$$

The diffusive heat transport is small compared to this advective transport. The 50 years average of the advective northward heat transport is shown in Fig. 5.6. The latitudinal dependence of the northward heat transport in all experiments corresponds to substantial northward transport of heat over the equator with a maximum between 15°N and 20°N and a decline towards almost zero at the latitude of the Nordic Seas (75°N).

The OMIP experiment has a northward heat transport of 0.8 PW (1 PW=10^{15} W) over the equator, reaching a maximum of 1.18 PW at 15°N (values listed in Tab. 5.1). 0.2 PW are transported north at 70°N. The NAO− experiment transports more heat to the north at 20°N than the OMIP experiment, but apart from that, the values are very similar in the North Atlantic in these two experiments. In the NAO+ experiment, the northward heat transport is strongest with 1.46 PW at 20°N (Tab. 5.1), and north of the equator the

![Figure 5.6: Northward heat transport as a mean over year 150 to 200 (in Petawatt, 1 PW=10^{15} W).](image)
Heat transport

transport is about 0.2 PW higher than in the OMIP or NAO− experiment. The heat transport in the North Atlantic at 24°N was estimated by MacDonald and Wunsch (1996) to be 1.1±0.3 PW and more recently by Ganachaud and Wunsch (2000) to be about 1.3±0.2 PW, both of these estimates are in good agreement with all three experiments.

The total advective heat transport is decomposed as suggested by Bryan (1962):

\[ Q = Q_{\text{over}} + Q_{\text{gyre}} = \rho_0 c_p \left[ \int_0^L \int_{-H}^0 a \cos \phi \overline{T'} \, dz \, d\lambda + \int_0^L \int_{-H}^0 a \cos \phi \, \overline{\nu' T'} \, dz \, d\lambda \right], \quad (5.4) \]

where \( \overline{\cdot} \) denotes a zonal average and \( \nu' \) is the deviation from this average. The first integral gives the transport due to correlations in the vertical, called the overturning component, and the second integral gives the transport due to correlations in the horizontal plane, called the gyre component. The diffusive heat transport is small compared to the total advective heat transport. The decomposition is illustrated for the three experiments in Fig. 5.7. South of the equator, in the NAO+ and NAO− experiments, the gyre com-

![Figure 5.7: Decomposition of the northward heat transport as a mean over year 150 to 200 (in Petawatt); the upper panel shows the overturning component, the lower panel the gyre component of the total advective heat transport](image)

ponent dominates, whereas in the OMIP experiments, the overturning component is the most important. It is obvious, that the main contribution to northward heat transport between the equator and 45°N comes in all experiments from the overturning component. At 50°N, both components have the same strength and north of this latitude the heat transport is governed by the gyre component.

60
The variability of the total advective heat transport at 20°N for the NAO− experiment is depicted in Fig. 5.8. 20°N is the position of the maximum northward heat transport.

![Anomaly of the northward heat transport of NAO− for the years 150 to 200 as monthly means at 20°N (in Petawatt); the thick line is a running mean over 13 months](image)

Figure 5.8: Anomaly of the northward heat transport of NAO− for the years 150 to 200 as monthly means at 20°N (in Petawatt); the thick line is a running mean over 13 months

The standard deviation of the heat transport in this experiment is 0.17 PW, which is 14% of the mean value. The mean value is superimposed with seasonal and decadal variability. The seasonal variations are mainly caused by changes in the Ekman transport. The forcing does not contain components with longer than seasonal period. The longer time scale variability in the heat transport depicted in Fig. 5.8 is due to internal variability of the ocean model. The other experiments show also seasonal and decadal variability, with standard deviations as listed in Tab. 5.1.

### 5.4 Ice distribution

The ice field depends strongly on the atmospheric conditions. On time scales shorter than one year, the motion of sea ice is mainly governed by wind stress; and only on longer time scales are the ocean currents roughly as important as the wind stress (Rigor et al., 2002). As discussed in section 4.2, there is a significant difference between the wind stress distributions of the NAO+ and the NAO− composites, which ought to have an impact on the sea ice distribution and motion. The mean sea ice motion for the three experiments is shown in Fig. 5.9 as the ice velocity times thickness.

The NAO− experiment (Fig. 5.9(c)) reveals an enhanced sea ice motion from the Beaufort Sea to the East Siberian Sea. The Beaufort gyre itself is stronger because of the sustained anticyclonic wind stresses throughout the year in this composite as discussed in section 4.2. The sea ice accumulates in the central Arctic Ocean, where the sea ice thickness increases. The sea ice export through the Fram and Davis Straits is reduced as can
Ice distribution

Figure 5.9: Mean ice transport averaged over year 150 to 200 (in $\text{m}^3\text{s}^{-1}$)

be seen in Tab 5.2. The transport of sea ice from the Kara and Laptev Seas to the central Arctic Ocean is small in the NAO− experiment, because of the weaker offshore wind stress. However, the ice export between Svalbard and Novaja Semlja is supported by the wind stress.

The NAO+ composite (Fig. 5.9(b)) has only weak wind stresses over the Beaufort and Bering Seas. The Beaufort gyre is therefore confined to the western Arctic Ocean and is less pronounced than in the NAO− experiment. On the Siberian coast the situation is reversed. Stronger offshore winds over the Kara and the Laptev Seas favour sea ice production and northward transport, but the sea ice does not accumulate in the central Arctic
ocean. The predominant winds between Svalbard and Novaja Semlja prevent the sea ice from being transported southwards into the Barents Sea. Instead, it is exported mainly through the Fram Strait into the Nordic Seas, additionally forced by strong southerly wind stresses north of the Fram Strait (Tab. 5.2). The axis of the transpolar drift is shifted to the west into the Beaufort Sea in this experiment. The export through the Davis Strait is strongly enhanced, mainly because of the southerly wind stresses over this strait. The sea ice volume is smaller than in the NAO− experiment, which can be attributed to the substantial ice export through the Davis and Fram Straits and to the wind stress at the Eurasian shelf, where the sea ice is blown away from the coast.

In the OMIP year, the anticyclonic wind stresses over the Beaufort Sea are even stronger than in the NAO− composite (not shown). As a result, the sea ice motion in the Beaufort gyre is very strong. On the Siberian coast, the offshore winds in the Kara and Laptev Seas are comparable to those in the NAO+ composite, thus sea ice is formed in the open leads and exported to the central Arctic Ocean. The strong Beaufort gyre prevents the accumulation of the sea ice north of Greenland and the ice export through Davis Strait is enhanced, whereas the ice export through the Fram Strait is reduced compared to the NAO+ experiment.

5.5 Discussion

The only difference between the three experiments is the atmospheric forcing. The numerical parameters of all experiments are identical and even the initialisation is the same. But different forcing alone causes large differences in the circulation and sea ice distribution of the model.

In the NAO+ experiment, the horizontal circulation, the meridional overturning and the meridional heat transport are very strong compared to other model results and observations. The convection in the Labrador Sea is strong in times of positive NAO, consistent with Dickson et al. (1990) and Khatiwala et al. (2002). This is caused by strong winds in the Labrador Sea and the related thermohaline surface fluxes. The wind stresses of the OMIP year are comparable to the NAO+ composite in the mid latitudes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OMIP</th>
<th>NAO+</th>
<th>NAO−</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fram Strait</td>
<td>3055</td>
<td>3202</td>
<td>3025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barents Sea Opening</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis Strait</td>
<td>1568</td>
<td>1589</td>
<td>476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark Strait</td>
<td>1011</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice volume</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Mean ice export through miscellaneous straits in km$^3$/yr and mean ice volume of the whole ice covered area in 10$^3$km$^3$; all for years 150 to 200
but of lower magnitude as discussed in section 4.3. The period out of which the OMIP year was taken comprises mainly NAO+ years. As a consequence, the resulting distributions of tracers and the streamfunction in the northern North Atlantic fall between the NAO+ and the NAO− experiment results. This is visible in the meridional overturning and also in the strength of the subpolar gyre. In the subtropical North Atlantic, however, the wind stresses of the OMIP year are even lower than in the NAO− composite, which results in a weaker horizontal circulation compared to the NAO experiments. The subtropical gyre is reduced in strength and the gyre component of the meridional heat transport is lowest here among the experiments. The situation is again different in the Arctic Ocean. The anticyclonic wind stresses over the Beaufort gyre are strongest in the OMIP year, leading to an increased sea ice motion. This resembles the sea ice motion of the NAO− experiment. However, over the Eurasian Shelf, the strong offshore winds of the NAO+ composite are present in the OMIP year. Thus the position of the transpolar drift is similar in the OMIP experiment and the NAO+ experiment. In summary, the OMIP year resembles neither a NAO+ nor a NAO− condition, but is a mixture of both.

During the temporal evolution of the long spin up integration important features change in the northern North Atlantic, such as the position of the NAC. In the mean distribution of the temperature and salinity in the early years (10-60), the NAC is found in the western North Atlantic in the NAO− experiment, whereas in the NAO+ experiment the position is shifted to the east. This large range of variability is reduced after 200 years of integration, when the NAC is confined to the western North Atlantic in all experiments. Also, the water masses north of the Subpolar Front are warmer and more saline compared to the early years and to observations. This is the same in all three experiments. The tracer distribution in the subtropical North Atlantic, on the other hand, is closer to the observations after 200 years. The adjustment of the upper layer tracer fields to the atmospheric forcing should happen rapidly at low latitudes because the important adjustment processes are very fast. Thus, the long term change must be due to an adjustment process in the layers beneath the thermocline. The variability of the Gulf Stream position is underrepresented in this model (this will be discussed in detail in Section 7.3). This is because of the separation problem, which confines the Gulf Stream to the North American coast, leaving no room for variability.

The degree of variability of the model is most clearly visible in the time series of the maximum of the meridional overturning at 48°N and 1500 m depth, which is shown in Fig. 5.10. After an initial reduction of the meridional overturning in the first ten years, there is a long-term increase of the overturning in all three experiments. Thus, even if the previously discussed means of this period are in good agreement with observations, this overlying trend has to be taken into account. The most surprising result is the behaviour of the meridional overturning maximum in the OMIP experiment, which starts to oscillate after approximately 80 years of integration. This will be discussed in detail in chapter 7. The NAO experiments have similar values of overturning strength in the first 70 years, but afterwards the meridional overturning in the NAO+ experiments is sub-
stantially increased, whereas, in the NAO− experiments, the strength of the overturning increases more slowly. The standard deviation of the latter is 1.3 Sv for years 150 to 200, compared to 2.5 Sv in the NAO+ experiment. Possibly a certain strength of the meridional overturning must be reached to enable a strong internal variability in the model. OMIP and NAO+ pass this threshold, but in the NAO− experiments the overturning remains too small.

The spin up integrations are necessary to give the model time to adjust the circulation and stratification to the imposed atmospheric forcing. The surface currents adjust faster than the deep circulation, where the velocities are very small. Thus, after an integration of the order of 100 years we expect the regions of the ocean to be in equilibrium with the forcing that are ventilated by relatively swift currents, namely the near surface ocean and the subtropical and subpolar mode waters, including the Labrador Sea Water. It should be noted that many circulation features associated with the THC, like the meridional overturning, adjust to changes in the surface forcing on a time scale of decades because the meridional overturning is governed by western (and eastern) boundary layer currents. While the meridional overturning is part of the mechanisms that are responsible for the ventilation of the global deep ocean, it is only indirectly (through the changes of background stratification) coupled to the renewal time scale of the deep ocean.

It is interesting to note that the spin up integrations for most model integrations of the North Atlantic Ocean circulation are shorter than 100 years. For example, HÄKKINEN (1999a) starts sensitivity simulations for the GSA with a coupled-ocean sea ice model of the North Atlantic and the Arctic Ocean after a ten year spin-up. The temporal evolution of the meridional overturning to changes in the thermohaline forcing near the Greenland-

![Figure 5.10: Annual mean of the maximum of the meridional overturning at 48°N and 1500 m depth for 250 years of the three experiments (in Sverdrup)](image)
Scotland Ridge\textsuperscript{iii} was examined by Döscherg et al. (1994) with an ocean model of the North Atlantic showing an adjustment to quasi–dynamic equilibrium within 10–15 years. Similar simulations were conducted by Gerdes and Köberle (1995) with a model of the North Atlantic and Arctic Ocean. In that study, the 10th integration year was taken as a start for the discussion. Eden and Willebrand (2001) use a 50 year integration period of an ocean model of the Atlantic from 70°S to 70°N to study decadal variability. A global ocean–sea ice model is used by Haak et al. (2003) for simulations of the GSA. A period of 50 years was repeatedly integrated and for the analysis, the first two cycles (100 years) were neglected because of the model spin up.

The individual characteristics of each model and the employed surface forcing make it necessary to choose individual time scales for the spin up period. For example, regional models are constrained by lateral boundary conditions and contain smaller volumes (as the global ocean) and thus shorter renewal times. This justifies shorter spin up calculations. In our model study, we look at the average of the years 10 to 60 with the spin up times of comparable model studies in mind. The temperature and salinity fields at that time are still close to the initial data. The variability of the overturning time series in Fig. 5.10 makes it clear that the model is still not adjusted to the boundary conditions during this period.

The sensitivity experiments which have been conducted throughout this study depend strongly on the mean state and the internal variability of the model and therefore it is important to chose reasonable starting conditions. Year 200 of the NAO+ experiment is chosen as this starting point. At this time, the long–term trend abates and the internal variability has settled into a regular oscillation. The following ten years are characterised by a standard deviation of 0.35 Sv corresponding to the calmest period in this run. Thus the response of ocean and ice to changes in the atmospheric forcing is probably least affected by internal variability. Though it is not possible to separate the two influencing factors (external forcing and internal variability), year 200 of the NAO+ experiment is, under these considerations the best time for the sensitivity experiments. Although the decadal trend is small, it should be kept in mind that the experiments start in a phase of internal oscillation with minimum overturning and minimum meridional heat and salt transport.

\textsuperscript{iii}northern boundary of the model
6 Sensitivity experiments

The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is the dominant pattern of decadal to interdecadal variability over the North Atlantic (Hurrell, 1995). The NAO index defined as the sea level pressure difference between the Azores High and the Iceland Low as described by Cayan (1992). This atmospheric mode is linked to a large variety of variability in atmospheric fields like changes in storm tracks (Rogers (1997) and Hurrell (1995)) and precipitation over Europe, as well as in sea ice and oceanic parameters. The reaction of sea ice to the NAO was investigated by Hu et al. (2002) and Deser et al. (2000) with the focus on sea ice extent. Kwok and Rothrock (1999), Dickson et al. (2000) and Hilmer and Jung (2000) linked ice export through the Fram Strait to the NAO. The motivation for this study is the abrupt transition from NAO+ conditions in 1995 to NAO− conditions in 1996 (Fig. 6.1) the consequences of which can be observed in various phenomena: The Subpolar Front between Ireland and Greenland retreats to the west (Bersch et al., 1999), the upper ocean in the western North Atlantic warms anomalously (Reverdin and Verbrugge, 1999) and the sea level height is raised in the subpolar gyre. Esselborn and Eden (2001) explain this rise as due to an increase of the northward heat transport. A reduction in ice export through the Fram Strait also reflects the drop of the NAO index in the winter 95/96 (Vinje et al., 1998) (Fig. 6.1).

Figure 6.1: NAO Index (Dec - Mar): SLP difference Gibraltar-Stykkisholmur as defined by Jones et al. (1997) (updated); the black line is the running mean over five years; the green line denotes the ice export through Fram Strait as measured by Vinje et al. (1998) (in km$^3$/yr)
Here, the response of a coupled ocean–sea ice model to such a sharp transition in the atmospheric conditions is studied. We shall investigate the instantaneous (months to years) as well as the interannual to decadal adjustment processes in the model. By the design of the numerical experiments, the impact of the atmospheric conditions that relate to the NAO can be isolated from disturbances on other spatial and time scales.

In the first section, the experimental design of the sensitivity experiments is introduced. The response of the sea ice fields are presented in section 6.2.1 and, in section 6.2.2, the oceanic quantities are discussed. The results are discussed and summarised in the last two sections.

### 6.1 Design

Three experiments are presented which differ in the type of transition between NAO+ and NAO− forcing applied (Fig. 6.2). The model is spun up with NAO+ forcing for 200 years and continued for 10 years (hereafter referred to as CTRL). The long spin-up was necessary because the maximum of the meridional overturning reveals an initial trend for almost a hundred years, followed by a period of large internal variability. At 200 years, the model is settled into the quasi-equilibrium. The forcing reflects the high NAO index state of the atmosphere that was predominant in the 1980s and 1990s. Moreover, this is a suitable spin-up for experiments that address the sudden change from relatively

![Experimental design](image-url)
long-term NAO+ conditions to NAO− conditions as occurred in 1995. This is an approximation as there is no reason to believe that the ocean is in an equilibrium with a real atmospheric forcing that is changing on all time scales. In the first sensitivity experiment, all atmospheric forcing fields are changed to the NAO− composite (after 200 years of spin-up) and calculated for ten more years. This experiment, called “SWITCH” from here on, should reveal the consequences of a sudden but sustained shift in the atmospheric conditions. In the second experiment, we try to separate the influence of wind stress field and thermohaline surface fluxes. In this experiment, which we call “SWITCH\textsubscript{ow}”, only the wind stress field is switched to NAO−, while the other atmospheric quantities remain unchanged i.e. the NAO+ composite (\textit{ow} stands for “only wind”). In the third experiment, the atmospheric conditions are switched from NAO+ to NAO− and after one year back to NAO+ again (“SPIKE” hereafter). This investigates the consequences of a sudden and short lived shift in the atmospheric circulation, similar to the observed shift of the winter 1995/1996 and the following recovery of the NAO. The switch is always applied in summer, because the differences in the wind stress and scalar fields between the composites are smallest at that time.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Response of the ice fields

Sea ice reacts fastest to changes in the wind field, as long as the sea ice is thin or the sea ice cover is small (\textit{Walsh and Johnson}, 1979). Thus, we expect a rapid response to switches in NAO forcing along the ice margins in winter and over large areas of the Arctic in summer. The differences in the sea ice concentration between SWITCH and CTRL are represented in Fig. 6.3. The ice margin shifts to the south in the Barents Sea and in the Greenland Sea, whereas in the Labrador Sea, it takes a more northerly position. This dipole character of the sea ice cover response to the NAO− like forcing is consistent with observational results from \textit{Deser et al.} (2000) and a combined model and observational analysis by \textit{Kauker et al.} (2003).

The wind stress direction in the northern opening of the Barents Sea favours enhanced ice advection from the central Arctic Ocean into the Barents Sea, where the ice covered area spreads further south (Tab. 6.1). Over the Greenland Sea, less sea ice melts because of the lower air and mixed layer temperatures which increase the sea ice cover. This shift is in good agreement with the observations of \textit{Dickson et al.} (2000), who found a reduction of the ice covered area between the sixties and the early nineties. The strong north-west winds over the Labrador Sea are much weaker in the NAO− years, hence cold outbreaks are absent and the sea ice margin is displaced to the north. This is evident in less sea ice formation in the northern Labrador Sea and less melting in the southern part. The influx of sea ice from the central Arctic Ocean through Davis Strait is much weaker than in CTRL (Tab. 6.1). In general, the sea ice extent as well as the ice volume are
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CTRL</th>
<th>SPIKE</th>
<th>SWITCH</th>
<th>SWITCH_{ow}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fram Strait</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>2800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barents Sea Opening</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark Strait</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis Strait</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice volume [10^{3} km^{3}]</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice area [10^{6} km^{2}]</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>7.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Ice export to the south (in km$^{3}$/yr) and total ice volume and area after ten years (SPIKE values for the second year)

reduced in the Labrador Sea. The Beaufort gyre is stronger in this experiment, because of the sustained anticyclonic wind stresses. Thus the ice thickness increases by more than two metres in the East Siberian Sea and the central Arctic Ocean and is reduced by two metres at the coast of the Beaufort Sea (Fig. 6.4). This redistribution is similar to that discussed by Holloway and Sou (2002) for the differences between the NAO– dominated 1960s and the NAO+ period in the 1990s. The differences in ice extent between the NAO+ and NAO– conditions are strongest in the summer months and very small in winter, where the ice cover is over 90% almost everywhere. The sea ice thickness of the previous winter governs the sea ice concentration of the following summer, due to a positive feedback during NAO+ conditions as documented by Rigor et al. (2002), Hu et al. (2002), Koberle and Gerdes (2003) and Kauker et al. (2003). This feedback

![Figure 6.3: Difference of sea ice concentration between SWITCH and CTRL (in percent); contour interval is 20%, values less than 5% are omitted](image)

(a) Fourth Winter after the switch  
(b) Fourth Summer after the switch
is the ice–albedo temperature effect described in Section 2.1.4. This positive feedback is prevented in SWITCH and the sea ice can accumulate in the central Arctic Ocean over the years, resulting also in changes of the thickness distribution in the adjacent seas, such as the Barents Sea, and a reduction of the sea ice export through the Fram Strait (Tab. 6.1). A cold sea surface temperature anomaly (not shown) in the SWITCH experiment confirms the missing feedback. In the following summer, the sea ice thickness anomaly is increased by the advection of the Beaufort gyre. The thickness anomalies intensify over the ten years of integration, due to the advanced changes of the ocean mixed layer temperature, and converge at the end to $34 \times 10^3$ km$^3$.

In the SWITCH experiment, the sea ice concentration in summer increases in the east Siberian Sea and the central Arctic Ocean. The strong off-shore winds of the NAO+ forcing are missing and the summer sea ice cover stretches to the coast in the Laptev and Kara seas. A negative anomaly in the Labrador Sea is caused by the reduced ice advection in this area, and the export through the Davis Strait is also reduced (Tab. 6.1). According to Kauker et al. (2003) this distribution of the summer sea ice concentration is a lagged response to the sea ice thickness distribution of the previous winter.

The SWITCHow experiment has the same wind stress forcing as SWITCH, but all the other forcing fields are based on the NAO+ composite. The position of the sea ice concentration anomalies is quite similar to the SWITCH experiment (see Fig. 6.3a), but the actual values are modified by the different surface forcing. Compared to SWITCH, sea ice extent in the Barents Sea and the Greenland Sea is reduced due to the warmer air temperature in this area and warmer mixed layer temperature, which increases the lateral melting. Overall, the Arctic ice volume is smaller than in SWITCH due to higher air temperatures in winter (Fig. 4.4(a)). The thinner ice causes a reduced ice export through the Fram Strait and the Barents Sea (Tab. 6.1). The ice export through Davis Strait is reduced compared to the CTRL experiment, because the southerly wind stresses are reduced in
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strength.

The SPIKE run shows an enhancement in sea ice extent of $0.03 \times 10^6$ km$^2$ for two years after the switch to NAO– conditions and it reaches the value of CTRL four years after the switch back to NAO+ conditions. Thus, ice cover reacts very quickly to the changes in atmospheric forcing, but there is also a longer time scale as heating of the ocean mixed layer retards the adaption of the sea ice volume back to the CTRL experiment.

The mean of the summer half year exhibits melting over the whole ice covered area, with the largest values in the vicinity of the sea ice margin, namely the Beaufort Sea, Davis Strait, Labrador Sea, Nordic Seas and the East Greenland Current. The differences between CTRL and SWITCH are shown in Fig. 6.5. The right panel shows the anomalous thermodynamic sea ice growth after switching back to NAO+ forcing in SPIKE. Since the atmospheric forcing is identical to the CTRL forcing, the persistent dipole anomaly in the Labrador Sea, which lasts for the subsequent ten years of calculation, is surprising. The sea ice margin in the northern Labrador Sea is permanently shifted to the north, with less than normal ice formation in the north and reduced melting in the south. The reason for the permanent shift must be found in the ocean. In the next section, we examine the reaction of the ocean to the NAO shift.

6.2.2 Response of the ocean fields

Overturning circulation

The overall meridional transport can be described by the streamfunction of the zonally integrated volume transport as shown in Eq. (5.2). The value of $\Phi$ at $48^\circ$N and 1500 m

Figure 6.5: Difference of sea ice growth of SWITCH and SPIKE, relative to CTRL (in metres/month); values less than $\pm 0.1$ metres/month are omitted
depth is representative for the total overturning across 48°N, which is near the southern boundary of the subpolar gyre. Its development is depicted in Fig. 6.6. The time series are filtered with a thirteen month running mean to remove the seasonal variations. The mean of the overturning in the CTRL experiment is 23.5 Sv. After the switch to NAO– forcing, the overturning increases immediately by half a Sverdrup, in all sensitivity experiments. This is due to the change in meridional Ekman volume transport in response to the changes of the zonal wind stress. In the vertical distribution of the zonally integrated mass transport (Fig. 6.7), there is a negative anomaly in the south with southward Ekman drift and a positive anomaly in the north (northward Ekman drift) and anomalous upwelling at 40°N. Below the Ekman layer, the streamfunction decreases linearly with depth to zero at the bottom, consistent with a barotropic compensation of the Ekman transport. Eden and Willebrand (2001) performed a comparable sensitivity experiment and found a similar instantaneous reaction. The ocean response to NAO– is nearly symmetric with that to NAO+ in their experiments in agreement with the results presented here. The meridional overturning at 48°N drops below the CTRL value in year 201 and declines further to 6 Sv below CTRL at the end of the experiment. The baroclinic reaction to the changes of the forcing field includes a weakening of the basin–wide NADW cell of the overturning (Fig. 6.7b). In the top 300 m of the subpolar North Atlantic, the Ekman cell is visible as a reaction to the different wind stress forcing.

In the case of SWITCH_{ow}, we see baroclinic adjustment processes in the area of the subtropical Ekman cell (Fig. 6.8), a mechanism described by Anderson et al. (1979). At higher latitudes this mechanism is too weak or not present because of the low speed and strong damping of baroclinic Rossby waves. Here, the Ekman transport near the surface is still compensated by a more or less barotropic current after five years. The baroclinic

---

**Figure 6.6:** Deviation of the value of the streamfunction for the meridional overturning at 48°N and 1500 m depth from the CTRL (in Sverdrup). The time series are filtered with a thirteen month running mean; triangles mark the switch to NAO– forcing and the return to NAO+ forcing one year later in the SPIKE experiment (compare Fig. 6.2).
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compensation in SWITCH must therefore be due to the effects of the thermohaline forcing, which differs in SWITCH$_{OW}$ and in CTRL. The NADW cell in SWITCH$_{OW}$ is slightly stronger because of the higher transport of subtropical water to subpolar latitudes. This enhancement results in increased water mass transformation and stronger sinking of dense water. The anomalies are small compared to the SWITCH experiment and the overturning at 48°N and 1500 m depth remains close to the value in CTRL (Fig. 6.6). Switching back to NAO+ forcing in the SPIKE experiment reduces the overturning as expected from the change in Ekman transport. However, following the switch back to NAO+ forcing, the overturning at 48°N drops below that of CTRL (Fig. 6.6). This reduction is associated with a permanent shift of the position of the convection in the Labrador Sea. This is also visible in the shift of the sea ice margin (compare Fig. 6.5, right panel). Forcing the model for only one year with NAO— forcing apparently moves the ocean to a different state of equilibrium. The slight shift in the location of convection hints at a

Figure 6.7: Annual mean meridional overturning of the SWITCH experiment as deviation from CTRL (in Sverdrup)

Figure 6.8: Year 205 of the annual mean meridional overturning of the SWITCH$_{OW}$ experiment as deviation from CTRL (in Sverdrup)
mechanism first proposed by Lenderink and Haarsma (1994). According to these authors, the circulation induced by convection acts as a positive feedback that stabilises the new convection site. Convection shifts to a new location due to changes in the forcing. As these changes are taken back, the convection stays in the new position because of the feedback and the slightly changed background conditions.

**Horizontal circulation**

The baroclinic compensation mentioned above makes the response on the streamfunction in SWITCH increasingly compatible with the classic (non-topographic) Sverdrup relation (Fig. 6.9; Eden and Willebrand (2001)) as the system responds with a substantial weakening of both the subtropical and the subpolar gyres (Fig. 6.9b-d) after a few years. Strong topographic influences are still present north of 40°N over the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. In the northern Labrador Sea, a negative streamfunction anomaly appears after two years, but it weakens rapidly after the fourth year.

The changes in the upper level flow after switching to NAO− forcing (illustrated by the velocity field at 100 m depth in Fig. 6.10) are characterised by a weakening of the Gulf Stream and the North Atlantic Current. The NAC turns north sharply just after passing the Grand Banks with the NAO− forcing of the SWITCH experiment. It continues zonally at approximately 55°W before it enters the Nordic Seas. The whole subpolar circulation becomes weaker in SWITCH, also affecting the flow of Atlantic water into the Arctic via the Barents Sea. On the other hand, the cyclonic circulation reaches further north in the Labrador Sea, an effect related to the shift in convection as discussed above.

In the case of SWITCH_0W, the streamfunction anomaly of the first year is similar to that of the SWITCH run, but the reinforcement of the anomalies in the following years is much slower. In the Labrador Sea, the inflow from Davis Strait is weaker than in the CTRL, resulting in an enhanced circulation in the northern area as in the SWITCH experiment. Here, the negative streamfunction anomaly develops in the third year, as in SWITCH, but it is present until the end of the experiment.

**Integrated potential energy**

Looking at the integrated potential energy is helpful to understand which part of the surface forcing, the wind stress or the buoyancy flux, drives the barotropic circulation. The integrated potential energy is part of the forcing term of the equation of the depth–averaged flow as summarised by Mertz and Wright (1992). Sarkisyan and Ivanov (1971) introduced the idea that a combination of baroclinicity and sloping bottom topography can give a rise to a driving force for the depth–averaged flow. When vorticity advection and friction are neglected, the equation for the depth–averaged flow can be written as:

\[
\nabla \cdot \left( H^{-1} \nabla \psi \right) = J \left( \frac{f}{H}, \psi \right) + J \left( \chi, H^{-1} \right) + \left[ \nabla \times \left( \frac{T_s - T_b}{\rho_0 H} \right) \right] \zeta
\]

(6.1)
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Figure 6.9: Difference between SWITCH and CTRL in the barotropic streamfunction with a contour interval of 5 Sv; values smaller than -2.5 Sv are lightly shaded, values larger than 2.5 Sv are heavily shaded

\[ H(\lambda, \phi) \] denotes the depth of water and \( \chi \) is the integral of potential energy. \( \rho_0 \) is a constant reference density and \( J(A, B) = (a^2 \cos \phi)^{-1} (A_\lambda B_\phi - A_\phi B_\lambda) \) is the Jacobi-Operator (with \( a \), the earth’s radius). The first term on the right hand side describes the transport across geostrophic contours (combining planetary and topographic vorticity), the second term is the JEBAR, which couples the baroclinic structure \( \chi \) and the external mode over sloping bottom topography. In addition to the JEBAR term, the wind stress \( \tau_s \) and the
bottom stress $\tau_b$ can force the external mode directly. To simplify the equation, the time derivative is neglected as the external mode is regarded to be in a quasi–equilibrium state.

In the following, the density differences relative to CTRL are discussed for the experiments with the help of the anomaly of the potential energy integral $\delta \chi^1$:

$$\delta \chi = \frac{g}{\rho_0} \int_0^H z \left( \rho^{\text{SWITCH}} - \rho^{\text{CTRL}} \right) dz,$$

where $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity. The annual mean differences of $\delta \chi / f_0$ between the CTRL and the SWITCH experiment are shown in Fig. 6.11. After a few years, when the baroclinic adjustment has taken place, the streamfunction $\psi$ and $-\delta \chi / f_0$ are very similar. As seen in the meridional overturning streamfunction $\Phi$ for SWITCH and SWITCH$_{\text{OW}}$ (Fig. 6.7 and 6.8), baroclinic adjustment by baroclinic Rossby waves north of $45^\circ$N is too slow or too strongly damped to be important in the subpolar gyre. Here, other processes must be important for the change in density recorded in the potential energy field. The velocity at 100 m depth shows a small shift of the NAC to the west, accompanied by warmer sea surface temperature and saltier surface water west of $40^\circ$W, which strengthens in the subsequent years. The East Greenland Current transports fresher and colder water at the southern tip of Greenland compared to the CTRL run.

The separation between the wind forcing, which is included in the last term of Eq. (6.1) and the density field as the driving factor of the depth–averaged flow is not clear, because

---

1the actual values of the JEBAR vary on rather small scales and are not very instructive
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(a) First year after the switch

(b) Fourth year

(c) Seventh year

(d) Tenth year

Figure 6.11: Annual means of the integrated potential energy anomaly ($\frac{\delta X}{f_0}$, where $f_0 = 2\Omega \sin(50^\circ)$) of SWITCH versus CTRL in Sverdrup (compare Eq. (6.2)); contour interval is 10 Sv; values smaller than -5 Sv are lightly shaded, values larger than 5 Sv are heavily shaded.

the wind stress $\tau_s$ varies between SWITCH and the SWITCH$_{ow}$. Anyway, the difference between the two experiments relative to the CTRL experiment is investigated to judge whether the change in the baroclinic structure is induced by changes of the wind stress field or of the thermohaline surface fluxes. In SWITCH$_{ow}$, the evolution of the integrated potential energy (Fig. 6.12) resembles that of SWITCH after ten years of integration, but the anomalies have a smaller amplitude. The anomaly of the subpolar gyre is restricted to
a smaller area with no extension to the Labrador and Irminger Seas. A positive anomaly is visible in the Labrador Sea. The thermohaline surface fluxes, especially heat fluxes of the NAO + composite, produce the strong anomalies of the integrated potential energy here, which in turn enhance the convection and the overturning. So the density distribu-

Convection in the Labrador Sea

The maximum depth of convection in the Labrador Sea for the four experiments is illustrated in Fig. 6.13. The Labrador box encompasses the Labrador Sea between approximately 55°N and 65°N and the coast of New Foundland and 45°W. It is employed to investigate the local effects contributing to the convection in this area. In the first years of SWITCH, the sea ice cover retreats to the north–west corner of the Labrador Sea (Fig. 6.3), which reduces the freshwater flux (melt water) into the central Labrador Sea. The surface salinity is therefore raised compared to CTRL and as a consequence, convection is stronger, and the convection site shifts to the north–west, following the sea ice edge. A static stability analysis reveals that the density changes in the surface layers in the Labrador box are governed by changes in the salinity; temperature changes are of minor importance. Even with changed wind stress and reduced Ekman suction in the northern Labrador Sea, deep convection continues for four years. The doming of the isopycnals is strong and the north–west extension of the subpolar gyre is stronger than in CTRL.

Figure 6.12: Annual mean of the integrated potential energy anomaly for the tenth year of SWITCH in Sverdrup; figure caption as in Fig. 6.11
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Figure 6.13: Maximal convection depth in the Labrador box (in metres)

(Fig. 6.9, fourth year). The fresh and cold water of the East Greenland Current shows no transport variability during the ten years of the experiment, neither does the outflow of the Labrador Current. After four years, the convection in the Labrador Sea diminishes in the SWITCH experiment. At this time, the reduced surface freshwater flux is no longer enough to maintain the convection with the wind stresses of the NAO-composite. The isopycnals flatten and the stratification becomes stable, with a lens of cold and fresh water at the surface. In this situation, the density differences between the surface and the subsurface layers are dominated by the temperature differences. This is directly connected to the shift of the NAC axis (Fig. 6.10), which now enters the Labrador box from the south, and is no longer restricted by the strong subpolar gyre. The streamfunction anomaly in the northern Labrador Sea weakens at the same time and the anomaly of the circulation becomes restricted to the upper 200 m. The situation after four years is in agreement with earlier findings that, in NAO-years, the convection in the Labrador Sea is weak (DICKSON ET AL., 1996).

The NAO—wind stresses also shift the sea ice margin in the SPIKE experiment to the northern Labrador Sea. The same process as in SWITCH takes place: reduced melting of sea ice in this area, reduced freshwater flux into the ocean and the shift of the convection site. After the switch back to NAO+ forcing, this newly established position of the convection is stable and keeps the area ice free for the subsequent years of the experiment. This also leads to convection depths in the Labrador Sea that exceed those of the CTRL experiment during several years after the return to NAO+ conditions.

Due to the changes in the wind stress field in SWITCHow, the sea ice margin is shifted to the north exposing the ocean to the colder atmosphere of the NAO+ conditions (Fig. 4.4). The reduction of the sea ice cover is not as strong as in SWITCH, thus the air temperature plays an additional role in determining the sea ice margin. The combination of shifted sea ice margin and colder air temperature leads to an intense heat loss at the surface and subsequent strong enhancement of the convection (Fig. 6.13, light grey line). Convection deepens immediately (year 201) and reaches deeper than 2000 m in al-
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most all subsequent years. In this experiment, the density change due to temperature changes is larger than that caused by salinity changes. Stratification is weak during the ten years of calculation.

It should be noted that the internal variability (without change in the forcing) in the Labrador Sea convection is very large. Only the weakening in SWITCH and the strengthening in SWITCHow compared to CTRL seem to be significant. Even if convection in the Labrador Sea is strong in the SWITCHow experiment, the meridional overturning weakens after five years. There is no straightforward connection between the Labrador Sea convection and the strength of the meridional overturning.

**Heat transport**

The changes in the horizontal and the overturning circulation affect meridional heat transport. It is convenient to use the decomposition of total heat advection into the overturning and gyre components as derived by Bryan (1962), which has already been introduced in Section 5.3. In Fig. 6.14 the time evolution of the total meridional heat transport and the decomposition at 48°N is illustrated. In the CTRL experiment, the total meridional heat transport is 0.85 PW at this latitude. In all three experiments, there

![Graph showing heat transport decomposition](image)

**Figure 6.14:** Deviation of meridional heat transport at 48°N from CTRL (in PW); the blue line is the SWITCH experiment, the red line the SPIKE experiment and the light blue line is the SWITCHow experiment; the times series are filtered with a thirteen months running mean

is a slight instantaneous increase of the overturning component (Fig. 6.14a, blue line) after the switch to NAO– forcing. This matches the results from the evolution of the meridional overturning circulation at 48°N (Fig. 6.6). The enhanced heat transport at the Subpolar Front is mainly the result of the diminished southward Ekman transport. The gyre component reflects the spin down of the subtropical and subpolar gyres accompanied by a reduction of heat transport to the north (Fig. 6.14b). This is most pronounced in SWITCH. As seen above, the SPIKE experiment exhibits long term changes that can not be explained by the external forcing alone but must involve interior ocean dynamics. The total heat transport (Fig. 6.14c) is the sum of both components, and it is dominated by the
gyre component. The gyre component contains interannual variability that again hints at internal variability in the ocean circulation, independent of the imposed forcing.

6.3 Discussion

The shift from NAO+ to NAO− forcing has a basinwide impact on ocean and sea ice in our numerical model. This result agrees with observations (Walsh and Johnson, 1979; Fang and Wallace, 1994; Deser et al., 2000; Lazier et al., 2002; Curry et al., 1998). Kauker et al. (2003) found the dipole in sea ice cover (positive anomaly in the Barents and Nordic Seas and negative anomaly in the Labrador Sea) as a reaction of the shift from NAO+ to NAO- forcing by using statistical methods. In the experiments presented here, an isolated switch is conducted and a direct, physical connection between the dipole pattern and the NAO index is found. The sea ice cover reacts immediately to the new forcing, but the patterns amplify further over the subsequent years. Thus, we can supports the hypothesis of Kauker et al. (2003), that the NAO causes a shift in the observed sea ice cover.

Mauritzen and Häkkinen (1997) investigated the influence of sea ice export on the thermohaline circulation. They found that an increase of 2-3 Sv of the meridional overturning at 25°N corresponds to a decrease of sea ice export through the Fram Strait of 800 km$^3$/yr. The ice export anomaly through the Fram Strait and Barents Sea in the sensitivity experiments described here is smaller than discussed by Mauritzen and Häkkinen (1997) and the sea ice melts in the Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian Sea, before passing through the Denmark Strait (Tab. 6.1). In the simulations presented here, the East Greenland Current, which is the link between Fram Strait freshwater export and the Labrador Sea, does not influence the convection. In the sensitivity experiments, the freshwater transport of the East Greenland Current into the Labrador Sea showed no discernible differences between the experiments. Thus, the ice induced freshwater anomaly is confined to the region north of the Greenland-Iceland ridge and a possible response of the meridional overturning streamfunction could not be isolated.

The meridional heat transport decomposition of Bryan (1962) is also used by Eden and Willebrand (2001), who performed idealised studies concerning the oceanic response to the NAO. The heat transport in their “NAO—both” study II is qualitatively similar to SWITCH, but the amplitude of the signal differs substantially. In our SWITCH experiment, the total heat flux is reduced by 0.3 PW, whereas the comparable value of the results of Eden and Willebrand (2001) is ±0.08 PW. We attribute this to the strong decrease of both the subtropical and subpolar gyres in SWITCH by ±20 Sv compared to a 7-8 Sv anomaly in the experiments of Eden and Willebrand (2001). The difference could be caused by the closed northern boundary in the model of Eden and Willebrand (2001), which restricts the variability from the Nordic Seas. Additionally, the wind stress forcing fields are likely to be different, because Eden and Willebrand

wind stress fields and surface heat flux associated with high NAO phases were used
used a regression analysis to deduce them, compared to the composites which are utilised here. Hydrographic data were analysed by Bersch (2002) and a decrease of northward heat transport at 47°N in the upper layer in 1997 was found.

The delayed baroclinic reaction of the meridional overturning streamfunction following the switch to NAO− conditions also differs as the 3-yr lagged response of Eden and Willebrand (2001) resembles the initial anomaly but with reverse signs. The centre of the anomalous cells is at approximately 1000 m depth and there is no sign reversal in the water column. This difference might also be caused by the smaller internal variability.

The dipole pattern of the vertically integrated potential energy looks similar to the observed distribution of Curry and McCartney (2001). The authors define a baroclinic mass transport index from the difference of the potential energy anomaly (0-200 db) in the subtropical and subpolar gyre derived from measurements. This index correlates well with the NAO index, with the ocean lagging by 1-2 years. The ocean response constitutes an integration of the atmospheric signal through mixed layer memory and Rossby wave propagation (Curry and McCartney, 2001). In our experiment, we have an immediate reaction of the integrated potential energy anomaly, so we can not confirm the lagged response, but the spatial distribution of the anomaly. However, our experiments use an idealised scenario. We expect that in a hindcast study, it is more straightforward to detect a lagged response. On the other hand, other interactions, which are not taken into account here, could dampen or modify the response to the NAO.

According to the results of Curry and McCartney (2001), the anomalous freshwater fluxes and the lateral advection of cold and fresh water from the East Greenland Current into the Labrador Sea current are too small to influence the deep convection, except in times of the passage of a low salinity anomaly like the GSA, which could inhibit convective overturning. The model results of Haak et al. (2003) reveal only a minor impact of a single GSA event on the strength of the thermohaline circulation. This is in contradiction with the results of Häkkinen (1999a), who showed that an idealised GSA could produce surface salinity changes in the subpolar North Atlantic and in the thermohaline circulation which need several years to readjust. Our experiments do not produce a freshwater anomaly which is comparable to the GSA and the East Greenland Current shows no variability due to the shift from NAO+ to NAO− forcing.

### 6.4 Conclusions

Three sensitivity studies of the reaction to NAO+ and NAO− conditions are performed with the help of a coupled ocean-sea ice model. Switching from NAO+ to NAO− conditions produced an instantaneous reaction in the sea ice cover and thickness. In the sea ice extent, a dipole between the GIN Sea/Barents Sea and the Labrador Sea evolves. In the central Arctic Ocean, the sea ice which is formed in the Beaufort Sea is advected to the Eurasian shelf and into the central Arctic Ocean. This causes a convergent pattern of anomalous thick ice in the East Siberian Sea and the central Arctic Ocean. The ice export
through the Fram and Davis Straits is reduced with NAO$-$ forcing, whereas more ice is advected southwards through the Barents Sea Opening. In SWITCH, the response patterns are instantaneously induced, but their amplitudes increase over time. The total sea ice volume needs ten years to converge to $34 \times 10^3 \text{ km}^3$.

The meridional streamfunction shows an instantaneous reaction to the changed meridional Ekman volume transport, which is expressed in an enhanced meridional overturning and corresponding northward heat transport at 48°N. In the subsequent years, adjustment by wave processes and advection of density anomalies reduces the overturning by 8 Sv in SWITCH, additionally the northward heat transport at 48°N is decreased. The subtropical and subpolar gyres are reduced in strength and the deep convection in the Labrador Sea stops after a transition period of four years.

When only the wind stress field is switched to NAO$-$ forcing and the thermohaline forcing is associated with NAO$+$ conditions (SWITCH_{ow} experiment), the baroclinic reaction of the ocean is different. In the subpolar gyre, the barotropic compensation of the changed northward Ekman transport is still present, which leads to the conclusion that the NAO$-$ thermohaline surface forcing is necessary for the baroclinic reaction. In this experiment, the convection in the Labrador Sea is present throughout the ten years of the experiment, in fact the convection goes usually deeper than in CTRL. Thus, there is no straightforward connection to the overturning at 48°N in this experiment, which exhibits very small differences between the overturning of SWITCH_{ow} and CTRL. A further experiment is presented in the next chapter, where a close relationship between the meridional overturning streamfunction and the convection in the Labrador Sea is revealed.

The influence of the switch of the NAO is felt in sea ice volume and extent. Furthermore, convection in the Labrador Sea is affected, as are the meridional overturning streamfunction and the meridional heat transport. Perhaps the most surprising result is the switch to a different state of equilibrium in SPIKE by switching for only one year to NAO$-$ forcing. Substantial but transient changes in the forcing over the Labrador Sea lead to long lasting anomalies of the convection and as a consequence the sea ice margin. The memory effect of the Labrador Sea is clearly visible in these experiments. These results call for future investigations that compare the results with those of a hindcast experiment. An investigation of the impact of the changes in meridional heat transport on the atmosphere is also of interest.
7 Internal variability

When the model is integrated for centuries with the OMIP year (see section 4.1) as atmospheric forcing, the maximum of the meridional overturning streamfunction oscillates on time scales of approximately 40 years. Since the OMIP forcing does not contain any other variability than seasonal, this oscillation must stem from processes within the model system. The possibility of a self-sustained internal oscillation of the ocean–sea ice system is highly interesting in view of the ongoing discussion about long–term climate variability. It is still an open question, to what degree the observed climate variability is anthropogenically forced and how much is natural climate variability. A better understanding of the development of internal ocean–sea ice variability and their time scale is essential to the interpretation of fully coupled climate models.

To investigate this variability, the model is initialised from a state of rest and integrated for 980 years. The time series of the maximum of the meridional overturning streamfunction at 48°N and 1500 m depth is shown in Fig. 7.1.

![Time series of the oscillation](image)

**Figure 7.1:** Time series of the oscillation; upper panel: meridional overturning at 48°N and 1500 m depth; lower panel: spectrum of the time series
First look at the oscillation

After a spin up of 90 years, the overturning starts to oscillate between values of 15 and 26 Sv. The Fourier spectrum has a peak at the period of 42 years, but the bandwidth of this peak is quite broad. The periods of the variability range between 30 and 50 years. To understand the mechanisms of the oscillation, various fields are investigated. The first 135 years are neglected in the analysis, because they fall into the spin up phase.

Firstly, phase relationships between various fields are described with the help of lagged regressions: the time series of the overturning is regressed onto sea surface salinity and the vertically integrated streamfunction. The focus will be on the processes which lead and follow the maximum of the overturning. Distinct years are then consulted to examine the processes in the Labrador Sea. Finally, the discussion summarises the mechanisms that lead to the oscillation.

7.1 First look at the oscillation

Minimum of the overturning

Lag 0 is defined as the time when the overturning streamfunction is at its maximum value. Approximately 20 years before this maximum is reached, the overturning is at its lowest value. At this time, circulation in the subtropical and subpolar gyres is weaker than the mean values (Fig. 7.2(a)) and the transport is enhanced in the region downstream of the Gulf Stream separation, near 45°N. This region will be referred to as NAC Pathway in the following.

Due to the reduction of the subpolar and the subtropical gyres, the total advective heat transport at 48°N is about 0.5 PW (Fig. 7.3). The main contributor to the heat transport at this latitude is the gyre component. It is about 0.4 PW in the minimum of the oscillation. The minimum heat transport of the gyre component occurs a few years before the minimum of the overturning (Fig. 7.3). The heat transport due of the overturning component is less than 0.1 PW on the average. Associated with the minimum of the overturning are positive salinity anomalies west of North Africa, in the Caribbean (Fig 7.4(a)) and especially in the NAC Pathway region. The surface salinity is reduced over a large area if the subpolar gyre. The sea surface temperature (SST) also has an anomalous dipole pattern (not shown), with warm water in the NAC Pathway region and colder than normal water in the Labrador Sea. The associated patterns of the surface density (not shown) can be described in analogy to the salinity patterns: the density is low in the subpolar gyre, where the surface water is anomalously fresh and the density is anomalously high in the NAC Pathway region.

The oscillation is not restricted to the surface fields, but has a deep reaching signal. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.5 for the vertical salinity and temperature distributions of the upper 600 m of the Labrador box. The Labrador box, as introduced in section 6.2.2, encompasses the Labrador Sea from approximately 55°N to 65°N and from the coast of Newfoundland to 45°W. In the upper 200 m, the water is fresh and cold, when the overturning is at its
Figure 7.2: Associated patterns of the streamfunction for the vertically integrated transport regressed upon the overturning index defined as the value of the overturning streamfunction at 48N and 1500m depth. Amplitudes smaller than 0.2 Sv are omitted. Lags are given in years relative to the maximum of the overturning where negative lags mean that the streamfunction anomalies lag behind the overturning.
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![Figure 7.3: Fluctuations of the meridional heat transport at 48°N (solid black line) and its decomposition in gyre (dashed line) and overturning component (dashed–dotted line); the maxima of the overturning are marked with vertical grey lines, the minima with vertical dotted grey lines](image)

minimum. Water lighter than $\sigma = 27$ appears at the surface in the Hovmöller diagram of the horizontally averaged densities in the Labrador Sea box (Fig. 7.5). At this time, there is no deep convection in the Labrador Sea, as can be seen from the time series of maximum convection depths in Fig. 7.6. From this figure can be deduced that the oscillation of the meridional overturning and the convection in the Labrador Sea are closely related. The convection sites south of Iceland and in the Greenland Sea (compare Fig. 5.4) are analysed in the same way (not shown), but they do not appear to be connected to this oscillation.

**Increasing overturning**

The Gulf stream assumes its northernmost position and reaches its peak 14 years before the maximum of the overturning. The positive salinity and streamfunction anomalies reflect that the Gulf Stream is at its strongest. In the subtropical North Atlantic, the positive salinity anomaly becomes weaker and the circulation of the subtropical gyre increases. At the same time, a positive salinity anomaly appears in the Labrador Sea accompanied by an increase of the cyclonic circulation strength in the subpolar gyre. This intensification of the subpolar gyre is also visible in the rising of the isopycnals in the Labrador Sea (Fig. 7.5). In year 810 or 920 for example, the $5^\circC$ isotherm and the 35.2 isohaline move up from 250 m to 200 m. Simultaneously, convection in the Labrador Sea sets in (Fig. 7.6). With increasing overturning, the salinity anomaly in the Labrador Sea gets stronger (Fig. 7.4(c)) and the subpolar gyre is further amplified (Fig. 7.2(c)). These anomalies reach their extreme values about 8 years before the maximum of the overturning. Now, the doming in the subpolar gyre is fully established and the convection is at its maximum. The heat transport increases in this phase of the oscillation, because the gyre component increases. The maximum of the gyre component appears a few years before the maximum of the overturning. In contrast to this, the overturning component of the heat transport reaches its maximum shortly after the maximum of the meridional overturning.
Figure 7.4: Associated patterns of the maximum of the overturning and sea surface salinity (SSS) for specific lags, values smaller than ±0.01 are omitted
Figure 7.5: Mean layer profiles in the Labrador box as Hovmöller diagrams over time; upper panel: salinity, middle panel: potential temperature, lower panel: potential density in sigma units; the maxima of the overturning are marked with vertical grey lines, the minima with vertical dotted grey lines.

Figure 7.6: Maximal convection depth in the Labrador box in March (in metre); the diamonds mark the distinct times of four different phases of the overturning (years 805, 813, 820 and 829).
Maximum of the overturning

The subtropical gyre is now strongest (Fig. 7.2(d)) with an enhancement of about 8 Sverdrup above the mean transport. There is a negative salinity anomaly visible in the Caribbean and along the coast of North America (Fig. 7.4(d)). The negative streamfunction anomaly off the coast of Newfoundland describes a weaker Gulf Stream that is displaced southwards. This displacement is linked to a negative salinity anomaly.

The circulation in the subpolar gyre is reduced in magnitude, but there is still a strong cyclonic circulation anomaly off the Grand Banks. The positive salinity anomaly in the subpolar gyre is weaker than in the years before. The mean profile in the Labrador box still shows shallow depths of the $\sigma = 27.7$ isopycnal. Overturning maxima appear at the end of the periods with warm, saline surface waters in the Labrador Sea. The meridional heat transport responds to the weakened subpolar gyre with a decrease, and the overturning component is at its maximum.

Decreasing overturning

The subtropical and the subpolar gyres have slowed down 8 years after the maximum of the overturning streamfunction. The Gulf Stream is still weak, associated with a negative streamfunction anomaly off the coast of Newfoundland (Fig. 7.2(e)). The salinity anomaly decreases also. The surface salinity anomaly in the Labrador Sea has changed sign and the surface water is now fresher than in the years before. The density is low at the surface as in the state of minimum overturning and deep convection is altogether suppressed. 14 years after the maximum, the NAC pathway is in a position between its extremes. Now, the decrease of the subpolar gyre is strongest, whereas the circulation in the subtropical gyre decreases further. The northward heat transport is at its lowest value.

Rossby waves

The associated patterns between the overturning time series and the salinity at 300 m depth (Fig. 7.7) reveal that in the subtropical North Atlantic, anomalies are propagated by Rossby waves. The Rossby waves are visible in the typical crest-shape of the phase lines that reflect the fast westward propagation at low latitudes (Fig. 7.7) and the rapid drop in propagation speed rapidly decreases with geographical latitude. The Rossby waves propagate salinity anomalies from the coast of North Africa to the Caribbean by displacing the depth of the isopycnals. The waves are absorbed in the western boundary current. The Gulf Stream and the NAC advect the salinity anomalies to the north, where they affect the density distribution in the Labrador Sea. The salinity anomalies could be traced further to the north in the Norwegian Atlantic Current, but these changes could not be linked to the oscillation of the overturning. The East Greenland Current which could possibly propagate these changes of the Nordic Seas to the south, is also free of any accountable oscillation. Thus, the Labrador Sea is the missing link between the changes in the horizontal circulation and the meridional overturning.

At lag -20, a positive salinity anomaly at the coast of North Africa is visible, which
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![Images of maps showing associated patterns with different lags: (a) Lag -20, (b) Lag -14, (c) Lag -8, (d) Lag 0, (e) Lag +8, (f) Lag +14.]

**Figure 7.7:** Associated patterns of the maximum of the overturning and salinity at 300 m depths for specific lags, values smaller than ±0.01 are omitted.
spreads at lag -14 and lag -8 into the Caribbean. At this time, a negative anomaly evolves at the coast of North Africa.

### 7.2 Role of the Labrador Sea

In the preceding section several regions are identified where the effects of the oscillation are most pronounced. The largest amplitudes of salinity anomalies at the surface are located in the region of the NAC pathway and of the subpolar gyre. In the subtropics and at the North African coast, the amplitudes are small. In the Nordic Seas and Arctic Ocean, they are negligible. The streamfunction anomalies are restricted to the western North Atlantic.

Of all convection sites, only the Labrador Sea convection appears to be connected to the overturning time series. Thus, the Labrador Sea and the NAC pathway region are identified as the key regions of the oscillation.

The connection between the Labrador Sea convection and the overturning time series is analysed with the help of a cross–spectral analysis. This method retrieves the phase relationship and the coherency between the two time series. Fig. 7.8 displays the variance and the squared coherency of a cross–spectral analysis between the time series of the maximum depth of the convection in the Labrador Sea (Fig. 7.6) and the maximum of the overturning (Fig. 7.1) for the 980 years integrated. The maxima of the variance for the two time series are both at a period of about 40 years. At a period of 40 years, the squared coherency is significant, with values of almost 1.0. The phase spectrum reveals that the convection time series leads the overturning time series by 45°, which is equivalent to a lag of five years: When convection sets in, maximum overturning is reached five years later. In the Labrador Sea, deep convection contributes the main fraction of the production of the deep western boundary current, which is, in the model, the lower branch of the meridional overturning, located between 1200 and 3000 m depth.

The next question is what controls the oscillation. The atmospheric wind stress forcing is climatological and is therefore ruled out as the driving factor. Another possibility would be surface or lateral fluxes of heat and freshwater into the Labrador Sea, which are investigated in the following.

The stability of a water column is determined by the vertical density gradient, which is defined according to Gill (1982) as

\[
E = \frac{d\rho}{dz} = \left[ \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial T} \right)_S \frac{dT}{dz} + \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial S} \right)_T \frac{dS}{dz} \right]
\]

(7.1)

Therein, \(-\rho^{-1}(\partial \rho/\partial T)_S = \alpha\) and \(\rho^{-1}(\partial \rho/\partial T)_T = \beta\) are the thermal and haline expansion coefficients. The temperature in equation (7.1) is the potential temperature, which includes the adiabatic lapse rate, and the density is the potential density. The stratification is stable when the density in the upper layer is lighter than the density below. Equation (7.1) is linearised by assuming that the expansion coefficients do not change with
temperature, salinity or density. Now, the temperature and salinity effects on the density can be discussed separately.

To estimate the vertical density gradient in the Labrador box, the mean temperature and salinity are calculated for the upper 300 m and the layer 300-600 m of the Labrador box. The main density variations are confined to the upper 300 m, so that restricting the analysis to the upper ocean seems reasonable. The temporal derivatives of temperature and salinity in the upper (and lower) box are calculated. Then, the differences between the temporal derivatives of the density in the upper ($d\rho_1$) and the lower ($d\rho_2$) layers is

Figure 7.8: The cross-spectra of the maximum of the overturning streamfunction (A) and the maximum of the convection in March in the Labrador box (B). Top panel: spectral variance; middle panel: phase spectrum, lower panel: squared coherency; the significance of the squared coherency is estimated by a Bartlett procedure with a chunk length of 200 years
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Figure 7.9: Temporal derivatives of density difference between the upper 300 m and the adjacent 300 m, based on yearly mean values; separated into the salinity $S$ and temperature $T$ parts of the density difference

estimated and illustrated in Fig. 7.9. The temporal derivatives emphasise the times when stability is changing most.

In year 813 (Fig. 7.9), when the convection sets in (Fig. 7.6), the density changes are strong from one year to the next and have a negative sign. This indicates a destabilisation of the water column. Also, the density changes are governed by changes in salinity, whereas the effect of the temperature changes tend to stabilise the water column. During deep convection (years 816 to 827), the density differences fluctuate around zero and become positive at the end of the convection phase. The water column is again stably stratified. This analysis shows, that convection in the Labrador Sea is governed by the salinity changes in the Labrador box, which destabilise the water column. And with a lag of five years, the overturning reacts to these changes in the Labrador Sea.

The analysis is extended to quantify the influence of the surface freshwater flux. The annual mean values of the surface freshwater flux are always positive, indicating a continuous supply of freshwater to the Labrador box. The freshwater flux is in phase with the overturning, being high, when the overturning is maximum and reduced, when the overturning is weak. This flux is converted into a volumetric change of salinity and subtracted from the above mentioned derivation of the salinity in the upper layer over time ($d\rho_S$). As a result, the progress of the destabilisation is not changed due to this surface flux, rather it supports the stabilisation of the water column. Thus, the surface freshwater flux is not a driving component.

For the understanding of the lateral salt fluxes into the Labrador box, four distinct years are chosen, because the lateral fluxes has been shown to control the convection in the Labrador Sea and thus the overturning circulation. The horizontal salt transports are illustrated in Fig. 7.11, and the absolute values of the streamfunction and convection depth are depicted in Fig. 7.10.

In the minimum of the overturning (year 805), the subpolar gyre is the weakest, with only a small band of cyclonic circulation south of Greenland (Fig. 7.10(a)). The salt trans-
Figure 7.10: Annual means of the streamfunction (in Sv) and convection depths (in metres) in the northern North Atlantic for distinct years, only convection depths larger than 100 m are shown.
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Figure 7.11: Annual means of salt transport relative to 34.46 in the northern North Atlantic for the upper 300 m and for the depth of the DWBC (1200–3000 m)
Role of the Labrador Sea

Port of the Gulf Stream is close to the coast and weak (Fig. 7.11(a)). The salt transport of the NAC takes an almost straight path to the north–east. There is no inflow of salty water into the Labrador Sea. This corresponds to the situation at lag -20 of the regression analysis, where the surface salinity shows a negative anomaly in the Labrador Sea (Fig. 7.4(a)). What appears to be the northward salt transport at the coast of Newfoundland (Fig. 7.11(a)) is actually southward transport of freshwater in the Labrador Current. The deep western boundary current (DWBC) is weak while crossing the Labrador Sea and flows to the south in a broad band (Fig. 7.11(b)). The term “western boundary current” is not quite appropriate for a current close the Mid–Atlantic ridge, but it is used here, because the location of the current is variable and the name is consistent with the literature (Spall, 1996b).

Eight years later, in year 813, the Gulf Stream salt transport is increased (Fig. 7.11(c)). The NAC transports salt in the vicinity of the Labrador Sea, which enhances the cyclonic circulation in the Labrador Sea and mid–depth convection is setting in (Fig. 7.10(d)). This is comparable to lag -14 of the regression analysis, where a positive salinity is developing in the Labrador Sea (Fig. 7.4(b)). The salt transport of the DWBC is also increased in the Labrador Sea.

In year 820, deep convection is established in the Labrador Sea, with convection depths over 3500 m in a large area (Fig. 7.10(f)). Now, the salt transport of the Gulf Stream is very strong and the inflow of saline water with the NAC over the eastern boundary of the Labrador Sea is prominent (Fig. 7.11(e)). On its way into the Labrador Sea the NAC loses heat (not shown) and the saline water carried with it becomes denser. The inflow of dense water increases the density in the Labrador Sea. The subpolar gyre is still strong, accompanied by shallowing of the isopycnals in the central Labrador Sea (Fig. 7.5). Underneath, the salt transport of the DWBC is strongly enhanced, with a branch close to the coast. This enhancement raises the isopycnals near the coast and squeezes the upper water column. There the Gulf Stream loses potential vorticity and regains it by moving southward. The increased DWBC at the coast and the enhanced NAC lead to the increased cyclonic circulation at 40°W and 45°N (Fig. 7.10(e)).

The relocation of the Gulf Stream has consequences for the following years. The import of saline water from the east into the Labrador Sea vanishes and the convection diminishes. Only a small patch of deep convection remains in the northern Labrador Sea in the year 829 (Fig. 7.10(h)). The salt transport of the Gulf Stream is still displaced southward of 40°N, and its strength is weakened (Fig. 7.11(g)). Now, saline water flows into the Labrador Sea from the south–east with the NAC, but this water does not reach the convection sites and is not dense enough to maintain the convection as the eastern inflow did. The subpolar gyre is weak and the Labrador Sea is, at the surface, filled with fresh and cold water from the surface and of Arctic origin, supplied via the Davis Strait and the East Greenland Current (Fig. 7.5). The cyclonic streamfunction anomaly at 40°W, 45°N has vanished and the streamfunction is positive in this area, because the NAC is flowing gradually moving to the north.
7.3 Discussion

Oscillations of the meridional overturning streamfunction were detected in numerous modelling studies. Several experiments with idealised ocean-only models reveal such a variability on decadal time scales due to various changes of the atmospheric surface forcing. An overview has been given in Section 2.2.4. Very interesting results in regard to the presented oscillation are found by Delworth et al. (1993) and Greatbatch and Zhang (1995). Delworth et al. (1993) detected in the GFDL coupled ocean-atmosphere model a variability of the thermohaline circulation with a time scale of 40–60 years. A similar oscillation was found by Greatbatch and Zhang (1995) in an ocean model of an idealised North Atlantic with a period of 50 years. As summarised by Stocker (1996), the main factor of these oscillation is a pool of cold and fresh water in the western Atlantic Ocean. Stocker (1996) estimated the time it would take to renew this cold and freshwater pool by a flux anomaly of 1 Sv to about 26 years. The period of the oscillation of Weaver and Sarachik (1991b) was about ten years and the authors proposed a purely advective mechanism. A periodic strengthening and weakening of the convection which was caused by subsurface advective warming and surface freshening in the subpolar region was the explanation of Yin and Sarachik (1995) for their oscillation. The authors called it an advective–convective mechanism.

Otterâ et al. (2003) found a long term variability of the meridional overturning in the North Atlantic in their coupled ocean-atmosphere-sea ice model which is linked to temperature and salinity anomalies in the western tropical Atlantic. In our experiments, the temperature and salinity anomalies in the Caribbean play only a minor role and they are not governing the oscillation. However, this region could be important for air–sea interaction and the connection to the Pacific Ocean as stated by Latif et al. (2000).

Variability on multidecadal time scale was extracted from observations of SST and sea level pressure by Deser and Blackmon (1993): the authors distinguished between a cold period in the North Atlantic from about 1900 to 1930 and a warm period from about 1940 to 1970. Kushnir (1994) also analysed SST data of the North Atlantic and found negative SST anomalies before 1920 and during the 1970s and 1980s. Positive SST anomalies dominated from 1930 to 1960. In another study, Schlesinger and Ramankutty (1994) could isolate a period of 65–70 years from the nearly 140 year–long IPCC estimated global temperature record. Further analysis of Mann and Park (1996) and Tourre et al. (1999) located a spectral peak between 50 and 60 years, which could be seen as the confirmation of a multidecadal variability as the used data set is just about long enough to allow this conclusion. A recent work of Delworth and Mann (2000) compared data from instrumental records and coupled model studies and concluded that the observed patterns of SST variability in the North Atlantic and the model results are in a good agreement.

Joyce et al. (2000) analysed the variability of subtropical mode water (STMW) and found a decadal variability of about 12 to 14 years period. An enhanced production of STMW is associated with a high NAO and a northerly position of the Gulf Stream.
This is followed by an enhanced export of Labrador Sea Water (LSW) with the DWBC, which affects the position of the Gulf Stream at their crossover point. Direct velocity measurements of Lavender et al. (2000) further interpreted by Rhein (2000) revealed that warm and salty water enters the Labrador Sea from the north west corner of the Gulf Stream. Additionally, the deep western boundary could not be traced south of 45°N. The authors concluded, that it might not be a boundary current at this location, but flows south further east on either side of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. These observations are in good agreement with our model results.

In our model, the time scale of the oscillation is about 40 years, which is in the range of observed natural variability in the North Atlantic Ocean. On the other hand, the limitations of a model with one degree resolution and climatological forcing must be kept in mind. E.g. the mixing processes of mesoscale eddies, which could contribute to the exchange between the Gulf Stream and the adjacent DWBC (Spall, 1996b), are only parametrised. Moreover, distorted physics was used for this study, which changes the time scales of barotropic Rossby and internal gravity waves.

The path of the Gulf Stream along the coast of North America, especially after Cape Hatteras, is very important for the oscillation. A general deficiency of large-scale models is that they fail to simulate the separation of the Gulf Stream from the coast at the correct location (Cape Hatteras) and the pathway downstream is too far north (Roberts et al., 1996). North of the observed Gulf Stream, a recirculation cell is observed, which is also underrepresented or missing in the models (Bower and Hogg, 1996). In the results presented here, the separation of the Gulf Stream also occurs too far north. Thus, the variability of the pathway of the Gulf Stream in the oscillation is restricted by this northerly position, where the range for variability is quite small. Numerous model investigations have been conducted to understand the reason for this model deficiency: Thompson and Schmitz, Jr. (1996) used a limited-area model of the NAC pathway region and varied the inflow of DWBC into the model area. The NAC Pathway agreed the best with the observations with a prescribed value of 20 Sv for the DWBC. Gerdes and Köberle (1995) conducted comparable sensitivity studies with the same model as used in this thesis. There, the Pathway of the Gulf Stream became realistic when the authors enhanced the transport of Denmark Strait Overflow Water. Recently, Gerdes et al. (2001) published the results of sensitivity experiments with an high resolution model of the Gulf Stream separation region. Here, the Gulf Stream separation at Cape Hatteras and a realistic northern recirculation cell was achieved by prescribing the eastern inflow of the northern recirculation cell at the Grand Banks. The authors concluded, that the DWBC sets up the cyclonic recirculation cell north of the Gulf Stream.

The oscillation which is discussed here is maintained by the interaction between the Gulf Stream and the DWBC. The DWBC varies in strength, forced by the convection in the Labrador Sea. This relocates the Gulf Stream to the south, which is in agreement with the studies discussed. As noted by Joyce et al. (2000) and Gerdes et al. (2001), the shift of the Gulf Stream position in turn produces SST anomalies that could influence
air-sea interaction and lead to a climate feedback loop.

### 7.4 Conclusions

The oscillation, which occurs in the long integration with the OMIP year as atmospheric forcing emerges as an interaction between the processes in the Labrador Sea and the position of the Gulf Stream and the NAC. The strength of the subpolar and subtropical gyres varies substantially in the course of the oscillation.

An analysis of the density differences between the first 300 m of the Labrador Sea and the 300 m beneath shows when convection occurs. In addition, the main density variability is found in the upper 300 m. These density differences are dominated by changes in the upper layer salinity. The density variability due to differences in temperature is small compared to the salinity differences and of opposite direction. The surface freshwater flux is exactly in phase with the overturning, with an enhanced input of freshwater at times when the convection is strong. This should counteract the convection, but the surface freshwater fluxes are too small to be of importance for the Labrador Sea convection in this experiment. Thus, the changes of the lateral fluxes into the Labrador Sea govern the oscillation. The position of the NAC is highly variable in the course of the oscillation: It can be found near 30°W when the overturning increases, and in the centre of the Labrador Sea, at 52°W, when the overturning decreases.

The cycle is sketched in Fig 7.12. At the beginning of an oscillation cycle, here taken as the state with minimum overturning, the NAC follows a north–east pathway before finally turning northward at 35°W. The NAC transports warm and saline water of subtropical origin. It cools after leaving the North American continent and becomes denser. In this state, there is no convection in the Labrador Sea but the surface density increases. In the next phase, the overturning and the strength of the subtropical and subpolar gyres increase. The dense water of the NAC is imported by a meander from the east into the Labrador Sea to compensate for the increased sinking. This further increases the surface density. The doming of the isopycnals in the Labrador Sea is enhanced and convection to mid depth sets in as a consequence. In the following phase, the overturning reaches its maximum value and there is deep convection in the Labrador Sea. At the same time, the supply of warm and saline water from the subtropics decreases. The enhanced convection increases the transport of the DWBC to the south, thereby raising the isopycnals between the DWBC and the Gulf Stream. By the afore–mentioned vorticity argument, the Gulf Stream is displaced to the south. The inflow of dense water from the east into the Labrador Sea decreases because of the reduced salt transport and relocation of the Gulf Stream. The convection site in the Labrador Sea shifts to the north–west. In the last phase of the cycle, the stratification in the Labrador Sea becomes stable with a lens of cold and freshwater in the upper 300 m. The light water is supplied by import via the Davis Strait and the East Greenland Current and supplemented by the surface fluxes. These fluxes do not change significantly during the cycle but can surpass the inflow of saline water.
Conclusions

Figure 7.12: Sketch of an oscillation cycle; the black arrow indicates the pathway and strength of the NAC; the grey arrow the pathway and strength of the DWBC; grey circle and cross stand for mid-depth and deep convection; the red circle denotes the strength of the subtropical gyre, the blue circle the strength of the subpolar gyre; $S^-(S^+)$ is a negative (positive) salinity anomaly

with NAC during this part of the cycle. The freshwater inhibits convection and with less supply from the Labrador Sea, the DWBC weakens. The position of the isopycnal between the DWBC and the Gulf Stream is lowered, and the Gulf Stream relocates back to the north. From this point, the cycle of the oscillation starts again, because the NAC can again import dense water into the Labrador Sea, which will restart the convection.

In our analysis, we did not find a large pool of anomalous warm and saline or cold and fresh water, which could set the time scale of our oscillation (STOCKER, 1996). The period of the presented oscillation is more comparable to the advective–convective mechanism of YIN AND SARACHIK (1995). Anomalous warm and saline water is advected with the Gulf Stream into the Labrador Sea, where the convection site is located. Convection sets in and the deep water formation starts, which modifies the transport of the DWBC. The increasing production rate of the deep water combined with the slowly enhancing transport of the DWBC changes finally the pathway of the Gulf Stream, which cuts off rather abruptly the supply of warm and saline water to the convection site. The memory effect of the Labrador Sea could be also of importance (compare Section 6.4). Further investigations of the oscillation are necessary to specify the exact time scale of the advective and the convective mechanism.
8 Final conclusions and outlook

In the presented study, interannual and multidecadal time scales of natural variability of the North Atlantic ocean–sea ice system are investigated with the help of a coupled ocean–sea ice model.

The ocean model is a general circulation model in z–coordinates developed on the basis of the MOM-2 code of the GFDL (PACANOWSKI, 1995). It is coupled to a dynamic–thermodynamic sea ice model with viscous–plastic rheology (HIBLER, 1979; HARDER, 1996). The horizontal resolution is $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ with 19 vertical levels. The area of the model comprises the Arctic and North Atlantic Ocean, with an open boundary at approximately $20^\circ$S.

One of the main interests of this study is the reaction of the coupled ocean–sea ice model to changes in the atmospheric surface forcing, which are related to the NAO. For this purpose, one composite for positive NAO years and one for negative NAO years is derived from the data of the NCAR/NCEP reanalysis project (KALNAY ET AL., 1996); the composite comprise annual climatologies for the surface boundary conditions. Additionally, a climatological forcing (OMIP year) is used, which consists of a typical year of the ECMWF reanalysis project data (GIBSON ET AL., 1997). As the data cover the period 1979–1993, the OMIP year is somewhat biased towards a positive NAO index.

The NAO+ composite shows strengthened wind stresses in the west wind drift zone with a northward relocation of the main pathway over Europe compared to the NAO–composite. The air temperature which is associated with the NAO+ composite is warmer over the Nordic Seas and the Barents Sea, but colder over the Labrador Sea, capturing the main observed effects of positive NAO years. A comparison between the three forcing sets reveals that the magnitude of the wind stress fields of the OMIP year is less than in the NAO composites, but in mid–latitude, the OMIP year shows a close resemblance to the NAO+ composite.

The three atmospheric data sets are used to integrate the model for 200 years each. The main characteristics of the ocean and sea ice field are compared, using mean states of the years 150–200. All experiments show a Gulf Stream separation that is too far north compared to observations, and the northern recirculation is missing completely. These are known deficiencies of coarse resolution models. Additionally, the NAC is found in the western subpolar North Atlantic Ocean in all experiments and the surface water mass in the subpolar gyre is warmer and more saline than in the observations. In the subtropical North Atlantic, the tracer distribution resembles the observations in the mean of years 150–200 compared to the mean of years 10–60. The maximum of the meridional overturning at $48^\circ$N and 1500 m depth reveals two features which are common in all three
spin up integrations. First, after an initial drop of the maximum of the overturning, there is a long trend lasting for almost 100 years or more. In the integration with the NAO− composite, this trend even lasts as long as the integration period is. Second, all experiments show multidecadal variability at least in the last fifty years of integration. The standard deviation for the NAO− experiment in this period is 1.5 Sv and 2.5 Sv for the NAO+ experiment.

The influence of a switch from a long time NAO+ state to an enduring NAO− situation is investigated on the basis of the 200 year integration with NAO+ forcing. The sea ice extent increases quickly in the margins of the ice covered areas in the Arctic Ocean, Nordic Seas and Labrador Sea after this switch: positive anomalies are detected in the Barents and Greenland Seas, negative anomalies in the Labrador Sea. This dipole pattern agrees with the combined model–observations analysis of Kauker et al. (2003). The changes in the sea ice volume adapt slower to the changed forcing, because of the integral effect of the ocean mixed layer and ice thickness itself. In the NAO− case, the total sea ice volume increases gradually. Switching only the wind stress to the NAO− situation helps to separate the influence of wind stress forcing from the thermohaline forcing. The NAO− wind stress distribution relocates the sea ice margin very fast, but NAO+ air temperature melts more ice. Changing the initial forcing of NAO+ for one year to NAO− and then back to NAO+ leads to an almost instantaneous recover of the sea ice extent, but also to a long term change in the sea ice cover in the Labrador Sea, which persists due to permanent changes in the ocean. The ocean itself adjusts with a fast barotropic circulation anomaly, accompanied by an enhancement of meridional overturning and northward heat transport at 48°N. The slow response is a substantial decrease of the northward heat transport, which is caused by a reduction of the transport of subpolar and subtropical gyre and a decrease of the meridional overturning. In the experiment where only the wind stress is changed, the adaption to NAO− wind stress forcing is damped strongly by the NAO+ thermohaline forcing. The gyres decrease, but slower than in the NAO− case. The baroclinic adaption is different, because the heat fluxes counteract the wind stress forcing and adapt the meridional overturning and the heat transport to the North to only slightly reduced values. Eden and Willebrand (2001) found a similarly fast and slow reaction to abrupt changes in the sign of NAO related forcing, but the amplitudes were different compared to the presented sensitivity experiments. Analysis of hydrographic sections revealed a decrease in northward heat transport two years after a shift from NAO+ to NAO− at 47°N (Bersch, 2002). One year of NAO− forcing shifts the area of convection in the Labrador Sea to a different position, which turns out to be a new state of equilibrium for the ocean.

The OMIP experiment starts to oscillate strongly after 80 years of integration, with a peak to peak amplitude of 10 Sv and a period of 40 years. The amplitude and period of the oscillation did not decrease in a long term integration over 1000 years, which suggests that it is not a transient phenomenon. The oscillation is sustained by processes involving the Labrador Sea and the position of the Gulf Stream/NAC system. A stability
analysis of the surfaces layers of the Labrador Sea reveals that the occurring density differences are dominated by changes in the upper layer salinity. The effects of temperature changes are small and they act to stabilise the water column, where the salinity effect destabilise it. Surface freshwater fluxes over the Labrador Sea were ruled out as possible forcing mechanism, as they also act to stabilise the water column. The main contributor of saline surface water to the Labrador Sea is the NAC. Warm and saline subtropical surface water is advected with the Gulf Stream and the NAC to the north. When the maximum of the overturning is increasing, the NAC transports this water from the east into the Labrador Sea. The anomalies destabilise the water column and convection sets in. The convection enhances the deep water formation and the transport of the DWBC to the south increases. This increase raises the isopycnals between the DWBC and the Gulf Stream. Due to conservation of potential vorticity, the Gulf Stream is relocated to the south. This displacement suppresses the transport of subtropical surface water into the Labrador Sea and the convection and the maximum of the meridional overturning decreases. The transport of the DWBC weakens simultaneously, and the Gulf Stream is shifting back to the north. This closes the cycle of the oscillation. The time scale of the oscillation is governed by the advection of warm and saline water by the Gulf Stream into the Labrador Sea and the subsequent increase of convection and deep water formation and changes in the DWBC/Gulf Stream system. The period of 40 years of the oscillation lies in the range where observed SST anomalies showed interdecadal variability (MANN AND PARK, 1996; TOURRE ET AL., 1999; DELWORTH AND MANN, 2000): on time scales of 50–60 years. Other model studies also detected internal oceanic variability (DELWORTH ET AL., 1993; GREATBATCH AND ZHANG, 1995; TIMMERMANN ET AL., 1998) with comparable time scales. The mechanism of the oscillation of DELWORTH ET AL. (1993) was based on the advection of SST anomalies, which also influenced the convection region in the subpolar North Atlantic. GREATBATCH AND ZHANG (1995) claimed that changes in the surface heat fluxes were responsible for their oscillation. Variability of the position of the Gulf Stream and of the underlying DWBC were detected previously in observations (JOYCE ET AL., 2000; LAVENDER ET AL., 2000; RHEIN, 2000) and also in model studies SPALL (1996a,b).

The captured oscillation is a very interesting starting point for further investigation. The sensitivity to the surface boundary conditions could be analysed further by running the model with prescribed climatological heat and/or freshwater fluxes with an annual cycle. This would be a way to test the stability of the oscillation. A passive tracer release experiment would be helpful to calculate the time scale of the oscillation similar to EDEN AND GREATBATCH (2003). A further comparison between the results of the oscillation and the sensitivity experiments is also possible, because the position of the Gulf Stream is affected by the change from NAO+ to NAO– related forcing (see Fig. 6.10). The variability of the Gulf Stream/DWBC system is also interesting to investigate, e.g. calculating the potential vorticity in detail and quantifying the transports. Employing a fully coupled atmosphere–ocean–sea ice model is a next step to improve the understanding of
interactions between atmosphere and ocean.

Integrations of an atmospheric general circulation model which were forced with prescribed SSTs could capture the observed NAO index in an ensemble mean state (RODWELL ET AL., 1999). Long term weather forecasts with such a model seem to be possible with the limitation that the SST must be known. Another attempt of predicting the NAO index for several years was made by EDEN ET AL. (2002). The authors improved the prediction skill by using a realistic ocean model to force a very simple coupled model of BRETHERTON AND BATTISI (2000). Recently, SIRABELLA ET AL. (2001) were able to prove that there is a very strong and statistically significant link between the North Atlantic winter sea level pressure (SLP) field and the Barents Sea upper layer temperature. This link affects as stated by the authors the cod recruitment in this area through the SST. Thus prediction of SST in the North Atlantic could be a starting point for the prediction of cod recruitment. However, for the predictability of cod recruitment it is necessary to keep in mind that the changing water temperature is only one factor among others, such as changes in the predator field or in the food chain, to name just a few. In this sense, the understanding of the processes (oceanic and/or atmospheric) which drives the SST anomalies is important for the prediction of future climate scenarios and also somewhat for the future of the cod.
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